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FROM THE EDITOR IN CHIEF
We are all in the midst of a
global pandemic experiencing
the new normal. United States
quite recently experienced nation
wide protests ,"Black Lives
Matters" to stand up
against
police
brutality
which
resulted in the
murder of George
Floyd
in
Minnneapolis. India
witnessed
the
largest evacuation of
migrant workers of 1.59 crores
during this pandemic. In this tenth
edition of The Global Eye , we
bring to you an update of the
COVID PANDEMIC and highlights
of THE GLOBAL EYE Conclave
recently held on Prime Minister
Modi's New India.
USA is getting ready for its
presidential election in November
2020 and both the Republicans
and Democrats are busy
campaigning hard for their
candidates to win.
India is forging ahead with the
strategic convergence of Four Ss
as Prime Minister Modi puts it:

Shakti (Strength), Suraksha
(Security ), Samonvaya
(Harmony) and Samajhdari
(Insightfulness).
We have the regular columns
and have received
positive feedback
from our readers.
The Global Eye has
emerged as the
Largest Digital News
Monthly in India
reaching 3.3 Crore
h o u s e h o l d s
throughout India. In USA,The
Global Eye is the largest Indian
American monthly that reaches
over One Million households
throughout United States.
We shall continue to bring you
exciting news feature with
colorful photos of events and
happenings that have not been
reported in other media. The
Global Eye prides itself in
empowering our communities
by celebrating life.

Letters to the Editor
I wish to provide some perspective
from the community with regard to a
recent article about Minorities support
CAA that appeared in your monthly
magazine. As Indians we all support
CAA, but the government should give
confidence and clarify the doubts of the
minorities.
Nalini Vasu
*******************************************************
Excellent news coverage from India
to USA, from CAA to Lohri(Festival of
colors)... I am sure the global eye will
reach a level among the other media.
All the best to the entire team.
Dhiraj
*******************************************************
Wow. Very nice look with lots and
lots of pics(lol) and unique articles
(nostalia..). I can't see this type of pics
and vintage story articles in any other
digital issues. Very Diverse information.
Amazing read.
Goldi chouhan
*******************************************************
Iam a Chandini, student of Delhi University. What is CAA and NRC? How
CAA and NRC have divided opinions?
You better to cover this, so many of us
don't have the clear picture of what
these are? why Government of India is
implementing these abruptly? Answer
these question better than other articles. don't publish my name or emailid.
*******************************************************
I think the issue is more concentrating
on US news only. IS this the US edition or
India Edition? All the events, awards, Ad-
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vertisements are from USA only. Please
send the indian edition to me. Thanks for
understanding.
K
Prasanna
*******************************************************
To The Global Eye
As I req earlier, could you cover the
current affairs and science and technology. now-a-days every one is interested in technology. not at all politics.
Ashnam
****************************************
Editor, I want to participate in the
events of globaleye. How can i join and
participate.
Upasana
Pandita
*******************************************************
Excellent coverage of articles and
news.
Latha
*******************************************
Wonderrful awwwwsome digital
monthly.
Minaxhi
*******************************************************
Editor and Team, The articles are
good and everything is awesome. But
the look and feel of the magazine is
not looking like a magazine like other
magazines. why?
Prathiba
*******************************************
The pictures, advertisements and all
other are very colorful. Good work. God
Bless.
Deepak
*******************************************
The Gloabl Eye; go ahead with your
good work
Mahesh Godara
*******************************************
Ricky Gandhi is friend of mine. Very
happy to see him in your 35million subscribers magazine. All the Best ricky...
Amit
*******************************************
Is the Jordan Dreams an Charity and
non-profit organization. Read the article
and impressed the good work by Mr
Beals through J Dreams. How can we
support such an organization?
C Bobby
*******************************************
Excelllllent....
Nick
*******************************************
Convert the mag to Bi-weekly. Nice
reports through out the issue.
Varun
*******************************************
E d i t o r,
I'm
Kanagaraju
Natesan...Please try to include IT related
also. As an IT guy from Chennai, i
would like to see some best information from it.
Kanagaraju Natesan
*******************************************
Good and informative.
Rizvi Zameer
*******************************************
We are missing Travl Blogs.
Pavan Kumar
*******************************************
Minorities Support CAA? what a
joke... You see in TVs that how goons
entered into college and the students
were beaten up because they are not
supporting CAA and NRC. try to publish actual ground reports from delhi.
Kishore P
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Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's letter
To the people of India on completion of
ONE YEAR OF his second term in office
New Delhi: Prime Minister Narendra
Modi in a letter to the people of the country , on his government completing one
year of its second term, listed out several initiatives, achievements and big decisions taken by his government, while
expressing confidence of victory in the
country's battle against coronavirus.
Prime Minister Modi was sworn-in for
a second successive term on May 30 last
year after leading BJP-led NDA to a landslide victory in the 2019 Lok Sabha
elections.The Prime Minister termed
the day as "golden chapter" in the
history of Indian democracy, pointing
out that it was after several decades
that the people of the country voted
back a full-term government with a
full majority.
"Once again, I bow to the 130 crore
people of India and the democratic
ethos of our nation. During normal
times, I would have been in your
midst. However, the present circumstances do not permit that. That is
why I seek your blessings through this
letter," said Prime Minister Modi.He
said that people's affection, goodwill and
active cooperation have given new energy
and inspiration. "The way you have showcased the collective strength of democracy is a guiding light for the whole world."
The Prime Minister also emphasized
on his government's anti-corruption
credentials, saying that over the last five
years, the nation saw "how the administrative apparatus broke itself free of status quo and from the swamp of corruption as well 0as misgovernance". True to
the spirit of 'Antyodaya' the lives of millions have been transformed, he said.
Listing out several flagship schemes
of his government, Prime Minister Modi
said, "From 2014 to 2019, India's stature
rose significantly. The dignity of the poor
was enhanced. The nation achieved financial inclusion, free gas and electricity connections, total sanitation coverage, and
made progress towards ensuring 'Housing for All.'"He mentioned about the surgical strike on terror launch pads across
the LoC and airstrike on a terror camp
carried out by the Indian armed forces
in response to the terror attacks by
Pakistan-sponsored terrorists."India
demonstrated its mettle through the
surgical strike and airstrike. At the
same time, decades-old demands
such as OROP, One Nation One TaxGST, better MSP for farmers were fulfilled," he said.
The Prime Minister said that the reelection of his government was not
just for continuity but also with a
dream of taking India to new
heights."In 2019, the people of India
voted not merely for continuity but also
with a dream of taking India to new
heights. A dream of making India a
global leader. The decisions taken in the
last one year are directed at fulfilling this
dream," he said.
Referring to his slogan of 'Sabka
Saath, Sabka Vikas, Sabka Vishwas'
(together with all, development for all,
trust of all), the Prime Minister said, "Today, 130 crore people feel involved and

integrated with the development trajectory
of the nation. The light of 'Jan Shakti' and
'Rashtra Shakti' has ignited the entire nation. Powered by the mantra of 'Sabka
Saath, Sabka Vikas, Sabka Vishwas',
India is marching forward in all
spheres."He said that in the last one year,
some of the decisions were widely discussed and "remain etched in public discourse" and referred to abrogation of Article 370 in Jammu and Kashmir, the
Ayodhya verdict by Supreme Court and
Citizenship
Amendment
Act
(CAA)."Article 370 furthered the spirit of
national unity and integration. The Ram
Mandir judgment, delivered unanimously
by the Supreme Court of India, brought
an amicable end to a debate persisting
for centuries. The barbaric practice of triple
talaq has been confined to the dustbin of
history. Amendment to the Citizenship Act
was an expression of India's compassion
and spirit of inclusiveness," said Prime
Minister Modi while adding that there have
been "many other decisions that have
added momentum to the nation's development trajectory."
Listing reforms in the area of defence,
Prime Minister Modi noted the creation
of the post of Chief of Defence Staff
(CDS) improved coordination among the
armed forces. "At the same time, India
has stepped up preparations for Mission
Gaganyaan," he said.Referring to PM
Kisan Samman Nidhi, he said that more
than Rs 72,000 crore has been deposited in accounts of over 9.50 crore
farmers in just one year.He also said
the Jal Jeevan Mission will ensure
supply of potable water through piped
connections to over 15 crore rural
households and a huge campaign of free
vaccination is being conducted for better
health of 50 crore livestock.
The Prime Minister said that for the
first time in the country's history, farmers, farm labourers, small shopkeepers and workers in the unorganised
sector have been assured the provision of regular monthly pension of Rs
3,000 after the age of 60 years.He referred to a separate department created for fishermen and said it has been
decided to constitute a Vyapari Kalyan
Board for timely resolution of the problems of the traders.
"Higher quantum of financial assistance is being provided to more than seven
crore women attached to self-help groups.
Recently, the loans without guarantee
for self-help groups has been doubled
to 20 lakh from the earlier 10 lakh.
Keeping in mind the education of tribal
children, we have begun the construction
of more than 400 new Ekalavya Model
Residential Schools," he said.The Prime
Minister asserted that several "peoplefriendly laws" have been ushered in during the last year. "Our Parliament has broken the decades-old record in terms of
productivity. As a result, whether it be the
Consumer Protection Act, the amendment
to Chit Fund Law or laws to provide more
protection to women, children and
Divyang, their passage in the Parliament
was expedited."
Noting that the rural-urban gap is

shrinking as a result of the policies and
decisions of the government, he said that
for the first time the number of rural
Indians using the internet is 10 per cent
more than the number of urban
Indians."The list of such historic actions
and decisions taken in the national interest would be too long to detail in this letter. But I must say that every day of this
year, my government has worked round
the clock with full vigour, taking and
implementing these decisions," Prime
Minister Modi said.He said while the government was moving ahead at a fast pace
for fulfilling hopes and aspirations of
people, the coronavirus pandemic engulfed the country as well.
"While on one hand, are powers with
great economic resources and state-ofthe-art healthcare systems, on the other
hand, is our country besieged with problems amidst a vast population and limited resources," he said.Prime Minister
Modi said that many feared that India will
become a problem for the world when
coronavirus hits India. "But today,
through sheer confidence and resilience, you have transformed the way
the world looks at us. You have proven
that the collective strength and potential of Indians is unparalleled compared
even to the powerful and prosperous
countries of the world," he said.
Prime Minister Modi also expressed
his appreciation on how people responded
to his appeal for Janta Curfew and clapping and lighting a lamp to honour
corona warriors."Be it clapping and lighting a lamp to the honouring of corona warriors by India's armed forces, Janta Curfew or by faithful adherence to rules during the nationwide lockdown, on every occasion you have shown that Ek Bharat
is the guarantee for Shrestha Bharat,"
he said.
The Prime Minister also referred to the
suffering of labourers, migrant workers during the crisis and said his government is
working in a determined way to alleviate
their troubles."In a crisis of this magnitude, it can certainly not be claimed that
no one suffered any inconvenience or discomfort. Our labourers, migrant workers, artisans and craftsmen in small
scale industries, hawkers and such
fellow countrymen have undergone
tremendous suffering. We are working
in a united and determined way to alleviate their troubles," he said.
Stressing on the need to follow rules
and guidelines, Prime Minister Modi said,
"We have to take care to ensure that inconveniences that we are facing do not
turn into disasters.""We have displayed
patience so far and we should continue
to do so. This is one of the important reasons for India being safer and in a better
state than many other countries. This is
a long battle but we have started traversing on the path of victory, and victory is our collective resolve," he said.
The Prime Minister also lauded the "resilience" shown by people of West Bengal and Odisha during cyclone Amphan.
"In the last few days, a super cyclone has
wreaked havoc in parts of West Bengal
and Odisha. Here too, the resilience of

the people of these states is noteworthy.
Their courage inspires the people of India," he said.The Prime Minister also expressed confidence that India will set
an example in economic revival. "At
such a time, there is also a widespread
debate on how the economies of various
countries, including India's will recover.
However, given the way India has surprised
the world with its unity and resolve in the
fight against coronavirus, there is a firm
belief that we will also set an example in
an economic revival," he said. "In the
economic domain, through their
strength, 130 crore Indians can not
only surprise the world but also inspire it."
Prime Minister Modi emphasised that
India will have to become "self-reliant" and
that the recent package of Rs 20 lakh crore,
which was announced by him earlier this
month, is a major step in this direction."It
is the need of the hour that we must
become self-reliant. We have to move
forward based on our own abilities, in
our own way, and there is only one way
to do it -- Aatmanirbhar Bharat or selfreliant India. The recent Rs 20 lakh
crore package given for Aatmanirbhar
Bharat Abhiyan is a major step in this
direction. This initiative will usher in a
new era of opportunities for every Indian, be it our farmers, workers, small
entrepreneurs or youth associated with
startups," he said."The fragrance of Indian
soil along with the sweat, hard work and
talent of our workers will create products
that will reduce India's dependence on imports and will move towards self-reliance,"
added Prime Minister Modi.Noting that the
country is facing many challenges, he said
that the present and future of 130 crore
people will never be dictated by adversity.
"In this journey of the last six years,
you have continuously showered me
with love and blessings. It is the
strength of your blessings that has made
the nation take historic decisions and
progress rapidly in the last one year. However, I am also aware that there is a lot
that needs to be done. There are many
challenges and problems that our country faces. I am working day and night.
There could be deficiencies in me but
there is nothing that our country lacks.
So, I believe in you, your strength and
your abilities even more than I believe in
myself," he said."Due to the global pandemic, this is certainly a time of crisis
but for us Indians, this is also a time for a
firm resolve. We must always remember
that the present and future of 130 crore
will never be dictated by adversity. We
will decide on our present and our future.
We will move ahead on the path of
progress and victory will be ours," he said.
He cited a Sanskrit verse which means
"if we have action and duty on one
hand, then success is assured on the
other hand".
"With prayers for our country's success, I bow to you once again. My
heartiest wishes to you and your family. Stay healthy, stay safe. Stay aware,
stay informed," he said. Prime Minister Modi signed off the letter describing
himself as "your Pradhan Sevak"
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Testing strategies for the virus
The year 2020 has started on a very challenging note for all of us. The world woke
up to a new infection, COVID-19 caused
by the SARS-CoV-2 virus. The virus was
so named as it is almost similar to the
SARS virus and like it, is an RNA virus belonging to the family of Corona viruses. The
virus though milder than the SARS virus is
easier to transmit. The Indian Council of
Medical Research (ICMR) and the State
health authorities have issued notifications
and guidelines for testing strategies that
every testing laboratory and treating hospital need to abide by.
Who can get tested:
ICMR modified testing strategy issued on
9th April. Tests can be done for:
All symptomatic individuals who have undertaken international travel from the 6th
of March All symptomatic contacts of laboratory confirmed cases.
All symptomatic healthcare workers.
All hospitalised patients with Severe Acute
Respiratory Illness (fever and cough and/
or shortness of breath)
Asymptomatic direct and high-risk contacts
of a confirmed case should be tested once
between day 5 and day 14 of coming in
his/her contact. In hotspots/clusters or
large gatherings/evacuees centres, anyone
with Influenza like illness (ILI) ie fever, cough,
sore throat and runny nose

a) Within 7 days of starting symptoms need cal doctor, signed by the doctor, with the
an rRT-PCR (Real time Reverse Tran- doctor’s registration number and contact descriptase - Polymerase Chain Reaction) test tails (telephone and email ID). These are
mandatory. In addition, the patient
must carry a copy of his/her Aadhar
card when they come in for testing.
Once the patient arrives for testing,
the test requisition form prepared by
ICMR, needs to be filled. The ambulant patient is then escorted to a
dedicated area meant for collection
of the Nasopharyngeal or Oropharyngeal swab samples. The swabs
are collected by trained technologists who are protected with full Personal Protection Equipment (PPE).
This process takes about 10 minutes and the entire stay in the lab
takes about 20 minutes.
The collected swabs are immediately placed in bottles containing
Viral Transport Medium, securely
closed and labelled. They are
packed in multiple layers and then
transported to the lab at the earliest, at a temperature of 2-8 degrees
b) After seven days - need an Antibody test C for further processing. In very ill,
and if this negative, an rRT-PCR test to hospitalised patients, other samples such
as endo-tracheal aspirate or Broncho-alveoconfirm status.
lar lavage can be collected.
How does the process work?
The test that can detect COVIDAny person who fits into these categories,
needs to have a prescription from a medi- 19 infections at the earliest, is the rRT-PCR.

Dr. Saranya Narayan,
Senior microbiologist
The SARS-CoV-2 virus being an RNA virus,
initially it is extracted from the sample. It is
then converted into complementary
DNA (cDNA) using the enzyme reverse transcriptase (hence the
name). This cDNA is then amplified
using the PCR. By this amplification,
even minuscule quantities of RNA in
the original sample can be identified
and a sample can be classified as
either positive or negative. On an average, a batch of about 50-60
samples takes 8-10 hours from the
start of processing to completion.
Reports are usually ready the following day as the tests are run in batches
and in case a report needs to be confirmed
it will need an additional day. Rapid antibody screening tests will also be available
soon, but need to be used judiciously and
interpreted with caution. They are ideal for
assessing the prevalence of infection in a
population at a later date.

Relax: breath holds the key
There is not a day that has gone by in
the recent past that hasn’t featured the
new ‘C word’ at least once in every conversation worldwide. Some of these conversations are informative while others
are loaded with rumours. So, what should
we do? Let’s face facts first. We are facing a pandemic. It is a difficult time all
around but we need to have a winning
attitude.
External help comes from the government in the form of lockdowns and
putting protocols in place. Internal help,
on the other hand, comes from within
us. Staying positive in trying times like
these is paramount. With a calm mind,
make a plan of how best to spend your
time during the lockdown.
In rehabilitation medicine, there are five
main aspects to the American Heart Association protocols that we follow — Diet,
Relaxation, Exercise, Attitude, and Motivation. Since diet and exercise are covered in abundance these days, I am going to shift the focus on the other three.
Look at motivating historical incidents
where people have overcome all odds to
make a bad situation better.
Here’s one: Let’s take the example of

LJ Flanders, author of Cell Workout, a train- to have a calm mind.
ing guide that will help you understand how
A recent study conducted by Stanford
to train without the need for any gadget scientists indicates the link between breath
except your own bodyweight to get fit. In and states of mind. Appropriate breathing
has a powerful effect on stress reduction. Bonus news is that it also supports
immune functions and helps rapid recovery from illness.
Count from one to four as you inhale
through your nose. Pause for two
counts. Then purse your mouth and
mentally count from one to six (or one
to eight if comfortable) as you exhale.
Repeat for a few minutes and enjoy slow,
rhythmic breathing.
Focus your mind on a single word,
2011, Flanders found himself sentenced to or sound. Mentally repeat the chosen
prison. Inside a 6 x 8 feet cell, he began to sound over and over, finding rhythm and
think of ways to use his time productively cadence that feels best to you. Adopt a
and he decided that he would become as passive attitude toward the process,
fit as possible. He signed up for a personal particularly with regard to how well
training course that taught him a lot and he you’re doing. If your mind wanders, gencreated an exercise manual.
tly re-direct your focus to your chosen
Unlike Flanders, you are not in a prison word each time. After 15–20 minutes
or a place with limitations. You have your slowly get back to normal state feeling
house, you have your freedom, most of you refreshed and energised.
have the time; the only thing you probably
Progressive muscle relaxation is an
lack is a plan. And to put together a good effective and widely used strategy for
plan for your health and happiness, you need stress relief that creates a state of deep

Dr. A.J. Rajendran
relaxation by involving alternate tensing
and relaxing of muscles. This technique
helps people who are often so tensed
throughout the day that they fail to even
recognise how being relaxed feels like.
Tense each muscle group in arms, legs
and body to about 25-50% of max capacity. Hold for a few seconds as you
continue to breathe and then slowly release the tension as you focus on the
pleasant contrast between tight and relaxed muscles. Once you have covered
the entire group of muscles in the body,
sit quietly for several minutes and enjoy the feeling of a relaxed body before
you slowly open your eyes. So, beyond
the external support that we expect from
our political authorities, let us gear up
to cope with the circumstances.
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Covid -19 : A Global Perspective
PRIME MINISTER MODI LEADS THE WORLD
IN COVID PANDEMIC MANAGEMENT
INDIA IS MUCH BETTER PLACED THAN MANY OTHER NATIONS AND INDIA'S RECOVERY
RATE FROM COVID IS RISING ."DUE TO THIS THE SEVERITY OF THE VIRUS IS LESS THAN
ANTICIPATED . INDIA'S DEATH PER MILLION DUE TO COVID IS UNDER 12 MILLION
COMPARED TO 574 MILLION IN ITALY"- NARENDRA MODI, PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA

By Dr.Parvez Hayat,IPS , former DGP
Google Scholar , Holds A Doctorate in
Disaster Management
NEW DELHI, INDIA
India has demographic
advantages , age is on its
side , median age is 29 years
, second largest youth in the
world after China . Therefore
, mortality rate in India has to
be fairly less and also the
recovery rate that too so far
is over 46% one of the best
in the world, despite relatively
weaker medical Infrastructure
vis a vis advanced world .
Europe has largest ageing
population and ,therefore,
the death rate was fairly high
since median age of
European countries such as
Italy , France , Spain ,
Germany and U.K, range
between 41.2-44 years , only
one exception in case of
Germany why so ? Because
,Germany tested the highest
, tested both asymptomatic
and symptomatic both as
high as 150, 000/ week,and
secondly , Germany treated
them early , not letting
patients entering third stage
where patients require
ventilators
from there
approximately 96.6% patients
don’t come out alive ,
Germany mostly cured
people in second stage when
patients may require little
help of oxygen ,mostly
patients recovered at second
stage itself .
Another notable facts as per
Johns Hopkins University
researches , it has been
found that ,high
mask
wearing countries did better
than low mask wearing
countries suck as USA, Italy ,

Spain , UK , France whereas
high mask wearing countries
such as Japan , Czech
Republic and Slovakia, Israel
and Taiwan. Czech Republic
,believed in ‘ you protect me ,
I protect you’ and home to
home masks were being
produced as movement and
distributed .
India instituted lockdown by
enforcing curfew , barricades
were put up to ensure people
don’t move out of their home
without any urgent reasons, it
helped preventing community
spread , unlike UK , USA there
are rights issue , educated
people themselves followed
lockdown ,no police could
interfere , even Israel police
enforced kind of curfew like
lockdown , it helped as it
helped in India . Sweden was
one country which believed in
‘Herd Immunity ‘ allowing
infections to spread in
population other than elderly
and kids asked to stay home
, didn’t institute lockdown ,
later on seeing cases spiking
Sweden
too
instituted
lockdown .
India relatively tested low
initially but later it did improve
its testing figures , of courses
, as per ICMR guidelines ,
India tested those who are
symptomatic and patients with
very minor symptoms were
gone quarantined , it worked
well since it prevented medical
capacities not overwhelmed.
Now India and the world have
to live with the virus till a
vaccine is found or Herd

Immunity is developed .. India
by sheer miscalculations
seem to err by instituting total
lockdown suddenly with the
results huge number of
migrants and laid off daily
wage earners got stuck up
and suffered , it created
additional burden
both
financial and administrative
on states to arrange for
shelters , food and water ,.
Thankfully ,government of
India in consultations with
states making arrangement to
send these millions of
migrants back home by
running special trains , also
stuck up students , tourists ,
pilgrims too have been sent
back home since it is a very
unusual behaviour of novel
corona virus , therefore, it
trumped all calculations
globally .
India for the first time facing
a situation where whole
country got affected , it
affected both agricultural and
non agricultural sectors
,where each months GDP is
getting affected unlike
previous localised disasters
affecting only state or a few
states for a shorter period ,
now curbs are easing down ,
economic activities have too
started in phases
with
government intensives and
package of stimulus.
Gradually
,
economic
situations will stabilize once
positive cases reached to its
peak and fresh hospital
admissions start lowering
down , death rates which is

already appreciably low ,
begin to come down with
curves fo
flattening down . Indian
economy which is resilient
shall improve at faster speed
. But the Covid- 19 has
definitely brought change in
lifestyle , market places ,
offices , public spaces shall
need to be redesigned , less
travel , less physical meeting
, more work from home , social
distancing , wearing masks ,
medical hygiene etc.,shall
continue for quite some time
and surely India has to hugely
invest in improving medical
infrastructure at top down
level in future to meet any
such challenges successfully.
Coronavirus & Social
inequality :
COVID 19 scare all over
globally has shaken the world
.In Indian context , effects may
have
far
reaching
consequences .We have
Mosques, Temples ,Gurdwara
, Churches etc ,it is God
inflicted misery on the planet
to show selfish arrogant &
destructive so called super
powers to spend billions in
producing high -tech lethal
weapons to kill human beings
.Where is so called super
powers , USA , Japan ,China
,can they fight Corona virus?
It is a time to show national
solidarity ,the virus doesn’t
recognize borders , caste
ethnicities , colour and faith .
#Billionaires in India took lots
of
advantages
from
successive governments

which is obvious and a sad
commentary. Unlike other
advanced nations’ billionaires
who opened the helping hand
to support their national
governments , our billionaires
are conspicuously absent to
come forward and assist
government efforts so far
sadly .Who will look after the
lesser mortals and our daily
wagers
?
Business
establishments turn away
t
h
e
i
r
workers,cleaners,contractual
labourers and daily wagers ,
unskilled labourers without a
penny .. It sans humanity.
The Corona Virus has brought
all Indians as one nation to
fight this global man -made
disasters under the able
leadership of our Selfless,
Dynamic Prime Minister Modi.
The Civil Servants, Business
Captains, Community Activists
and the Philanthropists ,can
do do crowd funding for
homeless
marginalized
sections of society and
strengthen the government
initiative
to
ensure
substantive justice.We all
have fought together in the
Past
, drove away the
#Britishers and won our
freedom.Let’s all join hands
together: volunteer/serve,
donate
, follow all
governments advisories ,and
contribute part of our salary/ our
pension. Let us stand united
today and build together a NEW
MODI INDIA which will usher in
development, prosperity and
peace for all .
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EMERGING A WINNER We will live with Covid19 for months. Let’s
not deny it or panic: Dr. Faheem Younus

AGAINST AN

INVISIBLE ENEMY
(By K.P.DANDAPANI) The precariousness
and fragility of life has often been a muse
for poets and theme for philosophers. Yet,
little did we know that humanity as a collective whole would witness the most vivid
account of these. Despite being a septuagenarian who has seen many seasons, I
would still bifurcate my life as pre-corona
and post-corona days. Such has been the
magnanimous impact of this virus on all
quarters of life, both microcosmically and
macrocosmically.
It is the first time in five
decades of being a husband, father and practising lawyer that I have
been a beneficiary of
such ample disposal of
leisure time. I am certainly grateful for such
ways in which life impels you to look deeper
within, find innovative
ways to reconnect with
friends and family, and
most importantly,
fathom the immeasurable value of the spirit
of resilience, love and hope. As a citizen of
India, I could not feel more fortunate to be
part of a government that stood up to the
needs of the time. It certainly has been a
bruising battle in a way, as the situation
took us by storm and left us unprepared.
Impediments faced by the migrant workers
and daily-wage labourers made the content
of heart-breaking news, the unprecedented
21-day lockdown slowed the economy like
never before, healthcare workers committed to work in the exclusion of sufficient
medical gears andyet, amidst the challenges, we have done well and better than
many countries. The leadership displayed
at the national certainly command admiration and respect for its ability to implement
effective action to flatten the curve. With
several measures in place like thermal
screening of international fliers, mandatory
quarantine of travellers, closure of borders,
restriction on commercial flights, rapid antibody tests in covid hotspots, launch of
apps and automated messages across telecommunication networks to spread awareness, and the aberrant lock-down, India
could proudly march ahead of the super
powers and most other countries in the
Covid19-battlefield. The Country stood out
in this crisis and is touted as a demonstration of the efficacy of grass-roots level administration as well as robust state governance. It was alert and vigilant, engaging in
rigorous contact tracing, using exhaustive
route maps and tracing plausible avenues
of the virus spread, using community outreach, setting up Covid-19 care centres in
all districts and implementing several such
strategic moves.
Those from all our segments, especially the health care professionals and
security personnel, have indeed been the
quintessential example of dedication, sac-

rifice and professional calibre. Together they
redefined the nuances of crisis management
and laid their services ahead of their own
selves. It was both gratifying and humbling
to witness such selflessness, in the face
of grave danger and potential fatality. In
more ways than one, this episode has been
a test to the spirit of life itself. Be it the
clapping at 5 pm or lighting lamps at 9 pm,
we have been hand-in-hand in facing this
crisis and an intangible
unity cuts across the
man-made barriers of
caste, creed, and class
tobind humanity. A mesmeric display of our solidarity has taken many
forms and the most recent
one was the salute rendered by the Armed
Forces of India. From
flower petals being showered across hospitals
from Air force choppers, to
the Indian Coast Guard illuminating its ships, to performance by military bands
at major hospitals, the Central Government of India, lead
by the Bharatiya Janata Party and its leader
Prime Minister Shri. Narendra Modiji, left no
stone unturned in paying tributes to the frontline workers battling this pandemic. May we all
live though this chronicle, in good health and
safety, to remember and retell yet another story
of triumph over adversity. May the subtle and
valuable lessons being learnt now, be never
forgotten, even after we have won the war
against this deadly and invisible enemy.
* (The author is a practicing Senior
Advocate in Kerala High Court. Was a
Judge of the Kerala High Court and
Advocate General of State of Kerala)

Head of the Infectious Disease
Clinic ,The University of
Maryland in America Tweets

Dr. Faheem Younus from the University of Maryland in America,
head of the Infectious Disease
Clinic. tweets facts about Covid19, He Tweets We will live with
Covid19 for months. Let’s not
deny it or panic. Let’s not make
life unnecessarily difficult. Let us
learn to be happy and live with
that fact.
The virus will not reduce its
effect in the summer. It’s summer
in Brazil and Argentina, but the virus is spreading rapidly. You cannot destroy Covid19 viruses that
have penetrated the cells by
drinking too much water, you will
just go to the toilet often.
Washing hands and keeping a distance of 1,8 meters is the
best method of protecting against
the virus. If you don’t have a
Covid19 patient at home, there is

no need to disinfect the surfaces
in the house.
Cargo packages, petrol
pumps, shopping carts or ATMs
do not cause infection. Wash your
hands, live your life as usual.
Covid19 is not a food infection.
This is associated with drops of
infection like flu. There is no
documented risk of Covid19 being
transmitted by ordering food.
Entering the sauna does
not kill Covid19 viruses that have
penetrated the cell. You can lose
your smell with many allergies and
viral infections. This is a non-specific symptom for Covid19.
Once we get home, we
don’t need to change clothes and
shower urgently. Purity is a virtue,
not paranoia. Covid19 virus does
not hang in the air. This is a drip
infection that requires close contact. The air is clean, you can walk
around the gardens (keeping the
distance) in the parks.
Covid19 does not separate
race or religion, it is passed on
to all people. It is enough to use
normal soap against Covid19 by
not necessarily using antibacterial
soap. The virus is not a bacteria
anyway.
Yo u d o n ’ t h a v e t o w o r r y
about your food orders. But if you
want you can heat it up a bit in
the microwave. The chance to
bring Covid19 home with your
shoes and getting sick is the
same as getting hit by lightning
t w i c e a d a y. I ’ v e b e e n w o r k i n g
against viruses for 20 years, drip
infections don’t spread like this.
Yo u c a n n o t b e p r o t e c t e d
from the virus by drinking / eating vinegar, sumac, soda and ginger. Wearing gloves is a bad idea,
the virus can accumulate on the
glove, it can easily be transmitted
if you touch your face. It’s best to
wash your hands.
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Edition:1 April 16 8pm CDT
: Today a little down from
the peak still new patients
topped to around 30k in a
single day in entire US with
the death count around
2200 which is so high . US
touched total count of
677k+ overall patients, expected to cross 800k to-

morrow . IL broken its past
records and in new peak
124 deaths and new patients 1100+ in past 24hrs.
Naperville has 300+ COVID
patients so far. NY death rate
has come down from peak
even though its high with
606, so with new patients
too 7636 in past 24hrs.

Edition:3
April 18 10pm CDT :
Still the new patient numbers are
struggling at its peak. In past 24hrs
U.S. reported 29k+ new patients and
around ~1900 deaths. Death count
is bit under peak today by virtue of
NY.
New unanticipated crisis reports
coming all over that Doctors are
scrambling to handle the surge in
Covid-19 patients with kidney failure which has led to shortages of
machines, supplies and staff required
for
emergency
dialysis.Evidence is mounting that

Edition:4 April 19,2020:
10PM CDT :
United States
Today America's total death
toll crossed 40K even
though sunday attenuated
to the daily reduced count
overall. Past 24hrs U.S hit
the count of 1540+ death
count with 25k+ new patients. Protesters in many
places across U.S. demanding to end the Stayat-home. Making the deal
around the corner on
$450B for small-business
loan including additional
funding for hospitals and
COVID testing.
New York / NJ :
Second day in a row NY gives
hope but still 627 deaths in a

France has now picked up
speed and climbing up the
list so fast with everyday
new patient count 17k+ .
By tomorrow it is expected to move from 4th
to 2nd place in the list .
UK too started giving out
big numbers under death
toll , everyday 800+ Even
though India numbers
seem to be less, numbers are increasing fast
. Just in past 24hrs we
had 1000+ new patients
. Maharastra is around
the count of 3k and Delhi
1500+ . So far the death
count is 420. Stay Home to
Save Lives !!!

in addition to respiratory complications, the coronavirus is also shutting down some patients’ kidneys.
Outside of New York, the growing
demand for kidney treatments is
becoming a major burden on hospitals in emerging hot spots like
Boston, Chicago, New Orleans and
Detroit. Whereas NY death count
today is down 50% in last 24hrs to
540+ which offered a ray of hope to
fellow New york'ers. Whereas other
states such as NJ,MA,PA,IL are trying to compensate the death count
with their high number of deaths in
past 24hrs. IL reported again an all

single day is the highest in the
nation. Three men dead in a
hotel which was used to quarantine people , which now demands revisit of the quarantined spots.NY city officials
still investigating the cause
and to get back. One part of
NJ people anguished due to
70 died in a nursing home due

Edition :2
April 17, 11pm CDT :
Yet another worst day in Corona history for US . 32000+ New patients
and 2540 deaths in single day. As we predicted US Forward marching faster and passed 710K mark today. In another less than 3 days
we expect to reach 800 Mark with this pace . NewYork continues to
stretch its black day today too with 1025 dead and around 8K new
patients .NY governor extended the lockdown till May 15. IL at all
By Ravi
time high today with 1842 new patients in 24hrs and death count is
Govindraj
down to 62. All of a sudden China reported 1290 death and 325 new
patients in a single day . Later China explained the 1290 was the missed out numbers now
reported to correct its overall numbers. But still new patients and new deaths are reported.
UK numbers are rising in fast pace. Country is in fear of running short of medical equipment
and supplies in another 24hrs. Medics are asked to reuse the gowns and coats. India
numbers climbing up but slow and steady , especially due to number of tests done so far
. Single day count is bit less than 1000 but death count 60 in past 24hrs. Overall India
nearing 15k number in patients. New rapid test kits arrived from China and got distributed
to states. Hope we can expect more tests in coming week.

time high today with 125 deaths in
past 24hrs. Postal code: 60629 East of Midway airport ,near Burbank
and 60639 - Hansonpark and
Belmont -central holds the highest
infected patients in IL so far and the
number are growing around.
UK death rate is still rocketing
around 900+ deaths in 24hours. As
the entire medical field is afraid of
running short of PPEs in 24hrs,
there is a consignment from Turkey
that would help them with 400K
gowns and other supplies/equipments which would extend their
needs for another few days. Italy

to body bags piled up.
The sprawling nursing home
which was chronically short
of staff and PPE quickly fell
prey to the corona virus.
Illinois :
New patients still in peak with
1197 in past 24hrs though the
death count was 31.
America's one of the most di-

reports that new infections and
death rate has lowered in past few
days and considered restricted reopening of businesses based on
the impact level. Whereas Spain to
consider extending lockdown for
15more days. Singapore sees huge
surge in new patients all of a sudden even though new death not
been reported. 942 cases in last
24hrs with 95% of them from foreign worker dormitories.
India again at its high in
new patients in last 24hrs with
1000+ patients whereas the death
count is 36. Last week TamilNadu

verse and socio-cultural
streets
Devon
Avenue,Chicago - still
seemed needing more awareness on the outbreak where
we are able to spot people
with no precautions and social distancing.
International
Italy's daily death toll lowest
in nearly a month (433) . Italian church-turned-morgue is
finally empty of coffins. Country eyes first steps out of
lock down Sector-wise.
Whereas The Mafia is
poised to exploit the corona virus and to be
noted is, its not just in
Italy. Africa in its worst
shortage of ventilators in
the world. 41 countries in

got pulled back to 3rd position by
Delhi and now Gujarat takes over
3rd. MP and Gujarat reporting more
number of deaths in nation in past
24hrs. The outlook being - the the
pace is fast from central to north
western states with MH, MP, DL and
GJ dominating. 300k Rapid test kits
arrived from China to India, whereas
Assamese are anxious in using
Chinese test kits and may not be
preferring it.
World is still in its peak ,
Please wear Masks , cover yourself
, Eat healthy food, Help the needy!
Stay home to Stay Lives !!

Africa has millions of people
in public hospitals but with
less than 2000 ventilators.
Zimbabwe is lacking PPE ,
where as Ethiopia to pardon
4000 prisoners to prevent
spread in the current medical
challenges.
India
Officially recorded 55
death in a day with so far
543 and new patients
peaking to 1550+ totaling
to 17265. Rapid tests
have started with priorities
to govt officials, police ,
healthcare staffs. According to ICMR - 100K tests
can be handled per
d a y. M a h a r a s t r a
with
4200+ leading the list. As
we predicted , the spread

travels from Central to
N o r t h - w e s t e r n . To d a y
Rajasthan
overtook
Tamilnadu and captured
the fourth place. ( DL second, GJ third) . C e n t r a l
health administration
objects to Kerala govt
for relaxing the lockdown restrictions and
being the first state to
relax in the nation.
Numbers still in peak
within US as well as
I n d i a , t h o u gh there are
fluctuations in numbers
today being Sunday. Few
more days and we will be
there. Dont give up on
your precautions and daily
hygiene protocols .
Stay home and Save Lives

Edition:5
April 20,2020 : 11PM CDT:
United States
America is still bleeding
with high numbers in new
patients and deaths. 28k+
positive patients and 1940+
deaths in past 24hrs. In another few hours , country will
be touching the heart-rending count 800K infected patients. # Breaking # President about to sign executive
order to halt immigration to
US temporarily to save
people from invisible enemy

and to save jobs of American
citizens.
Connecticut :
From nowhere, CT death numbers shooted up to 200+ in a
single day. Gov.says its due to
how CDC calculates COVID
cases.
Newyork :
Ray of hope extends in-virtue-of dipping new patient
numbers. Though NY recorded 4800+ new cases,
630+ deaths recorded still
its huge for a single state
with overall toll 19k fellow

N e w y o r k ' e r s . To d a y s t a t e
launched antibody testing
and opened up more testing
centers in the south.
Illinois :
State recorded 59 deaths and
1151 new patients in 24hrs.
Gov.J.B.P says, the hospitalization numbers are growing in
state so fast, up by 7% compared to 5days ago. Just today it hit a 5000 mark in admission.
International :
Europe :
Italy , Spain and France re-

ported 50% less new patients
averaging around 2000+ new
cases and less than 500
deaths each. Turk e y s e e s
fast rise in new cases
around 4600+ in a single
d a y. U K s t i l l c o n t i n u e s t o
report high new patient
counts though its under the
peak,4600+ in past 24hours.
Death rate reduced to 450+
per day. In first 8hrs of releasing the less daily count
, 140K companies apply for
furlough scheme seeking
Government aid to retain

employees.
India
Country's patient count
crosses 18,600 and death toll
nears 600. 1336 new cases in
last 24hours. Positive case reported from Rashtrapati bhavan
and 125 families under quarantine. Maharashtra numbers
rocketing towards 5k whereas
Gujarat counts raising closer
to Delhi. Its not yet Green !!
True fact is - still Red. Please
follow the precaution protocols
strictly to save yourself. Stay
Home !! Save Lives !!

COVID SECOND WAVE : AMERICA
CROSSES 45,000 COVID-19
DEATHS SO FAR WITH A STAGGERING 2800+ DEATHS TODAY SETTING HIGHEST ONE DAY DEATH
COUNT .
April 21 , 2020 : 11PM CDT
United States :
Record high with 2800+ deaths so
far in a single day and 26000+ positive cases racing to hospitals.
On the brighter side, WhiteHouse
and Congress reach $484 Billion
deal early today to replenish small
busines loan program and passed
by the Senate later today.
New York :
Death count spikes up a bit again
in the state throwing 764 to dead

count. New patient count flattening
around 4500 , to 50% of long rallying count until 4days back.
Gov.Cuomo said Trump pledges to
help with federal assistance to the
state with 40,000 tests a day. As of
today, uniformed members of
NYPD accounts to 13% in sick report down from the high 19.8%.
2617 Recovered NYPD returned to
duty as of today.
New Jersey :
State's largest one day deaths so
far in a single day today. 379 dead
bringing the total death count 4753
second in the nation. Gov. said he
is not ready to loosening restrictions as the curve spikes up again.
Illinois :

State's yet another record high day
with 1551 new cases. Death count
in past 24hrs being 119, little less
than peak.Gov.J.B.P. says peak is
foreseen around mid May and
strictly holds the stay at home.
International :
United Kingdom :
After two days of hide & seek, the
animal is out with a roar as like in
US, dragging the death toll to 828
little below the peak. The number
in care homes is a dramatic increase says records, around 50%
from private homes. Reports says
the weekends and Monday numbers lag because of people collected samples may not be working.

UK's COVID vaccine to be tested
on patients starting 4/23.
Europe
France
With President announced last
week that confinement measures
would be gradually lifted from May
11 , large gatherings including theatres and malls to remain closed
till mid July. Still remaining vague
on details to wait and watch the
upcoming waves.Scientists warn
that number of infected is not
enough to prevent the second
wave.Remaining watchful to comment about lockdown restrictions.
India :
# Breaking news # India suspends all tests using rapid test kits

from China due to inaccurate results, which now sending tremors
across the world , questioning the
quality of Chinese test kits and supplies.
Country recorded its one
day highest new cases as 1551.
Death toll touches 640 so far including 53 in past 24hrs. Climbs up to
17th position in the world chart from
53rd position 3 weeks ago. As we
anticipated, Gujarat took the #2 spot
in the nation beating Delhi by its
numbers. Maharashtra numbers
are rocketing breaking its own
records everyday totalling 5218 so
far. Cop at CM Uddhav Thackeray's
house tests positive.
Top 5 states today: MH , GJ , DL ,
RJ, TN
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By Ravi
Govindraj
U.S. LURCHS WITH 30,000
NEW PATIENTS AND 2341
DEAD IN PAST 24HRS.
United States:
New patients numbers sky
rocketing again as multiple
states fueled up with their
counts. Country’s overall
number nearing 850,000 .
With this pace 1Million is

expected within this month .
New Jersey , Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Michigan, Illinois, California All these states’ contribution
were high today attributing to
the nation’s single day count.
New york :
With 5700 new cases and
661 death count in past
24hrs, its not believed to be
nearing plateau. Following to
respiratory problems, Kidney
shutdown now NY doctors
facing a new mysterious
blood-clotting complication
which is killing coronavirus
patients. Autopsies have
shown some people’s lungs
fill with hundreds of
microclots. Errant blood clots
of a larger size can break off
and travel to the brain or heart,
causing a stroke or heart
attack.
On
Saturday,
Broadway
actor
Nick

Edition 8
U.S. JOLTED BY 50,000 MARK IN
DEATH COUNT and 886,000 MARK
IN INFECTED COUNT
United States :
'Gravitational Force' is working
opposite for the projections of
infected and dead count for
America. Total new patients
crossed 32,000 in a single day
leaving 2342 dead . Multiple states
coming-in to hold up the numbers
high. NJ, MA , CA , PA, IL , MI, LA, CT
- all these states reported high
numbers in a single day. NewYork's
new cases climbing up the ladder

Edition 9 :
CATASTROPHIC SPREAD IN
AMERICA BRINGS 38,500
NEW
PATIENTS
TO
HOSPITALS IN 24HRS
BREAKING ALL ITS ONE DAY
RECORDS AND CROSSING
RUTHLESS 900,000 MARK.
April 24, 10PM CDT
United States
Ruthless invisible
animal trashing people in all
states bringing multiple
states to report its high
numbers in a day. Positive is
the only Negative word now
for 918,510 infected people in
U.S. including 38,500 new
Edition 10:
GLOBAL CORONA VIRUS
DEATH TOLL CROSSES
200,000 MARK.
U.S.
RECORDS
ITS
SECOND HIGHEST DAY IN
D A I LY N E W PAT I E N T S
(35,500+).
WHO
WARNS
ON
REINFECTION.
April 25, 11:45PM CDT COVID Update
United States
Tests geared up to
1.2M per week. As a result
, A m e r i c a p u ts 3 5 , 5 0 0 +
new patients into COVID
list in past 24hrs. Death
count is strongly holding its
head up above 2000 .
A Study conducted using
mobile phone tracking
s a y s , Sta y - a t - h o m e a n d
Social
distancing
in
America
decreases.
Surprisingly in WY which
has lowest COVID counts ,
people are strictly following

Cordero, 41, had his right leg
amputated after being
infected with the novel
coronavirus and suffering
from clots that blocked blood
from getting to his toes.7
Tigers and 2 pet cats are
tested positive today.
Illinois :
State reports stumbling new
patient numbers as it is ALL
TIME HIGH today like
everyday breaking its own
record everytime. Reports

everyday. 6300+ new cases and
507 dead in past 24hrs . Officials
say that 1Million NYC likely exposed
to corona already and half of them
could become infected. 1 in 5
residents infected with COVID :
says Gov. Cuomo Armed NYC
muggers in medical masks use
corona virus pandemic to launch
violent crime spree : Cops say New
Jersey passes grim milestone with
100,000 COVID patients. Raises to
the one day peak again with 365
dead and 4100+ patients. Illinois
passes yet another day with high
figures - 1800+ new patients and

joinees in the list today.
Massachusetts crossed the
50k mark and grabbed
spot#2 in the nation today
after Newyork , with 5000 new
patients in one day. PA, IL ,
NJ , CA , MI , FL , CT (In the
order of numbers), all
reported high one day new
patients.
New York & New Jersey
After few days of
rest, NY again have seen
8800+ new cases in one day
, though the dead count was
maintained around 430.
Gov.Cuomo cautioned that
the number of confirmed

restrictions. Except few mid
west states , decreasing all
over.
Businesses in GA,OK,AL
reopens ; CA and FL
beaches attract large
crowd - despite warning
from President and Stay-athome order amidst Corona
virus concerns.
NewYork
St a t e h i t s t h e 5
figure
again
after
sometime. Saturday it
reported 10,868 new
COVID patients. 617 added
to death record. Gov.says

2049 new cases and 97
deaths.
Pritzker hints stay-home order
could last through May.
United Kingdom:
Devastating daily death toll of
763 and new patients around
4500 in last 24hrs. Quite
Pathetic is no numbers in
recovered patients so far.
This is the world’s first country
with 13.5% of their patients
died. UK overtakes Italy for the
first time in the horror corona

123 deaths in past 24hrs. Gov.J.B.P.
says - Stay-at-home order will
extend through May 31, Requires
mask in public. Modified order will
take effect from May 1. IL law maker
filed a lawsuit on J.B.P for the
extension of stay-at-home order.
International :
Brazil
COVID starts to sweep the country
with the staggering 400+ deaths in
a single day and around 4000
positive cases . Overall patient
count touches 50,000 . Manaus
emerges as the Brazil's hot spot .
Italy, Spain and France are trying so

deaths at this point will
increase since it does not
include quarantined and died
at home. And warns that
another global pandemic will
happen again as the deadly
virus still plaguing the state.
As
the
state
released
that
the
hospitalization numbers are
reducing by 17% , the new
numbers are climbing up so
fast . Just in 24hrs new patient
count was 2100+ where as
the death count reduced to
half compared to yesterday to
186 . Gov. said the state isnt
ready yet to consider
reopening.
Illinois
State recorded 2724
new patients which is the
largest 24-hr increase to
date, says Public Health
Director. Today's death count
too went in three digits 107.
Gov.J.B.P said the state
surpassed the important
milestone of 10K tests per
day and completed 16k+

state will allow 5000
pharmacies to carry out
tests to reach as much as
4 0 , 0 0 0 t e s t s p e r d a y.
Antibody screenings to be
expanded in four hospitals.
Illinois
St a t e
r e p o r ts
second largest one day
record holding 2119 new
patients and 80 dead in a
24hr period.
Records show jump in
COVID deaths at some
long term care facilities.
International
Brazil

death rate in the death trend
graph released by a Chief
Medical Officer.UK passed
the 10,000 mark so early
within 25days than Italy but
little down than France.It is
expected to catch up so soon.
Govt to survey 20000 homes
to trace who has COVID
immunity because they have
got the necessary antibodies.
Brazil :
Yet another silent climber
in the race with 45757 total
patients and 2900+ dead.
This is one of the countries
where the pandemic power
plays.Late in the game but
the death toll bumps up
f a s t e r. M e d i a s a y s l o w
testing numbers are hiding
the real count of infections
where the public health
care
system
is
underfunded. Lockdown
rises the Specter of hunger

hard to bring the flat lines through
maintaining their new patient
counts and death counts. Spain with
4500+ patients and other two with
2300+ patients each , all holding
their daily death numbers between
450 - 500 everyday though its high
but considered down from the peak.
#Breaking# China announced
additional $30million to WHO ,
where as Australia to push for
corona virus investigation .
India
Country touches 23000 mark
and toll crosses 700. Daily
new patient count is in its peak

and ravaged 38million
informal
workers
in
unemployment.
Indonesia :
4 more weeks of social
restrictions for Jakarta as the
country’s cases near 7500
faster. Just today they had
283 new cases and 19 dead.
India
Country records total patient
count 21392 and 681 dead so
far. 48 dead in past 24hrs.
Maharashtra still spiking up
in numbers everyday and so
is the state of Gujarat, it is way
past Delhi in the race.
“Spreading reducing in MH
where the hotspots have
reduced from 14 to 5” says
records. Kerala ministers
MLAs to take 30% pay cut for
another one year. Entire world
has picked up speed again.
Please Stay Home and Save
Lives !!

with 1669 and death count was
40. Record surge in patient
count in Maharashtra nearing
6500 with 778 new patients in
24hrs, Rajasthan nearing
2000 . Madhya pradesh beats
Ta m i l n a d u a n d g r a b s t h e 5 t h
position in the nation. Geared
up and driving the numbers
with 1699 patients . Today's
Order of states based on
infected numbers : MH, GJ, DL,
RJ, MP Hidden animal is
everywhere , Please take all
precautions - Stay Home and
Stay Safe !!

tests in last 24hrs which
helps isolate patients sooner
and contain the spread. He
is hoping that the state can
reopen by June.
International :
Brazil
Fears surround that
the health system is in the
verge of collapse. Country
touched 53000 infections
including
3500
today.
Everyday more than 10% are
dying , including 357 today, so
far 3700 dead.
Manaus cemetry has been
forced to dig mass graves.
Honduras having more than
40% of them in poverty has
reported 600 infections with
50 dead. In Ecuador , officials
say the numbers are
doubling fast due to delayed
results.
Political chaos in Brazil
amidst corona crisis.
Spain sees sudden surge
today that adds 6700 people
to COVID+ though the death
count still remains low.

United Kingdom started their
vaccine trials , first to take
were
the
scientists.Participants will be
observed for one month. The
Oxford vaccine candidate,
called ChAdOx1 nCoV-19, is
made from a harmless
chimpanzee virus. Remains
80% confident on the vaccine
outcome. But the Govt warns
that it could have to rely on
the social distancing till next
year until the vaccine is in
place.
Meanwhile the new patient
count shooted up to 5300+
pushing 768 to expired list.
Russia enters the corona
race with 68000 patients and
everyday count surging past
few days. Today is seen
highest with 5849 new cases.
Touches 615 in death count.
Self isolation orders extended
through May. Preparing fourth
and fifth year medical
students to treat corona
patients foreseeing high
numbers.

India
Govt allows some shops to
reopen in the non critical
areas from Saturday 4/25.
Rural areas gets the nod for
non-essentials.Relaxations
dont apply to hotspots.
Country's infected cases
cross 24,500 recording the
death toll to 775. Which
includes 1408 infected and
59 dead in one day, still high
for the country.
Plasma
theraphy may start in Bhopal
as early as next week. List of
Healthy recovered patients
been drawn to act as donors.
PM makes surprise morning
calls to 100 seniors to
enquire about their health
and advises to take care in
this pandemic season.
Top 5 States race chart : MH ,
GJ , DL , RJ , MP. Officials say
Mumbai and Pune could take
through May with restrictions.
Take Extreme precautions,
increase your immunity, Stay
home during this darkest
days.

Brazil becoming
the Hotspot. Disastrous
day ever for the country
today recording the second
highest in the world in one
day new patients count 6201. 375 dead in past
24hrs.
President
Bolsonaro
attends protest calling for
m i l i t a r y t o ta k e p o w e r,
infringing his own govt.
Fired his own health
minister who promoted
social distancing to contain
virus spread.
United Kingdom
UK is now 5th
country in the world to
surpass death toll 20,000 ,
again hovering over the big
numbers, Death count
(813) and new cases
4900+ . Boris to return to
work on Monday.
Military mobile units will
travel to 'Hard to reach'

areas as the Govt looking
to ramp up the testing.
A prediction in Wales says
- 81 of 643 care homes
have COVID cases , warns
city could lose half within a
year if no urgent action is
taken.
Russia
Country records
yet another day in a row
around 6000 new patients
whereas death count is 1%
of it.
Country is touching 75,000
total cases so far. Moscow
mayor said "The peak in
morbidity should arrive in
next two to three weeks".
##Breaking## Trump and
Putin issue rare joint
statement
promoting
cooperation.
India
India advances to
16th position in the world
chart. One day count still

high showing 1836 and 45
dead.
As the coutry increases
testing, it is still considered
not enough. Its in the
lowest test numbers in the
highly populated countries.
aharashtra still continues
to be the worst hit with
7628 cases and 323 total
deaths.
Karnataka - Bengaluru's
victoria hospital deploys
Robots to serve food and
medicine
to
COVID
patients.
Social distancing norms
flouted in Delhi , people
make purchases like a
normal day.
Jharkhand registers 19.4%
recovery rate.
This is the CoronaVirus
execution , leaves no stone
unturned.
Protect
yourselves and others.
Stay home to Save lives !!!
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GLOBAL DEATH COUNT
DECREASED ON SUNDAY
U.S. TOO REPORTED 50%
LESS DEATH COUNT THAN
YESTERDAY BUT NEW
PATIENTS STILL HIGH
April 26, 11.45PM CDT
United States
Number of new
cases loitering above 25K
reporting exact count of
26,600+.
Death count recorded as
1157 today, 50% less than
yesterday by virtue of less
state numbers.
Number of new patients in
the country is nearing a
Million and it is expected that
tomorrow it would set a
record.
Newyork Gov. announces
phased plan to reopen the
state as the death count

drops to 367 after rallying
high for a month. Two weeks
pause after the first phase of
openings to observe the new
infections.
USNavy Ship discharges its
last patient today.
NewJersey Gov. says we are
few weeks away from
reopening as today's death
count hit two digit number in
weeks now reporting 75
deaths but holding high in
new patients still with 3500+.
Illinois reported 2126 new
patients in a single day
setting second largest one
day count so far. With the
total death count nearing
2000 in the state so far.
International
Brazil
Total death count
climbs to 4271 and still
counts. Today it recorded

Edition 12:
MIRACLE
GLOBAL
NUMBERS FLATTENS THE
CURVE SECOND DAY IN A
ROW
AMERICA STRIDES PAST THE
'MEGA' MILLION MARK
"1,000,000"
April 27, 11:45PM CDT
United States
The USA made
today's date in to the history
by marching past 1,000,000
in
COVID-19
infected
patients. Total number
recorded above 1,010,500
with daily death count of
1380+ and 23,300+ new
patients in one day. CDC
adds 6 new symptoms to the
COVID-19 list. Many states
started reopening their
businesses after many
weeks of stay-at-home order
during this precarious

pandemic season. TN , GA,
AL, AK, UT and OK started
opening their doors. TX to
open their businesses widely
starting Friday. A new survey
reveals widespread anxiety
among American workers
even as multiple states
attempt to begin the slow
process
of
restarting
economic activity during the
coronavirus pandemic. 80%
of workers responded that
they dont feel safe.
NewYork
Still leading in the
nation with Total patients
nearing 300,000 including
above 4000 in past 24hrs.
Death count is lingering
around 350+. Gov to consider
regional reopenings after
May 15.
Top E.R. doctor who
treated COVID-19 patients,

Edition 13:
AMERICA BANGS AGAIN WITH
2500 DEATHS IN A SINGLE DAY
DEATH TOLL CROSSES NEW
HIGH OF 59,000 MARK
April 28,2020 11:45PM CDT
United States
CDC now recommends social
distancing for pets as the first
pug in the nation tested positive
for COVID-19.
Illinois
State makes new all
time high in a single day death
count of 144. Satewide death
toll surpasses 2000 Mark and
sits at 2125 today. New patients
still high - 2219 in 24hr window.
135 deaths were between 50s
- 90s remaining 9 were teens
and 20s. Cook county records
113, Dupage records 6.
State exempted Gov. from the
stay-at-home
extension
lawsuit.
Edison
Park
mainstays’ 7-decade(77years)
love story ends with coronavirus
deaths 36 hours apart. Wife
Muriel(90) dies 36hrs after her
Husband Irv. Jr(92) dies. Just
before they are dead, hospital
moved their beds together so
they could hold their hands
together.
Newyork spikes a bit passing
500 mark today. Around 3500
new patients and 521 deaths
in this single day.
Study finds atleast 1 in 4 in NYC
may have got affected . Some
parts of state is ready to
unpause in a while.
Broadway actor Nick Cordero whose leg was amputated few
days ago went into septic shock
after lung infection.
NewJersey about to test the
highs in death count ; records
402 in a single day.

Pennsylvania takes sharp
upward trend today touching the
all time high in the state
crossing 45,000.
Just in a single day Death toll
tests a big number 200 and
around 1900 new patients.
MI and MA too recorded high
number of deaths today 150+
each.
International
Brazil
The country which is
lately in spotlight reports
highest daily death toll since
pandemic - 520. New COVID
patients being 6400+ , yet
another huge number for Brazil.
Crosses 3300 deaths so far.
Collective burials everywhere in
the country.Where as amidst
the pandemic and political
chaos , president Bolsonaro
wants authorities to work on
economic activity and to reopen

another 266 deaths with
3500+ new patients. One of
the worst hit latin american
nations is Brazil and the
infections are on-going.
It is believed that the
coronavirus was probably
brought to Brazil by rich
returning holidaymakers but
it is threatening to explode in
marginal communities. Italy
and Spain to ease lockdown
restrictions on account of the

commits suicide. Seems
mentally
disturbed
by
devastating scenes of the toll
the coronavirus took on
patients.
In Illinois, a judge issued a
temporary injunction against
Gov. J.B. Pritzker on Monday
after he extended his state's
lockdown to May 30. Pritzker
has ordered that everyone
wear a face mask when in
public and sustained that all

the businesses as those are
crippling the economy. To
recollect, few days back
president fired the health
minister who ordered social
distancing and mandated
masks and wanted new health
minister to reopen. Devastated
people have no choices
between losing loved ones in
one side and poverty on the
other side.

Edition 14:
AMERICA'S DREADFUL DEATH TOLL
SURPASSES 60,000 MARK
#SAVE BRAZIL #SAVE BRAZILIANS
April 29,2020 11:55pm CDT
United States
Curve takes off again with 28,000 new
patients and 2400 deaths in single day.
Though the start state NYC had drop
in death count , NJ , MA , PA , MI , OH , IL
are joining hands together to keep the
numbers high. Many other states are
testing their highs.
Newyork reports 4700+ new cases
and 330 deaths in past 24hrs.
Funeral home in Newyork works
overtime and stores all bodies in UHaul trucks unrefridgerated. Over 100
bodies were found in vehicles after
residents reported bad odors. No
officials commented on it. Multiple
funeral homes been overwhelmed is
the current state and cannot help, is
the situation. Pennsylvania records
huge spike in numbers today - Health

lowest death count reported
today after a month of
bleeding numbers. Each of
them reported 260+ deaths
today.
United Kingdom
Country records
50% of death count
compared to yesterday ,
other side , 4500+ new
patients hitting hospitals. PM
expected to return to work
tomorrow and to announce

nonessential businesses
remain closed to slow the
spread of coronavirus.
State reported 1980 new
patients and 50 new deaths
in the last 24hr window. State
outnumbers CA and takes the
fourth position in the nation.
International
Russia moves up to
9th position in the world
beating China's numbers.
The country was slow in the

Russia moves to 8th place so
quick with everyday's leap pulls
in 6000+ new patients. Total
count surpasses 93,000 and
expected to touch the six figure
in another day.
President Vladimir Putin
extends the non-working
month through May 11.
United Kindom records around
600 deaths in one day calling it
a spike in numbers after couple
days of cooling.

Secy. explains its because of
consolidation . New Jersey death toll
still high , up above 300 . Reports 2500+
new cases and 328 deaths in past
24hr. Parks , Gold courses opening
with social distancing rules.
Illinois moves ahead strongly
surpassing a 50,000 milestone in new
patient count. Reported 2253 new
patients and 90 deaths in 24hr window.
State under stay-at-home and Gov.
warns about attempts to overturn and
its impacts. Nearly 61% says they
recovered in 2-4weeks which brings
up hopes for the patients.
International
UK , Russia and Brazil wants to climb
up the list very badly with their rocketing
everyday numbers. Everyday each one
of them setting their records. UK at #5,
Russia at #8 and Brazil in #11. Keep in
watchlist.
UK death toll could be the worst in
Europe with today's death toll nearing
800, swaying into their high limit area.

new lockdown restrictions.
Furloughed
essential
workers are encourages to
take the second job picking
fruits and vegetables in this
season. Russia becoming
the second highest in the
world today in one day new
patient count with 6300+.
Overall patient count touches
80,000+,its new high.
India
Maharashtra
crosses 8000 mark, highest
in the country leading the list.
Mumbai reels under bed
shortage as 5 large
hospitals were sealed.
Gujarat in the second place
crosses 3000 mark.Gujarat
Congress leader Badruddin
Shaikh passes away due to
Covid-19. Overall , country is
nearing 28000 mark with
872 in death count.

By Ravi
Govindraj
Top 5 : MH, GJ, DL , RJ , MP
On Monday, PM to discuss
with next set of Chief
ministers about COVID
situation in their states.
COVID Clouds are moving ,
but we dont know whats in
the weather report yet. Holdon little more.
Follow precautions strictly.
Stay Home and Save Lives !!

race but Fast and steady in
keeping pace in daily new
cases up above 6000. But
good at maintaining the
death count to 1% of daily new
patients or less everyday.
Many
Anti-govt
protests conducted in
creative ways with social
distancing and the protests
extends in online too. Motive
demands to save people
during this crisis.
Brazil is the growing
hotspot in the world. Everyday,
concerns arising about the
collapsing health system in
the country. Daily drastic
political changes amidst
pandemic exacerbates the
health
crisis.
People
acquiesces the measures
taken by govt on the current
situation. Country reported

3600+ new patients and
275+ deaths in past 24hrs.
India
Country moves up
one more position in the world
COVID chart grabbing 15th
position , by reporting the
biggest single day spike in
COVID deaths. Climbs to 934
in total deaths and 29451 total
patients. Indian Council of
Medical Research says , it will
return the Rapid test kits to the
suppliers as the results are
inaccurate and stops all future
procurements from China.
Restrictions to continue till May
21st in Bengal , says Chief
minister. Wait until you see the
real light takes away the
darkness! Please follow
precautionary measures in
protecting yourselves and
others! Stay Home and Save
Lives!

Recollecting what UK health
ministry said: "Sunday and
Monday numbers are to be
considered weekend counts
and many of the workers will
not be turning up". PM Boris
returned to work and warns
against relaxing UK lockdowns
as the country still in peak.
India
Country crosses
the daring four figure - 1000.
One day high in death toll
so far - 69 and around 1900
new patients. Total COVID
patient count at new high
31,324.
Beijing slams
India's 'Unfair' decision to
cancel Chinese Antibody
testing kit orders and future
procurements.
Maharashtra is in
steep rise hitting 9318 ,
marching towards the first
state to cross the 10,000

mark. Over 75% districts
are unaffected by COVID in
Arunachal
Pradesh,
Mizoram, Meghalaya ,
Manipur,Chattisgarh and
Tripura. A Study by a Nagpur
institute shows very strong
correlation upto 85%
between temperature rise
and reduction in COVID.
Ta m i l n a d u C M t o h o l d
meeting
with
District
Collectors on 4/29 to gain
the current situation on their
respective districts since
the
state's
numbers
surpassing 2000.
Order in the Nation today :
MH , GJ , DL , MP , RJ , TN
As you see, the pandemic
is out there roaring, Staying
Home is the best option
than falling prey.
Stay Home and AVe Lives !!

New patients not less than 4000.
Death toll being second highest in
Europe, in couple days its foreseen to
be the Number one with current pace.
3811 additional missed death counts
from Homes and care centers for past
two months been collected and
reported today.
Italy stocked up on ventilators to
prepare for the second virus wave.
Suiting up to battle even bigger than
the first wave , when reopening leads
to a big surge. Spain prepares to the
new normal amidst spiking COVID
numbers. Rising up 20% high in death
counts compared to past couple days
, today it recorded 453 deaths and
4700+ new cases. Things will ease
up starting May 11.
#Save Poor Brazil !! should be the
hashtag in the entire world. Situation
worsening everyday, people suffering
and losing hopes, COVID kills, Health
system struggles, Record surge in new
patients and deaths. Today is another

day for Brazil to be in #2 in the entire
world with high one day new cases.
President's 11-word response "I'M
SORRY,WHAT YOU WANT ME TO
DO?", latest in a series of responses
belittling the pandemic and 5000+
deaths in the nation,sparked fury in the
nation.
India
Country upward marching steadily
crossing the 33,000 mark with more
than 1700+ new patients and 71 new
deaths reported in a single day.
Maharashtra smashes in all sides ,
adds up around 600 new case in a
single day and sets its bar high to 9915.
All set to enter into 5 figure tomorrow.
Plans are on its way to relax
lockdowns based on zone color.
Multiple states and the nation as well
says the red zones are slowly moving
to Orange. Union health minister says
that 0.33% patients are on ventilators,
1.5% are on oxygen support and 2.34%
in ICU.
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Edition 15:
IS AMERICA TOWARDS THE APEX AGAIN?
31,000 COVID CASES TODAY LAND OF INDIA
WELCOMES NOT ONLY THE PERSECUTED
PEOPLE, ALSO SUPPORTS 'CURSE'CUTED
COMPANIES BY CHINA
United States
America climbing back the mountain
again with the throttling one day numbers in
COVID cases. Including today's 31,000 new
cases, States is so close in hitting another
100,000 above 1M in just less than 4days
sending 2200 to the grave. Hopes glimpses as
Dr.Fauci says 'Remdesivir' shows promising
results worldwide and able to discharge the
patients within 11days. More than half of the U.S.
states have plans to reopen. Los Angeles
becomes the first city to offer free corona testing.
Armed protestors enter Michigan capitol
demanding to end the lockdown.
# Alert ! # Corona scams hits America at a same
speed like Corona. So far it cost americans $13.4
million this year and its on-going. Newyork
reported low numbers in death count - 306 and
4500 new patients in past 24hrs. New Jersey

today reports staggering all time high in one day
death toll - 460. Amidst the new record, Gov.
announced that Saturday will be the first
loosening of restrictions to Parks and Golf
courses and says it is going to be the crucial test
with tremendous trust on people and will not
hesitate to close them again when needed.
Illinois reports 2500 new COVID cases and a
big number of 141 in deaths,in a 24hrs window
as the state ramps up the testing. 91 deaths
from Cook county and 21 from Dupage county
were the major contributors for the day. Ecept 6
in 20's , rest all between 50's to 100+
International
UK , Russia and Brazil are the leading Hotspot
contenders in my watchlist. UK and Brazil climbs
up the list one position in the world Corona ladder
to #4 and #10 respectively. Whereas Russia in #8.
Russia
Russian PrimeMinister says he
has tested positive for COVID-19. Country
makes multiple records today. Crossed the
magic number 100,000 and now at 106500
, One day cases surges past 7000 for the
first time , three figured high death in a 24hr

period - 101 , First time ever all 85 region
has reported the infections. Amist the crisis,
President Putin orders to develop a package
of urgent measures for country and the plan
for Phased exit starting May 12. Spain and
Italy makes the people breath some fresh
air with their lowest death counts around
270+ each. United Kingdom - Daily death
toll surges again past 670 and records the
high new patient count above 6000. Borris
Johnson says UK is "past the peak" and
promises the planned phases of exit from
lockdown whereas few ministers are
reluctant to loosenup until new patient
counts drops below 1000, which could take
months" he added. #Save BRAZIL Astounding daily death toll and new patient
count shakes the people. Today new cases
surpassed 6200 and death toll around 400.
Brazil continues to see record increase in
patients and it starts to worry its neighbors.
India
Surpasses 35,000 total COVID-19 cases
in the country with 1800+ new cases and 75
new deaths in past 24hrs. Doubling rate of

COVID cases improves to 11days from 3.4
before imposing lockdown - says Govt. India
helped U.S. by exporting 50million HCQ
tablets so far, after relaxing export restrictions
by-virtue-of American President's request.
Maharashtra breached 10,000 mark with 543
new patients today. 17 deaths and 313 new
cases in last 24hrs in Gujarat. TamilNadu
reported 161 new cases in last 24hrs out of
which 138 comes from the Chennai city.
Tamilnadu State in Action
State unveils an exclusive website() to
bring back Tamils from foreign countries.TN
is the first state to introduce a channel to
take guardianship on their people. First state
in India to set up a Special Investment
Promotion Task Force (SIPTF) to attract
investors from multiple countries especially
the ones grieving from the curse of China The Corona impact. It is to seize the
opportunity
from
the
companies
contemplating on relocation.
Today's Ranking : MH , GJ , DL , MP , RJ , TN , UP.
Do not give up your precautionary measures!
Stay Home and Save Lives !

Edition 16:
U.S. DAILY CASES SURGES PAST 36400 SECOND HIGHEST SO FAR GILEAD GET
EMERGENCYFDAAPPROVALFOR REMDESIVIR
TO TREAT COVID PATIENTS
May 01,2020 11:55PM CDT
United States
America surpasses 1.13 Million patient count
today as it records more than 36400+ new
patients and 1900+ deaths in past 24hrs. Looks
like NY passed the baton to NJ past couple days
in a row. NJ leads the nation in highest daily
death counts. "Nursing homes will face federal
inspections" says President by-virtue-of high
number of deaths reported from specific nursing
homes. As several states loosening rules,
California closes some beaches.
NewYork
After long time state records daily death count
under 300 with 4400 new patients today. Gov.
announced schools will not open this academic
year. NYC doctors say COVID-19 causes surge
in strokes in young people who has mild corona.
Seen 5 youngsters in a day - 1 dead , 2 in Rehab,
1 in hospital and one discharged. State still
waiting to hear the reopening date from Gov.

New Jersey
Promoted to the first position in the nation with
highest death count two days in a row. Most of
the deaths were from the.
Nursing homes,
which is the same case in multiple other states
too. Nursing homes being the majot cause of
deaths. State announced that schools will be
closed rest of the academic year. Gov. to
announce the reopen plan on Monday amidst
the high death count in the nation.
Illinois
Breaks all its past records and sets the all time
high daily new cases wtih 3137 and 102 deaths
in a 24hr window. Rally demanding reopening
of illinois was held at the Thompson center today.
Modified. Stay-at-home order took effect
today.Mask is mandatory.
International
Russia ,Brazil records disastrous
numbers in its new patients or in death count
daily. UK still lingering around the high daily
numbers in both death and new cases. Spain
and Italy , the 'Once-upon-a-time' giants,
continues to record low death numbers in
Europe with 270+ each today. Where as the
former sees a little spike in new cases as they

think through easing options, but well prepared
to face any consequences if any that arises. UK
could return to work on May 26 under Boris
Johnson's blueprint. It wont be a surprise if the
2m rule is relaxed. Boris claims that country is
past the peak and plans unveiling amidst today's
6000+ new cases and 740 deaths. Death toll
sharply climbing up two days in a row . Russia
hit a new one day record surge with around 8000+
new patients.Moscow is setting up 44 temporary
hospitals to ramp up the treatment facilities.
President says that "Country is not yet in peak",
which signals worst is yet to come for Russians.
There are lot of questions about the accuracy of
the results when Mayor told over half of the
serious patients in hospitals have tested
negative for corona.
#PrayforBrazil
Nearly 7000 new cases and 500+ deaths in a
single day shook the brazilians to run for lives.
Three pronged crisis crippling Brazil and
imperiling the Bolsonaro presidency . Public
health , economy and political chaos has left the
largest country in latin america in this turmoil
and danger. When everyday people adding in
COVID lists and Expired lists, president still not

reading the pandemic. Washington post
declares him as worst of all world leaders
whereas The Atlantic crowned him leader of the
corona denial movement.
India
Its still a peak for the country with daily
count of 2293 and 71 deaths in a day. Surging
past 37,250 in total COVID patients and 1223
death count is the new high of the nation. PM
extends 2 more weeks of lockdown and takes
the ease out in phases naming Red, Orange ,
Green and containment zones. India is the first
country to channelize the lockdown to tackle this
tricky crisis situation. Nation to procure 61,000
ventilators and 25million N95 masks in the
event of preparation. Mumbai get its first mobile
bus for mass screening . Tamilnadu records
highest one day daily count with 203 new
patients , mostly in the hotspot metropolitan
Chennai. TN imposes Strict lockdowns and
measures taken in Red zones. Today's
Ranking: MH , GJ , DL , MP , RJ , TN , UP
Numbers Shunting! Govt. orders Shunting! But
people must continue taking precautionary
measures!!
Stay Home and Save Lives !!
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UNITED STATES DAILY NEW CASES HIT 30,000;
DEATHS DECLINED ON SATURDAY
INDIA CROSSED 1MILLION TESTS, 3.97%
INFECTED ; OF WHICH 3.27% DEAD
United States
Country adds another 30,000 patients today
driving the total numbers to 160,000 past 1Million
in a faster pace. Warren Buffet says COVID-19
cannot stop America - Gave an upbeat
assessment of UnitedStates' ability to withstand
the crisis even though it tries to thrash the
economy and his investments.
Rallies continue against statewide restrictions
aimed at slowing coronavirus spread. Warm
weather thrives people to closed streets and
opened parks and beaches evnetually causes
a threat.
New York state reported 4000+ new patients and
300 deaths today.
Gov. Cuomo says there is a slight uptick in
deaths but fewer hospitalizations these days.
As many as 98 residents of a Manhattan
nursing home may have died of the virus in one
of the deadliest nursing home outbreaks
reported in the United States.
New Jersey state records 205 new deaths with
above 2900 new patients today. Gov. says 'So far
So good' as the parks and beaches reopen. Can
see some normalcy back in the state.
Illinois state crosses 58,000 mark, driving above
the speed limit. While the state keep saying the
curve is flattening , the daily numbers never
comes down - today 2450 new patients added
and 102 dead. With temperatures rising up ,
residents breaching the state order, forgets
pandemic, whereas
"City Officials Warn of Citations, Arrests for Those
Defying Stay-at-Home Order".
“We will shut you down, we will cite
you, and if we have to, we will arrest you,” Mayor
Lori Lightfoot said. “Don’t make us treat you like
a criminal, but if you act like a criminal and you
violate the law and refuse to do what’s necessary
to save lives in the middle of a pandemic, we will
take you to jail. Period.”
# ?Do You Know? # After 9/11 days Washington
Hospital Center's “ER One,” an eight-story,
spacecraft-shaped, blast-proof emergency
department that was designed to treat mass

casualties from a terrorist attack or infectious
disease and serve as a model for hospitals
across the country. It was never built as the
congress during that times lost interest and never
attributed $120Million requested to complete.
International
Russia , UK and Brazil in my watchlist
still being strongest contenders. Since Ecuador
shows sign of hotspot and lot of movement , it
gets into my watchlist.
Russia daily numbers sees a huge jump in
daily numbers ever - touching 10,000 mark in
24hrs and the total numbers skyrocketing to
124,000. Moscoe contributes a huge share in
total count. Brighter chance to Russia to climb
up in the Corona world chart by tomorrow.
As Italy takes the first step on Monday to life the
lockdown imposed nearly two months ago,
tensions are mounting . Today's death spike

added more fuel to the fire - 470 dead in 24hrs 74% higher than past two days.
France extends Health emergency for another
two months till July 24, allowing to keep stringent
anti virus measures after partial lifting of the
lockdown.
#SAVEBRAZIL
On Saturday, Brazil climbed up one position in
the world corona registry - to #9 from #10
yesterday. Country reports over 4500 new
cases and 340 deaths. Overall numbers
embracing 100,000. When entire country
is suffering and numbers upticking , amidst
all sorts of chaos , President releases a
video showing how he minimized the crisis
in Brazil.
India Country's total confirmed COVID cases
approaching towards 40,000 and Death toll
surpasses 1300; 78 dead in 24hrs - New all

time high in one day Death toll. 384 new cases
in Delhi - Biggest single day jump in new cases
so far. Maharashtra sees another steep hike ,
breaches 12,000 mark with 790 new cases in
a day. Records single day high in death so far 36 on Saturday. Death toll in MH crosses 500
Mark. Mumbai contributes more than 70% of
MH's today's numbers. TamilNadu records the
all time high in daily new patients with 231 in
the state. 127 CRPF to test positive so far. PM
holds meetings to firm up second stimulus for
reviving lockdown-hit economy. Special trains
arranged to ferry migrant workers home.
Tamilnadu chasing Rajasthan two days in a
row , getting so close to take back Seat#5 in the
Nation. Today's Ranking in the Nation : MH , GJ
, DL , MP , RJ , TN, UP Days are Brighter! Sun
might attract you but be wiser to Stay in!! Stay
Home and Save Lives !!
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RUSSIA CAUGHT UP WITH UNITED STATES'S
OUTBREAK MOMENTUM
INDIA MANAGED TO GRADUALLY ENTER
WORLD'S TOP#15 CORONA RANKING
United States
America's pace in reporting daily new cases
never seen to take the edge off.
Sunday it reported more than 27500 new
cases and lowest death toll in a single day 1154. President acknowledges that the virus
proved more lethal than was expected. With
current death toll nearing 70k , president
foresees it to touch a 100,000 mark soon.
Remdesivir, will start going out to U.S. hospitals
this week : Says Gilead Seven eastern states
planning to join together to procure virusfighting supplies and equipments.
Pandemic appears to claim is first big retail
casualty : J.Crew , company says Monday it
will file for bankruptcy.
#Research news#
The US military’s Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (Darpa) has
reportedly developed a test that can detect the
coronavirus' presence as early as 24 hours
after infection, before people show symptoms
and several days before a carrier is
considered capable of spreading it to other

people. That is also around four days before
current tests can detect the virus.
The head of Darpa’s biological
technologies office, Dr Brad Ringeisen, said
that if approved by regulators the test would be
a "gamechanger".
Newyork and NewJersey recorded lowest
death counts on Sunday; 280+ and 140+
respectively.
Illinois IL strides past 60,000 mark and finishes
the day at 61,499 . Today's daily count 2994 is
the second highest so far for the state. 63
names added to death count today. State tested
19417 specimens in past 24hrs - the highest
single day tests so far : Gov.says Pritzker also
responded to reports that Chicago police shut
down multiple parties over the weekend as
people got together during nice spring days.
“It’s the data that tells us that if you’re in a large
group of people in a small space, if you can’t
maintain a six foot distance between each
person in a party, then you shouldn’t be together
in that space,” Pritzker said.
International
Russia
With 44% of United States population, late-inthe-race country Russia, today it caught up with
the speed of USA by recording more than
11,000 patients in one day, so far the highest.
After barging into Top 10 list , Russia makes

all frontline countries have an eye on it. Anger
is rising among the country's health workers
after two dozen hospitals had to shut down for
quarantines, with many doctors falling sick.
Russian independent media and nongovernmental organizations have reported
anonymous pleas from outraged medical
workers who said they had been ordered to
the frontlines without adequate protection, and
that bureaucratic foot-dragging was costing
lives.
#PrayForBrazil
Brazil crossed the terrifying 100,000 mark
in total patients, leaving the people and
country devastated. During such a
calamitous event causing extreme
destruction, Mr.President Bolsonaro rallied
with the protestors in defiance of health
advice , with no precautions , shaked hands
with the protestors - continued to hold on
his downplay to the impact of pandemic.
This protest by large crowd with no social
distancing created widespread agitation
about the outbreak numbers in near future.
On Sunday, dozens of public figures signed
an open letter to the Brazilian government
calling on officials to protect the nation’s
indigenous people, who often live in
remote locations with limited access to
healthcare.
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The Global Eye Conclave Galvanizes
Momentum for Superpower India BY 2030

The Power Packed ‘The Global Eye
Conclave ’ featured India ’s top
Bureaucrats , business leaders and
minority activists who united together to
galvanize momentum for Prime Minister
Modi’s Vision of Development For All held
on Sunday February 2, 2020 at the India
Habitat Centre . Dr Parvez Hayat ,
Former DGP & Chairman of the Conclave
Organizing Committee in his opening
remarks said that Prime Minister Modi
has initiated a large number of innovative
social and economic schemes for overall
development of country . Dr Hayat
highlighted the visionary programs of
Ganga Conservation &Rejuvenation
Scheme , PM Kisan, PM Sinchai ,
Ayushman Bharat , PM Swasthya ,
Suraksha Yojana ,UDAAN - Opening of
Medical & Engineering Colleges For
Women , National Medical Council , PM
Shram Yogi Maandham and Sarva
Shiksha Abhiyan among others . Dr
Parvez Hayat noted that the new budget
has further given impetus to Agriculture ,
Infrastructure , Technology and Affordable
housing including a Zero tax for ,
innovative start ups for 5 years & tax relief
to lower middle class population . Dr
Hayat congratulated the Modi government
for taking bold measures for wealth
creation through liberation of economy
and promotion of private sector as well
as strategic sale of certain PSU’s
including Air India, THDC and BPCL to
ensure efficiency , profitability and
improved return on assets which will
result on better access and services to
consumers . Measures to increase import
duty are to protect and encourage Make
in India initiatives and to boost domestic
consumption which will lead to growth
with a target of 6% GDP this year, added
Dr Hayat.
Dr. Parvez Hayat further said that the
current global phenomena has affected
Global GDP by 0.9% as per IMF , which
is being reflected in India. However , Prime
Minister Modi’s Government’s new
initiatives will bear fruitful results in time.
Dr Hayat noted that certain sections of
community have sadly misunderstood
CAA, and reiterated Prime Minister
Modi’s assurance loud and clear that no
person of Indian Origin ,irrespective of
Caste and faith shall be affected.

Dr Vijay Prabhakar, Chairman, The Global
Eye, Digital News Monthly underscored
the need to educate the community on
Mo- di’s Vision which will make India the
Super Power by 2030.Dr Prabhakar said
that India today has the World’s third
largest mili - tary by personnel strength
, fifth largest defence budget and seventh
largest economy. Dr Prabhakar said that
the goal of the Conclave is to propagate
and disseminate Prime Minister Modi’ s
Vision to various Community
Gatekeepers and Youth, who do not have
access and to ensure appropriate and
continuous follow up through social and
digital media.
Inaugurating the
Conclave, K. J.
Alphons, Member
of
Parliament
listed the historic
achievements of
the first term of
the
Modi
Government and
thundered that
Modi’s gov
- ernment is a corruption free government,
where the power of the people is the
nucleus and a government where your
money will not be looted. Alphons called
upon the state governments to follow
through the Central Government’s lead
and policies to ensure rapid development.
G.V.V. Sharma IAS, Member Secretary,
National Disaster Management Authority
delivering the key- note address Outlined
Prime Minister Modi’s ten point risk
reduction factors for Disaster resilience
and the current efforts to combat the
Challenge of Corona Virus in India being
coordinated by the Union Ministry of
Health and State Governments
Lalitha Kumaramangalam, Director, India
Foundation giving the call to Action urged
All to Stand unit- ed together with Modiji
to cultivate the vibrant, passionate
Family Parivaar to take India forward –
“Sab ka Parivaar Desh Banta”.
Kumaramangalam added that India
becoming a Five Trillion economy is no
longer a distinct dream but a distinct
reality under Modi’s governance.
National BJP Vice President Dushyant
Kumar Gautham delivering the
Presidential address commended Dr

Vijay Prabhakar, Chairman, The Global
Eye for conceiving such a relevant
Conclave in Delhi and called upon all to
assist in realizing Prime Minister Modi’s
Vision.
NITI Aayog’s Consultant Dr Ajit Pai
chairing the session on Digital Economy
said that Modi’s Govern
- ment made remarkable leverages in the
region of Taxation and Strategic
Monetization . Prof Dr P. Kanagasabapathi, Director Shipping
Corporation of India, Dr Amit Kapoor,
Chairman, Institute for Com- petitiveness
and Anupam Kulshethra, Former Deputy
Comptroller General of India
spoke on the India’s roadmap
to five trillion economy.
India’s Information Technology
Secretary Ajay Sawhany,
Physician Author Dr Yuvaraj
Lingappa, Manga- lore,and
Riddhi Adlakha, Head Digital
Marketing ,Tata Consultancy
Services, Mumbai discussed
Digital India, with emphasis on
Artificial Intelligence and the Future.
Dr J.P. Sharma, Joint Director, Indian
Agriculture Research Institute, Pusa, Dr.
N. Parasuraman, Senior Scientist, M.S.
Swaminathan Research Foundation,
Chennai and Prem Parasar, Advocate,
Supreme Court spoke on Modi’s Vision
for farmers and
agricultural
economics.
The highlight of
the Conclave
was the In
Conversation
– Dialogue
session featuring young
Sparsh Ganga
Activist Arushi Nishank with The Global
Eye, Chairman and Editor -in-Chief Dr.
Vijay Prabhakar . Arushi Nishank spoke
about Modi ’s vision to involve youth &
students in Ganga Rejuvenation and
afforestation efforts. 12 year old Sardhak
Singh, Student of Srijan School, Mod- el
Town, Delhi and Trainee of Delhi Music
Institute of Chromatics was so in- spired
by the Conclave , that made him ask
Arushi can Prime Minister Modi use
Artificial Intelligence for Ganga

Rejuvenation? India’s Housing & Urban
Affairs Secretary, D.S. Mishra
showcased Prime Min- ister Modi’s
revolutionary programs for smart cities,
and affordable housing that
places India forefront on The Global
housing & infrastructure.
Rashmi Saxena Sahani, Principal
Director General of Income Tax-Human
Resources spoke on Prime Min- ister
Modi’s caring Society with focus on
women & child welfare. Dr. K.
Selvakumar, Professor of Neuro Surgery
&Telemedicine, Sri Ramachandra
University, Chennai highlighted PM
Modi’s Vision to revo- lutionize medical
education and health Care delivery with
utilization of Artificial Intelligence and
Tele- medicine to propel India as the
Numero Uno Health Care Destination in
the world. Padma Shri Dr Prof Riyaz
Punjabi, Former Vice Chancellor, J & K
University, Surabhi Kumar, International
Management Consultant, Delhi and
Swachhand, Lead Analyst, National Skill
Development Corporation of India spoke
on Modi’s vision of furthering the Social
Sector Mission.
Lt. Gen. V.K. Chaturvedi, Former Director
General, Human Manpower Planning,
Indian Army, Ministry of Defence
delivering valedictory address said that
Modi’s Vision is to make India as a global
power emerg- ing as a stabilizing power
rather than a disruptionist power.
Dr B.B.L Madhukar, Director General
,BRICS Chamber of Commerce &
Industries, Delhi presented certificates to
the delegates of the Conclave. Proposing
the vote of thanks, Ma.Santosh Kumar ,
Conclave Organising Committee Co –
Chair and Founder , Metropolitan Asian
Family Services , Chicago urged all
Indian Citizens and Indian Diaspora to be
active stakeholders in realising Prime
Minister Modi’s vision of Super Power
India by 2030..
D r. P a r v e z H a y a t , C h a i r m e n ,
Conclave organising committee said
that the entire deliberations of the
Global Eye Conclave is being widely
disseminated throughout India and also
for the Indian diaspora. Students of Music
Institute of Chromatics , New Delhi
presented Prime Minister’s Modi vision
in Music and Song at the Conclave.
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Dr Vijay Prabhakar , Chairman, The
Global Eye welcoming The Community
Gatekeepers,Youth and Students from
across the Country and abroad, India’s
top bureaucrats , Business leaders and
Minority Activists who united
together to galvanize momentum for
India P. M. Modi ‘vision at The Global
Eye Conclave at The India Habitat
Center.

K. J. Alphons IAS( Retd) M. P.
Ranking Member of the
Parliamentary Committee on
External Affairs , Govt of India
inaugurating the historic Global Eye
Conclave thundered that Modi ‘s
government is a corrupt free driven
by the Power of people and a
Government where the people’s
money is not looted unlike the
previous governments.

Dr Parvez Hayat IPS
(Former DGP ) Chairman
Conclave Organising
Committee in his opening
remarks outlined P. M.
Modi’s innovative social
and economic schemes fir
overall development of
the country.

G. V. V. Sharma IAS, Member
Secretary , National Disaster
Management Authority,
Government of India in his key
note Address outlined P. M.
Modi’s ten point risk reduction
factors for disaster management
and expounded on the current
efforts taken by Government to
combat the Corona virus in India.

Lalitha Kumaramangalam, Director ,
India Foundation , Delhi ( BJP’s Think
Tank) in her call to action urged All to
stand united together with Modiji to
cultivate a vibrant, passionate Family
Parivaar to take India forward-“Saab Ka
Parivaar Desh Banata. India becoming a
five trillion economy is no longer a
distant dream but a distinct reality
under Modiji added Kumaramangalam.

National BJP Vice President Dhushyant
Kumar Gautam in his presidential address
praised Dr Vijay Prabhakar , Chairman , The
Global Eye for conceiving such a relevant P.
M. Modiji Conclave with outstanding
speakers at a most strategic time in Delhi
and called upon all Indians including Indian
diaspora to assist in realizing Prime Minister Modi’s Vision by 2030.

Session Two on Digital India : Artificial
Intelligence & Beyond:
Dr Vijay Prabhakar , The Global Eye Chief
introducing the Session Chair Ajay Shawany
IAS , India’s Secretary , Ministry of
Information Technology flanked by
Speakers in this session:Ms Riddhi Adlakka,
Head Digital Marketing, Tata Consultancy
Services , Mumbai and Dr Yuvaraj Lingappa,
Physician , Author & Artificial Intelligence
Expert, Mangalore.

Session Three : Farmers & Agriculture
Economics.
Session Chair , Dr J. P. Sharma, Joint
Director , Institute of Agriculture Research
of India, Govt of India , Pusa, Speaking
while the other two panelists listening on
Prem Pusharar , Advocate, Supreme
Court, and Dr N. Parasuraman, Senior
Scientist , M. S. Swaminathan Research
Foundation , Chennai

BJP Minority Morcha General
Secretary , Tamilnadu State
General Secretary J. Johnson
introducing National BJP Vice
President Dhushyant Kumar
Gautam at the Conclave

Session on Digital Economy : Road to
Five Trillion Economy. Anupam
Kulashethra , Former Deputy Comptroller General of Accounts, Govt of
India, Dr P Kanagasabapathi, Director ,
Shipping Corporation of India, Session
Chair Dr Ajit Pai, Consultant NITI
Aayog, Dr Amit Kapoor, Chair, Institute
for Competitiveness, Delhi &
Vijayendra Sharma , CMD , Multiverse
Venture LLP

In a move from tradition instead
of honoring the VIPs / Speakers
with flowers & shawls , The
Global Eye instead honored a
representative audience:four
youth and two adults attendees
of the conclave with Special Pagdi
( turban) presented by The
Messenger of Garib Nawaz of
Ajmer Dargah, Sufi Syed Yasir H
Gurdezi.
Session Four : In Conversation Featuring Arushi
Nishank , International Kathak Dancer, Sparsh
Ganga Activist, Author & Transgenerational
Youth Leader, Delhi.
Daughter of Uttarkand , educated in Rajasthan &
working in Delhi.
Dr Vijay Prabhakar , Chairman & Editor in Chief ,
The Global Eye in a sparkling 35 minute
conversation with the dynamic Arushi Nishank
on her progressive journey to realize P. M.
Modi’s vision of Ganga Rejuvenation,
Afforestation & Climate Change.
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IMPACT OF THE GLOBAL EYE
CONCLAVE 2020:

Musical Interlude : Students of Music
Institute of Chromatics , New Delhi
led by its Director Mohit’s Rathore
presented PM Modi’s vision through
music & song at the conclave.

One of the delegates, 12 year old Sardhak
Singh, Student of Srijan School,
Modeltown, Delhi was so inspired by the
proceedings of the Conclave that he was
confident enough to ask Sparsh Ganga
Activist Arushi : Can our P. M. Modi use
artificial intelligence for Ganga
rejuvenation?

Session Five : Smart Cities , Affordable
Housing & Renewable Energy.
Chairing the Session, India’s Secretary , Ministry of
Housing & Urban Affairs , D. S. Mishra IAS
enthralled the delegates with his 40 minute talk
on P. M. Modi ‘s vision peppered with facts and
figures on transformation taking place in realizing
Modiji ‘s Vision. Dr Parvez Hayat , Conclave Chair,
Google Scholar and Smart Cities expert
attentively listening.

Sufi Syed Yasir H Gurdezi ,The
Messenger of Garibh Nawaz, Ajmer
Dargah , Rajasthan blessing the
dynamic young leader Arushi Nishank
at the Conclave while Organizing
Chair DGP Dr Parvez Hayat and Co
Chair Ma Santosh Kumar look on.

Session Six : Furthering the Social Sector
Mission Speakers Ms Surabhi Kumar,
International Management Consultant , Ms
Rashmi Saxena Sahani IRS, Principal Director
General of Income
Tax- Human Resources, Dr K . Selvakumar,
Professor of Neurosurgery & Telemedicine ,
Sri Ramachandra University, Chennai,Prof Dr
Riyaz Punjabi , Former Vice Chancellor of J& K
University, Dr Parvez Hayat & Dr B. B. L.
Madhukar ,BRICS CCI , New Delhi
Nisha Samuel , Delhi Bureau Chief ,
The Global Eye Conclave presenting a
replica of Gandhiji pocket watch to Dr
B.B. L. Madhukar ,Director General
BRICS CCI , New Delhi at the
Valedictory Sesdion of the conclave.
Dr Parvez Hayat and Dr Vijay Prabhakar
the two people behind the most
successful historic Conclave on P. M.
Modi’s vision, look on.

Music Institute of Chromatics , Delhi’s
Children’s Choir performing at The Global Eye Conclave ‘s Closing ceremonies.

Lt Gen V. K. Chatruvedi , PVSM, AVSM
Former Director General,Human
Manpower Planning, Indian Army, Ministry
of Defence presenting the Gandhiji pocket
watch replica to Ms Rashmi Saxena Sahani
IRS, Principal Director General Income Tax
for chairing the session on Social Sector
mission.

Anil Pulla , Chief Operating Officer ,
The Global Eye presenting the Gandhi
ji pocket watch replica conclave
memento to Ms Arushi Nishank on the
ocassion. Dr Prabhakar, Sardhak Singh
& Dr Parvez Hayat in the picture.

Ad Infinity CEO M. S. Arulvel and BJP
Minority Morcha Tamilnadu General
Secretary congratulated The Global
Eye Conclave Organising Committee
Chairman Dr Parvez Hayat for the most
successful
Conclave on P. M. Modiji in Delhi.

Dr Vijay Prabhakar , Chairman , The
Global Eye being honored by The
Messenger of Garibh Nawaz , Sufi
Syed Yasir H Gurdezi, Ajmer Dargah
, Rajasthan for being the Creative
Master Strategist
responsible for this well conceived
and well planned historic conclave
on P.M. Modiji.

Ms Vasavi Chakka , Lincoln Fellow &
Director, American Multi Ethnic
Coalition, USA in Conversation with
National BJP Vice President
Dhushyant Kumar Gautam at The
Global Eye Conclave 2020.

Shree Shree 1008 Mahamandeleshwar
Kaniyya Prabhunand Giri ji Maharaj
Shree Panchdashnaam Juna Aakhada
being welcomed by Conclave
Reception Committee Secretary Rajni
Chauhan at the conclave .

Conclave Organizing Committee Co
Chair Ma Santosh Kumar and FounderExecutive Director of Metropolitan
Asian Family Services , Chicago in her
closing remarks urged all Indian
Citizens and Indian diaspora to all be
active stakeholders in realizing Prime
Minister Modi’s Vision of Super Power
India by 2030.
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Welcome Address:
Dr. Vijay Prabhakar, Editor-in-Chief, The Global Eye

We are very happy to have with us at the
inauguration of this Conclave on Prime Miniister
Modi’s New India , the Honorable, Mr. K.J.
Alphons, an IAS officer of great repute who was
the former Minister for Tourism and a current
Member of Parliament in the Rajya Sabha. Today
he is also the Member of the Parliamentary
Committee on External Affairs which is very
important for us. We thank P.M. ModiJi for
appointing Alphons JI , so we have our own
spokesperson to shape India's Direction in the
External Affairs Ministry. Joining us today is a very
distinguished bureaucrat Mr. G.V.V. Sharma,IAS
Member Secretary of the National Disaster

Management
Authority,
Government of India along with
Ms. Lalitha Kumaramangalam,
the Director of India Foundation,
which is the think tank of the
RULING PARTY, BJP. We
WELCOME our Chairman of the
Organizing Committee Dr.
Parvez Hayat,IPS, former
Director General of Police and
a renowned Google Scholar .A
special welcome to our title
sponsor Mr. Vijayender Sharma,
Chairman&Managing Director of
Multiverse Venture LLP.
I would like to welcome all of
you this morning to This Global
Eye Conclave on Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's vision of development for all. We
know that Prime Minister Modi had said during
the Howdy Modi celebration that was hosted in
Texas “I’ve always believed that there are two
essential reasons that our great civilization has
prospered. India’s celebration of Harmony,
Diversity and Brotherhood and the Will and Zeal
of India’s people.”
And Prime Minister Modi further said
“whenever the people of India have decided
to do something, no force has been able to
stop them”. His last five years in government have
validated this belief. We have made remarkable
progress because the changes has been powered

by hundred and thirty Crore Indians. According
to our Prime Minister the people of India no
longer want to be Spectators, but active
Stakeholders in taking the nation forward.
Why else would senior citizens give up Railway
concessions? Why else would over 1 crore people
give up their gas subsidies, he asked. Prime
Minister Modi said those who had ruled the country
for many years love to keep things in pendulum
mode, Keep things unsettled. Caused the problem
further and pretend to solve it. Things have
changed now. As you have seen our government
has taken up the mission of solving problems that
have persisted for many decades removal of
Articles 370 and 355A, special status for Jammu
and Kashmir, abolishing of triple talaq, making
GST a reality, 10 percent reservation for upper
caste poor, increase in maternity leave up to 26
weeks and setting up of the OBC Mission are
some of the achievements. Today , this is once
in a lifetime opportunity for all of us who are
gathered here to learn from this conclave on Prime
Minister Modi’s vision of development for all. We
have a distinguished panel of speakers who
will address us. We have a great and a strong
Prime Minister who has courageously done
reforms and whose great vision will make
India the Superpower by 2030.
For Video:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=UEqmx3Fdvn0

Opening Remarks by
Dr Parvez Hayat, IPS Chairman, Organizing Committee

The very objective of organizing this conclave is to
deliberate upon the Honorable Prime Minister’s
vision of ‘Development for All’ or ‘Sabka Saath,
Sabka Vikas aur Sabka Vishwas’. In face of global
economic slowdown in several nations including
India due to several reasons as indicated by the
IMF that there is a 0.9% decline in global GDP. A
need was felt to invite eminent speakers of the
subject in order to discuss, deliberate and cull out
the areas where there is a need to take corrective
measures to spur growth. We shall be growing over
some of the schemes in key industries that can
be fruitful in making India into a 5 Trillion Economy.
Present Budget has infused huge investment in
Agriculture, technology, and infrastructure. Tax
holidays have been provided on Start Ups for 5
years, affordable housing, massive drop in personal
income taxes, giving spending a boost in the past
has shown increase in profitability, domestic

demands, consumption, and
growth. On the other hand
rationalizing food subsidies,
wealth creation through
liberalization of the economy and
promotion of private sector by
strategic disinvestments of
PSUs in sectors such as steel,
cement etc. can result into
positive cyclical intervention
needed to relaunch the economy.
Other ideas to help middle class
and lower middle class who need
such support can be learned
speakers will also highlight
certain innovative social
schemes initiated by the present
government such as Namami
Gange Programme - National Mission for clean
Ganga as flagship programme with an outlet of
20,000 crore with a twin objective to take effective
measures to reduce pollution and conservation and
rejuvenation of national River Ganga. Which
includes sewage treatment, river surface cleaning
, afforestation on river bank.Clean Ganga is a part
of innovative overarching Swachh Bharat initiative
by PM Modiji. Ministry of Drinking water and
Sanitation has spent crores of rupees in
constructing innumerable number of toilets. Even
CSR money of PSUs have been pooled into the
construction of these toilets. Likewise water
Conservation Scheme called Jal Shakti Abhiyan
which aims to provide clean Piped water to all
houses in the next few years. It also promotes drip
Irrigation, while making use of Technology, Artificial
Intelligence in predicting rains, drought and
sustainably management of the natural resources

such as fresh water to protect the Hydrosphere.
Other measures like Rainwater Harvesting, efficient
use of water, renovation of water bodies, regulating
industrial Consumption. In the field of agriculture
PM Kissan is another initiative in which income
support to farmer of Rs6000. PM SINCHAI
Scientific application to attract investments, in
irrigation, expanding cultivable land. In HEALTH
sector -Ayushman Bharat to cover 10 cr poor
families called National Health Protection Scheme
to support and provide up to 5 lakhs medical
expenditure coverage. MISSION INDRADHANUSH
to provide immunization of 7 vaccine preventable
diseases
PM SWASTH SURAKSHA YOJNA(PMSSY) to make
up for regional imbalances in underserved and backward
states and establish AIIMS like medical colleges and
hospitals. For the upliftment of WOMEN UDAAN (Wings
to girls)-to increase enrolments of girls -in IIT and
Engineering colleges. For the senior citizens PM
Sharam Yogi Maandhan which will give social security
and pension for all workers including the unorganised
sector. Under EDUCATION Sarv Shiksha Abhiyan
aspires to achieve Universalization of Elementary
Education for children between 6-14 years of age. For
ENERGY an innovative scheme One Nation, one Grid.
India has also gained respect in Global circles as being
a pioneer in Climate by spearheading International Solar
Alliance and Climate Parliament.
(Islanding System in metros and bigger towns/
Smart Cities, Affordable housing (low income
housing)/labour colony solutions, green Housing
Griha Rating,Solar,EV (Flash Charging
facilities)Ashok Leyland-ABB EC buses in Geneva.
For Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xTUkkE6-2f4
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do extraordinary things in this
Call to Action
country. I'm not going to talk in detail
the budget.
Ms Lalitha Kumaramanagalam, about
Only two three things that really
emphasize the fact that modiji is
Director, India Foundation
last commitment. Sab ka saath

I'd like to say that I'm first very happy to see so many
young girls here because it is probably proof that
Modi ji’s emphasis on Beti bachavo Beti Padavo is
finally paying off and women have started participating
in public life much more than in my generation. Apart
from the younger women and seen many other
women also here and my special welcome to all of
you. Not that I mean, I don't welcome the gentleman
and the young boys but it is always a pleasure to
see so many women Achievers. It just goes to prove
that like the man Narendra Modi ji is that people from
ordinary backgrounds can do extraordinary things and
that is what I think New India is about. Once we are
able to get over the politics of things and this I see as
a politician, once we are able to unite we are able to

sabka vikas. Yes, but he also said
sab ka vishwas. which is probably
the most difficult thing to do, but I
think he'll manage to do it in this
second five-year term. You would
have seen from the budget
yesterday, The Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitaraman ji addressed
really the bottom of the pyramid
whether it was in the dropping of
income tax, whether it was in the
emphasis on agriculture, whether
it's in the doubling of milk production
where again it will be women who
will get be the maximum
beneficiaries because in this
country whether it's the Amul milk
revolution or any other women are
the ones who are who really run that
industry the source of built one who
look after the cows everything.
He addressed the people who need help the most
whether it was women from any Community, which you
can see from the typical our bill that was passed whether
it was women in agriculture, whether it was women
who needed to go to school by the building of toilets.
And you know, unfortunately as I said sometimes
politics overtakes and blinds us to the good and
advancements that have taken Place in last six seven
years. Now, every government has its problems every
government sometimes makes mistakes, but that's
human. We're all human Nobody's Perfect. The trick I
have found especially considering that I come from a
family that's considered very leftist. And most of my
family was in the Congress still is except for me. The

India role on Technology and Future
Dr Yuvaraj S Lingappa
Motivational Speaker,Author,Physician

DIGITAL INDIA--- ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE & THE
FUTURE
1 Trillion USD added to Indian Economy by 2035.
Thanks to Artificial Intelligence
This is Golden News for our Golden Country
Good morning
This is true.We have the largest talent pool in the world.
80 crore Indians are younger than 35 years.60 crore
Indians are younger than 25 years.
Everything we currently do is touched by AI.
HEALTHCARE AND AI
It has tremendous potential.
Fast and accurate diagnoses are the hallmarks of AI.
Reduces cost also.
Cancer diagnosis, TB diagnosis, Eye illness can be
instantly diagnosed with accuracy.
We have shortage of radiologists and pathologists. AI
helps us to have biopsy specimens and accurately
diagnose cancer. It can screen x-rays and diagnose
tuberculosis in remote areas. It measures blood sugar
levels at any time of the day and informs the concern
physician immediately and prevents complications.
These intelligent machines can be taken by non
medical staffs inside hilly areas and tribal areas of

India where access may be
difficult. This reduces physical
presence of doctors. Recently
there was an international study. It
confirmed AI can predict and
diagnose paediatric illness as
accurate
as
experienced
paediatrician.
Not only has the diagnosis,
patients experience become
awesome and memorable.
Rural health care which lacks in
trained staff and infrastructure will
gain tremendously. Worldwide
campaign against infectious
diseases can be carried out in
efficient manner. It can reach every
corner of India within no time.
ROAD ACCIDENTS PREDICTION
PROGRAM AND AI
AI helps us to minimise accidents
by predicting accidents.
Unfortunately every year we
have 1.5 L deaths due to road
accidents in India.
Cameras and sensors capture
facial expressions of drivers. They may be drowsy,
sleepy, distracted with mobile. It alerts them. If there is
high speed it warns them. AI is going to change the
world more than anything in the history of mankind..24
hours we are touched by air. Similarly 24 hours we will
be touched by AI. That’s the beauty of AI. We have to
prepare the next generation by mixing human
intelligence with AI.
GOOGLE'S NOVEL INNOVATIONS
1 AI conducts simple eye scan which can predict heart
diseases like heart attack, stroke 5 years in advance.
So precautions can be taken both by the persons and
doctors
2 AI can go through our complete data and predict our
medical illness and readmission 48 hours in advance.
For eg
Today is Sunday. If I am getting heart attack or stroke
on Tuesday, it will inform me today.
If I have plans for T20 match, I can cancel it and get
admitted in a heart institute today for a possible heart
attack. This is a magnificent advancement for doctors
and persons. Outcome will be great.
ROBOTS--- CONTRIBUTION OF AI TO HUMANITY
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trick is the to learn to understand each other's positives
and negatives and learn to work together. Now that is
what modiji keeps saying in every public address of his
and that is what unfortunately most of us don't seem to
understand is today his underlying principle. I would
like to say that my call to action today to all of you for
all of us to take is for us to stand together. And India is
a country which is placed a lot of emphasis whether it's
civilizational whether it's through the various religions
that make this country so vibrant that family is a very
important concept. I don't mean if we can stand together
men women different cast different religions rich poor
everybody this country will very easily not just reach,
you know, five trillion will probably make 50 trillion
because we're even today the biggest Market consumer
Market in the world. There is song that money makes
the world go round. Well, maybe it's true to an extent
but it's also people who make the world go round. And
this country is extraordinarily lucky not really having an
extremely good leadership. But also an extremely good
pace of people the mix of people in this room. I am from
South India Tamil Nadu. There are people here from
Orissa, there are people here from different religions,
there are people here of course from Delhi, UP.
So all of us are here together to talk
about the same. Everywhere in India, You will
see that without that mix of people. This country
won't exist. I'm not talking politics here. We first
Indian and that is what is going to take this
country forward. So with the permission of
everybody here the dignitaries on the dias ladies and
gentlemen, and also the youngsters because you
are a future people. We live for another 20-25 years.
For us it’s time to pass on our wisdom to your
generation and give you all the opportunity to take
this country forward and to take this country forward
I would like to say that our call of action today is to
Stand United to work together. And in Modi ji’s words
sub Ke saat kaam karo. Sab ka Vishwas Jeeto aur
sub ka vikas keliye kaam karo https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=24f4eqFWCpI

Magnificent contribution of AI is robots. It helps us to
create full-fledged robots. It can take up dangerous
jobs and do the work that pose great health risk for
us.
FRIENDLY ROBOTS
For working parents and single mothers, they will
become great source of relief. They can accompany
the kids when they are alone. Talk their language, sing
songs and feed them also.
For elderly people they are great companions. Just tell
them the time and they will cook for you. They will also
safeguard them from all dangers. So elders can stay
at home and be more lively. This reduces elders abuse
and neglect.
FACE BECOMES INSTANT ID
Credit cards, Aadhar cards, Driving licence can be
linked with face so that persons are identified instantly.
This saves lot of time for everyone. Makes every day
transactions more efficient and more pleasant.
AUTOMATE GOVT PROGRAMS
AI minimises human interaction and maximizes
transparency and accountability
SMART CITIES AND AI
To begin with our smart cities can be equipped with AI
in all respects including driverless cars,drones,face
ID ,robots at homes,offices, restaurants.
NEXT DECADE IS INDIA'S DECADE
India can make the most of AI-- for the welfare of our
people and the welfare of our economy.
AI WAVE
30 years ago we had software wave.It revolutionized the
world.Presently we have AI wave which will enrich our
productivity. AI is our future and our friend. AI is already part
of our daily life. Hon Prime Minister's vision of Development
For All is a noble idea.This will be remembered even after
2000 years not only in India but all over the world. Hon
Prime Minister's programs like Make in India,Standup
India,Start up India ,Mudra are life changing programs.
Make in India covers 25 sectors of Indian economy and
with the help of Artificial Intelligence,they will be world class..
India is 63rd rank in ease of doing business. We improved
from 130th.We are heart beat away from reaching the top
with the help of AI . My sincere thanks to the organisers of
The Global Eye Conclave for this great opportunity to speak
among you.
NEXT DECADE IS INDIA'S DECADE
NEXT DECADE IS GOLDEN DECADE
THANKS TO HON PRIME MINISTER
Thank you very much
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKIQyGvbY5U
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AJIT SAWHNEY IAS
SECRETARY, MINISTRY OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

Thank you and good afternoon to all of you. It's a pleasure
to be here in this program organized by The Global Eye
and my dear friend. Dr. Parvez Hayat. First of all, I think
it's immediately after the budget. There's been a lot of
discussion on how India is moving forward and how do
we move forward to a five trillion economy? And last year,
we had actually brought out a document which indicated
how our digital economy would actually be able to
contribute to about trillion dollars to the GDP by 2025
and we estimate that by 2024 for which the overall goal
is set as a five trillion dollar economy that we should aim
to get to something like between 750 to 800 billion dollars.
So the some of the key aspects that I would like to
mention the strengths that we have been able to build
over the past many years. Beginning with the strength of
the it sector this Ridhi Adlaka is here from TCS. TCS is
one of the very phenomenally successful and huge
companies that has come out in India along with it our
other big warriors like Infosys, Wipro, HCL and Tech
Mahindra and a large setup which has in spite of many
difficulties continued to grow at about 8-10% even in this
difficult period when growth is difficult to come by Across
the Globe. Along with that, I think we have started moving
into the software products domain.
so far, we have had our strength in software Services.
We have been moving into the software products domain
from a very low footprint in electronics manufacturing.
We have been able to build a significant momentum in
electronics manufacturing and yesterday one of the
highlights of the budget was a scheme that honorable
Finance Minister has mentioned to give a huge impeters
to manufacturing and this time the manufacturing for
exports but Just be manufacturing for consumption in
India over the past five years. We have built significant
momentum in building electronic products for India and
many of them go towards import substitution instead of
Simply importing for instance mobile phones a very large
number of mobile phones today get assembled in India

rather than being imported from
outside for about Six crore mobile
handsets that used to be produced
in India in 2014-15 and last year we
had been able to move to 29 crores
almost a five-fold increase in four
years. So this is the momentum that
we hope to build on and this time.
Take it into figures that that going to
exports rather than only into the
Indian market and some of the
biggest brands about the best brands
in the world today are all
manufacturing in India. And that's
again very significant Foundation that
we can build on a very large number
of projects have been implemented
in the area of e-governance projects
like Aadhaara and in passports in in
almost every domain of our activity
whether it is in health, it is in agriculture. It is in education
or it is in delivery of the of the services around land records
and many of the other services that are required in
distribution of seeds fertilizer subsidies of various kinds
we have seen large projects grow in India. What I would
like to point out is the experience with building of public
digital platforms starting with Aadhaar.
And the kind of investment that goes into such a platform
and the kind of returns that we are able to see as a
country. So in Aadhaar, right from the Inception we would
have ended up spending only about less than a dollar a
person to be able to initially build the platform and the
overall expenditure so far over these past many years
again is probably another dollar. over so many years that
we have operated this platform and the returns. The
returns are humongous. On the direct benefit transfer
alone, which is fueled primarily by having Aadhaar
platform in place. The savings are estimated as 1.71
lakh crores. So that is the strength of public digital
platforms. There is another massive public digital platform
that has taken shape just in the past three and a half
years. That is the UPI the unified payments interface
unified payments interface started sometime in the
middle of 2016 by September 2016. It was
generating about one lakh transactions in a month.
At that point of time The debit cards which are used
for making digital payments. Was w ere accounting
for about 32 crore transactions in a month from
that 32 crores. It has grown to about 42 crores
now in the same time UPI from almost very small
beginning has come to 130 Crow transactions
in a month. Leaving well behind. This huge
system of debit as well as credit cards in terms
of number of transactions a very lightweight a
very convenient low-cost instrument. Created as
a public digital platform and suddenly, you know
systems that have taken shape over many decades
are left behind in terms of number of transactions in

terms of speed in terms of convenience in terms of
availability of the service to each and every person.
So these are serving has examples which now, I think
it's time that we start applying the same principles in
agriculture and primary sector In education in health care
in transportation and energy and pollution control and
environment. Almost every sector can benefit from getting
these public digital Platforms in place and consolidating
the work that has been done in taking e -governance
services to improve delivery of Digital Services to the
people. So these are some of the strengths that we have
that we are planning to build on.
And talent is finally the primary resource that we need to
bank on. A huge Talent amazing talent a massive
demographic dividend and this is the decade in which
that really starts becoming visible. the kind of numbers
that we are able to generate I think the IT companies of
course and have witness that but made tremendous
use of the availability of this almost bottomless pool of
talent. It's a limitless pool of talent. Whatever numbers
we need to come up with. It's possible for India to come
up with those numbers and now with a future skills
platform. We expect that in emerging Technologies as
well. We will have similar very large numbers reaching
the levels of competencies that help them provide these
services in data analytics in artificial intelligence in natural
language processing in blockchain in AR and VR in
drones and Robotics robotic process Automation in iot
and eventually in you know, whatever whatever needs to
be harnessed through the Implementation of 5G as well.
So these are some of the directions we look at to help
us prepare our economy from it used to be just two
hundred billion dollars of contribution as a net contribution
to the GDP in 2017-18 and from that the aspiration in
eight years time is to take it to a trillion dollars. so it's a
huge aspiration. It's a five times growth that we are aspiring
and that to my mind can actually be done not just by
growth of the existing Tech sectors of the economy, which
make use of your digital Technologies, like the IT software
products e-commerce digital payments Electronics
manufacturing Telecom.
But Also application of all the new technologies all the
existing and new technologies to the traditional sectors
of the economy about half of the growth will come as an
organic growth of the existing sectors, which we know
are IT and electronics sectors and about half of it will
come by applying these new technologies to agriculture
to education to health care to Logistics to Transportation
to energy and all the other traditional sectors of the
economy. It is not digital Sector that has to grow it is the
traditional economy that has to grow embracing digital
Technologies becoming digital becoming increasingly
digital and that is the prime rate Direction which can help
us move forward as a confident digitally empowered
Nation.
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=QhWUQWt3ahE

CLOSING REMARKS BY MA SANTOSH KUMAR, CONCLAVE CO-CHAIR
M a S a n t o s h K u m a r, F o u n d e r,
Metropolitan Asian Family Services,
Chicago and Co Chair of The Global
Eye Conclave on Prime Minister
Modi's Vision of Development For
All,congratulated Dr Vijay Prabhakar,
the visionary Editor in Chief of The
Global Eye for conceptualizing and
organizing this Conclave on Modi's
New India in the current scenario. Dr
Prabhakar, we salute you for hosting
this Conclave on Modi Ji's New India
while some are participating in
meaningless protests without trying
to understand the reforms of our
Prime Minister. Today was a very
informative Conclave where we heard
from eminent speakers . The
inaugural session deliberated on

C e n t r a l G o v e r n m e n t & St a t e
Government relations as a major
catalyst to India's development for all.
The panel on Digital Economy -Road
to the five trillion economy discussed
the increasing women's participation
in work force, corporate sustainable
practices ,disinvestment ,digital
banking and other initiatives being
implemented. The Digital India panel
showcased Artificial Intelligence as
the new game changer for growth in
the next decade and outlined the
steps to promote entrepreneurship
and digital empowerment of
citizens.The
Farmers
panel
highlighted Agroecology, production
economics and farm management.
The Smart Cities & Affordable Housing

panel addressed the numerous
initiatives being implemented by the
Ministry of Housing & Urban
development. The Social Sector panel
featured the women and children
programs , the new health policy on
medical education, the skills
development initiatives and the spirit
of Gandhi's Antarodya.The closing
session revolved on India as a global
power , emerging as a Stabilizing
power rather than a disruptionist
power.Everyone was convinced that
with Prime Minster Modi's leadership
,India with the World's third largest
military by personnel strength, fifth
largest defence budget and the
seventh largest economy would emerge
as the SUPER POWER by 2030.
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I'll just try to be fairly short and crisp and I'll give my
remarks for about 4-5 minutes and follow on from what I
needed said in the previous speaker. It said let's do some
interesting sets of things here. So when we talk about
competitiveness, it's all about productivity and it's about
productivity from Land labor and capital and when we
really talk about these things like the question is like
how is digitalization enabling the productivity?
Productivity of all these things like some how is
it making land more productive or resources more
productive? Can I actually increase the value that is
happening here. So quite interestingly or fundamentally.
The biggest thing that is happening is through digitization
is that we've been able to reduce the level of information
asymmetry that exists in the system when I say
information asymmetry information asymmetries at
multiple levels like one is how is the business-to-business
interface happening or how is the government business
interface happening or how is the government to
government Interface happening, the information
asymmetry has reduced dramatically at this point in time
when you say information asymmetry, like how people
are able to compete or how people are able to work
together. So that is one very big thing. The second thing
that has happened is a very clear aspect of trust when
you talk about information, asymmetry getting reduced
or information becoming freely available. It enhances the
level of trust that exists within the system. So the trust
level if you really talk about it, like one of the drivers for
competitiveness is trust and how people are
Willing to share information. In fact, the
willingness of sharing information is also driven by the
whole IP regime that is actually getting developed because
it is also really pushing forward the whole idea of innovation
within the system but having said all these things there
are a couple of points which I thought I should share with
you. We have talked about Aadhaar but then if you really
look at it what has Aadhaar done it has been able to
create an identification for people which becomes a very
important point in terms of like how direct benefit transfers
are happening the level of leakages that Actually used to
exist within the system have reduced but moving beyond
that the biggest thing that has happened on digitization.
We do talk about Jen Dhan and Aadhaar our mobile the
jam Trinity but a certain set of numbers here. The
teledensity in India is close to what 90% today or 91%
twelve hundred million. People are having access to
mobiles. But what does this do? Is this number just in
Thin Air India being one of the cheapest locations for

mobile data and things but then this
has a huge multiplier on the economy
itself. Let me share some numbers
here.
Today India actually uses far
more data than whole of United
States put together. So if you really
look at it, like India has become a
very data-centric location. So it is not
only about how people are using
information how businesses are in
from using information. There is an
economic multiplier to it. In fact, we
did this study to really understand
as to what is the economic impact
of penetration or increase in
penetration of Internet with every 10%
increase in penetration of Internet the
economy multiplies by about 3.9%.
So there is an economic multiplier
that actually happens here. So what we are seeing today
is with this huge effort when we are able to make people
move on to internet when we are able to use information
reduce information asymmetry. It actually creates an
economic multiplier. So when you say five trillion dollar.
is it achievable definitively? Yes, because these multipliers
are actually going to come home to roost fairly quickly
because we have been able we are going to be seen
businesses which are going to see huge impact education
is going to be one of the biggest things that is Going to
get transformed. In fact when you talk about Service
delivery as well. And when one of the points that was
actually made in the inaugural session was on say toilets
or whatever, but then if you really look at it like there is a
multiplier here as well. And the multiplier here is very
simple because the it typically if you really look at the
numbers they were close to but 5,000 children who were
dying because of diarrheal deaths before this program
actually started that number has got reduced by close
to 80% So today people are children are not dying
because of diarrhea.
That's so like this is a huge change at that has
happened and far from a social progress point of view
with all the activities that we see what we have seen is
that India has seen the highest level of progress on social
progress indicators in the last five years than any other
point in time and history. So these are some very positive
impact that we are actually see but at the end
of the day it is also about movement of goods
that we have a really talking about . GST
enables smooth movement of goods. So that is
actually reducing the level of friction that
actually used to exist in the system. So the
logisitics have actually become far easier today.
What we are seeing is that there are going to
be productivity gains which are going to last
over a period of time. In fact a very simple idea
like fast tag lot of people have got very
disenchanted with it big lot of people criticize
but the simple thing like Fast tag, the Roadie
called has a huge impact on how I actually move
people on the roads itself. So these are the few
things that we will have to really look at. But at
the end of the day, this is also about when you
talk about financial inclusion. This is all driven
by the whole idea of digitization. But what we
are seeing here is it is a very simple idea of ease
of living how we are actually catering to say the basic
human needs. How am I actually empowering people?

How am I acting empowering citizens? Because a lot of
people forget there are two aspects to development and
the two aspects of development are it is about social
objectives and economic objectives if I'm not fulfilling my
social objectives I will never be able to grow economically
because you will become stagnant over a period of time.
It's a very clear theoretical construct. You can see the
data there. If I'm not moving up on social layer inevitable
enabling factors. I will actually stagnate on economic
indicators. So what we are seeing now is that there is a
huge impetus on those social indicators and we are going
to see that multiplier as we actually go along and that
multiplier is becoming fairly visible. In fact, one of the
previous speakers have also talked about it like we are
seeing the Multiplier in terms of like how people are
enabling taxes or how people are looking at filing tax
returns and so on and so forth. So having said that I think
there was one more thing that he did touch upon. It did
not touch upon the numbers, but I thought I should touch
upon the numbers on Hindustan zinc. In fact,
when you talk about disinvestments this whole
idea of digitization is really going to push forward into
disinvestment of many interesting set of businesses
enabling those sets of disinvestment and so on and so
forth, but let me give you a number here the number
Interesting Hindustan zinc when it was
privatized, its valuation was just about a thousand crores.
Do You know? What is the valuation of that business
today? It is a hundred and twenty thousand lakh crores.
There is an amazing value creation that can actually
happen to drive through privatization people. Just do not
realize that privatization can create multipliers and
economy because that hundred and twenty thousand
crores has also increased a lot of taxes that go into it
like Hindustan zinc 48% of 52 percent of its revenues go
int taxes. So there is a huge multiplier that we are seeing
here. But all these things put together what I really see is
there are three things are three T is that the government
of India is now focusing on it says technology talent and
territorial assets. So in fact when you talk about
technology that is what government of India is really
focusing on that is where you are talking about digital
economy and enabling of see Artificial Intelligence and
so on and so forth. The second thing is Talent focusing
on how people can actually get what I call skilled and so
on and so forth her being territorial assets that is where
you're talking about infrastructure because if I'm able to
get this ride you are able to see multipliers. In fact, just a
very last Point here the last point in terms of like wherever
you have seen higher level of penetration of internet and
information asymmetry being reduced. Those are the
states that have done. Well so states of Gujarat
Maharashtra Tamil Nadu Andhra, they were actually very
high. I on internet or access to information and they did
exceedingly well, so we need to take that to other level
of States. If you are able to do that, the multiplier this
country is going to be talking about is going to be huge.
I think we are talking about a base level if at a basic
situation which has been set, right and I think it is not
about this 2020-24 that we will be able to do five trillion or
whatever for me. What is important here is that we are
getting ready for a much bigger leave which is going to
go beyond 5 trillion because I think five trillion is a fairly
small.
Good for a country like India. It is going to be 20
trillion or whatever. If you really look at these multipliers
in the next 25 or here. So that is what we are really
reaping are setting ourselves in the future. Thank you.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fuc447xk01s

NATIONAL MEDICAL COMMISSION
KEY TO HEALTH CARE REFORM: PROF. DR K. SELVAKUMAR
Prof Dr K Selvakumar, Neurosurgeon and Head of the Telemedicine Department of Sri
Ramachandra University, Chennai speaking at the session on Furthering the Social Sector
Mission said that the creation of the National Medical Commission by Prime Minister Modi is
one of the key achievements of P.M.'s Modi second term.Prof Dr Selvakumar said that Prime
Minister Modi's government is the first government to give utmost importance to telemedicine
in health care and has foreseen the importance of telemedicine in healthcare delivery
especially in rural areas. Dr Selvakumar congratulated The Global Eye for being the first
media house to organize a Conclave on Prime Minister Modi's New India.
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At the inaugural session of The Global Eye ConDr Vijay Prabhakar, Editor In Chief The Global Eye
clave at India Habitat Center, from left to right Dr
welcoming the guests to the FIRST THE GLOBAL
Vijay Prabhakar, Editor in Chief The Global Eye,
EYE CONCLAVE ON PRIME MINISTER MODI's
Ms Lalitha Kumaramangalam, Director, India
VISION OF DEVELOPMENT FOR ALL held at New
Foundation,Mr K.J. Alphons,Member Of Parliament
Delhi, India
and Mr G.V.V. Sharma IAS,Member Secretary,
National Disaster Management Authority, India.

Mr K.J. Alphons M.P. inaugurating the Conclave
and delivering the inaugural address ,listed the
achievements of the first term of Modi Government
.

Mr K.J. Alphons M.P. speaking , highlighted the
Ms. Lalitha Kumaramangalam, Mr G.V.V. Sharma
Abolition of Article 370,decision to criminalize
IAS, Dr Parvez Hayat IPS and Mr Vijayendra
Triple Talaq, Citizenship Amendment Act and the
Sharma, CEO, Multiverse LLP, Delhi attentively
Ayodhya Verdict as the key achievements of Prime listening to Mr Alphons' informative and challengMinister Modi's second term government.
ing inaugural address.

Dr Parvez Hayat IPS, Former Director General of
Police and Chairman of the Organizing Committee
of The Global Eye Conclave in his opening remarks underscored the need for such a conclave
to highlight Prime Minister Modi's vision of Development for all.

Dr Vijay Prabhakar Chairman , The Global Eye
Section of the delegates , Neuro surgeon Prof Dr K
said that the goal of the Conclave is to propagate Selvakumar from Chennai,Author & Physician Dr L
and disseminate Prime Minister's vision to various
Yuvaraj from Mangalore,Community Leader Mrs
community gatekeepers and youth, who do not
Santosh Kumar from Chicago,Digital Marketing
have access and ensure appropriate follow up.
Chief Ms Riddhi Adlakha from Mumbai,District
Judge Rajendra Sharma,U.P. and Supreme Court
Advocate Prem Parashar from Delhi .

Dr Parvez Hayat IPS , Conclave Organizing ComSection of the delegates including Ms Geeta
mittee Chair sharing a word with G.V.V. Sharma
George of Spencers Group, Chennai, Dr N
IAS , Member Secretary, National Disaster ManParasuraman,Senior Scientist, MS Swaminathan
agement Authority while Vijayendra Sharma, CEO Research Foundation, Chennai and Mr Rajasekar ,
Multiverse LLC looks on.
President of Chakra Vision India Foundation,
Chennai in rapt attention to the speakers.

Delegates at the Conclave hearing the thundering
speech of Mr Alphons M.P., where he said that
Modi's government is a corruption free government , where the power of the people is the
nucleus and a governmnet where your money will
not be looted.

India Foundation Director Ms. Lalitha
Kumaramangalam speaking to Dr Vijay Prabhakar
, Chairman & Editor in Chief of The Global Eye
Conclave on the proceedings of the Conclave.
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Mr K.J. Alphons M.P. inaugurating the Conclave
thundered that Prime Minister Modi's new initiatives will make India The Superpower by 2030.

Dr Parvez Hayat, IPS , Former Director General of
Police and Chairman of the Conclave Organizing
Committee noted that certain sections of the
community have sadly misunderstood CAA, and
reiterated Prime Minister Modi's assurance loud
and clear that no person of Indian Origin, irrespective of Caste and Faith shall be affected.

Section of the delegates left to right : Ad Infinity
CEO M.S. Arulvel from Chennai, Design Cube CEO
Anil Kumar Pulla from Hyderabad,Supreme Court
Advocate Prem Parashar,District Judge Rajendra
Sharma from U.P. and Ms. Riddhi Adalkka from
Mumbai .

The Messenger of Garibh Nawaz, Sufi Syed Yasir H
Gurdezi of Ajmer Dargah, Rajasthan seated next to
Mr Sahib Singh, Former Minister of Uttar Pradesh
listening to the inspiring address of Dr Parvez
Hayat.

In a move from tradition, instead of honoring the VIPS/
Speakers with flowers&shawls, The Global Eye instead
honored a representative of the audience : Prof
Mamata Shah Of Guru Nanak Institute of Management,
New Delhi with Special Pagadi ( turbans) presented by
Sufi Syed Yasir H Gurdezi of Ajmer Dargah, Rajasthan.

Rohan Singh, a student delegate being honored
with a Special pagadi ( turban ) presented by The
Messenger of Garibh Nawaz
Sufi Syed Yasir H Gurdezi of Ajmer Dargah,
Rajasthan.

Mr Mohite Rathore ,Founder President, Music
The Messenger of Garibh Nawaz honored a
Institute Of Chromatics, Delhi was honored with a student of Music Institute of Chromatics, Delhi with
Special Pagadi presented by The Messenger of
a Special Pagadi while Mr K.J. Alphons , M.P. , Dr
Garibh Nawaz, Sufi Syed Yasir H Gurdezi of Ajmer
Vijay Prabhakar and Mr. Mohite Rathore , PresiDargah, Rajasthan.
dent Music Institute of Chromatics look on.

The Messenger of The Garibh Nawaz Sufi Syed
Yasir H Gurdezi and the delegate honorees giving
a salute to Chief Guest K.J. Alphons at the conclusion of his inaugural address.

Conclave Organizing Committee Co Chairman
escorting The Chief Guest Mr K.J. Alphons M.P.
after his tumultous inaugural address.

Chief Guest Mr K.J. Alphons M.P. along with the
delegates honored with the Special Pagadi
presented by The Messenger of Garibh Nawaz at
the inaugural ceremony of The Global Eye Conclave.

Conclave Organizing Committee Vice Chairman
Ajeet Singh, Tamilnadu BJP Minority Chief Kovai J
. Johnson and Conclave Organising Secretary Anil
Kumar Pulla seeing off the Chief Guest Mr K.J.
Alphons, M.P.
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Mr G.V.V. Sharma IAS, Member Secretary, National
Ms Lalitha Kumaramangalam , Director India
Disaster Management Authority, Ministry of Home
foundation, Delhi & Former Chair, National ComAffairs, Government of India delivering the Key
mission For Women giving the Call to Action at the
Note Address at the opening session of The Global
opening session said that the Five Trillion
Eye Conclave On P.M Modi's Vision Of DevelopEconomy is no longer a distant dream but a
ment For All.
distinct reality under Prime Minister Modiji.

Mr G.V.V. Sharma IAS, Member Secretary NDMA,
Govt of India, Dr Parvez Hayat IPS , Conclave
Organizing Committee Chair and Mr Vijayendra
Sharma, Chairman , Multiverse Venture LLP, Delhi
listening to Ms Kumaramangalam's thought provoking address.

Conclave Organizing Committee Co Chair Ma
Santosh Kumar presenting the Conclave Colors- A
Replica of Mahatma Gandhi's Pocket Watch to Ms
Lalitha Kumaramangalam to mark the First The
Global eye Conclave in New Delhi, India.

Conclave Organizing Committee Co Chair Ma
Santosh Kumar presenting the Conclave Colors to
Mr Vijayendra Sharma , Chairman of Multiverse
Venture,LLP, New Delhi to acknowledge the
Corporate support for the Conclave.

Conclave Organizing Committee Vice Chair Mr
Sahib Singh presenting the Conclave Colors to
The Messenger of Gareeb Nawaz , Sufi Syed Yasir
H Gurdezi .

Conclave Organizing Committee Chairman Dr
Parvez Hayat IPS presenting the Conclave Colors
to Ms Geeta George, Director Spencers Group ,
Chennai in recognition of being a sponsor for the
Conclave.

Conclave delegates giving a standing ovation to
the Conclave Sponsors who were presented with
The Global Eye Conclave Colors .

Panelists on Session One : Digital Economy- Road Dr Ajit Pai, Senior Adviser, NITI AAYOG , Governto The Five Trillion Economy , Left to Right :
ment of India Chairing the Session on Road To The
Anupam Kulshreshtha, I.A.&A.S. , Former Deputy Five Trillion Economy outlined the measures being
Comptroller & Auditor General, Government of
taken and the plans in the offing to make India a
India, Prof Dr P. Kanagasabapathi, Director Shipstrong economy .
ping Corporation of India, Dr Ajit Pai, Senior
Dr Pai urged the bureaucracy to keep pace with
Adviser,NITI AAYOG , Dr Amit Kapoor , Chairman
the economic mandarins to successfully reach
Institute of Competitiveness , Delhi and Vijayendra
Prime Minister's Modi Five trillion economy for
Sharma, Chairman, Multiverse Venture LLP, Delhi.
India.

Ankit Samuel, CEO of Indiaprocess.com served as
the Master of Ceremonies of The Global Eye
Conclave 2020 introducing the Chair, Moderator
and Panelists on each of the six different sessions
held throughout the day.

Prof Dr P Kangasabapathi ,Author, Professor and Social
Activist speaking ,said that P.M. Modi is the first person in
recent times to recognize the use of technology and
digitalization. He gave an example of how Modiji in 2003
as CM of Gujarat had a expert group which included
himself to study the Gujarat Kite Industry, which was then
only a 30 crore industry and had not even been included
as a cottage industry. Today the kite industry is a 900
crore industry.That is our Visionary PM Modi who now
talks of India's Five Trillion Dollar economy, which he
would deliver, he added.
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Dr Amit Kapoor , Chairman Institute of Competitiveness, Delhi said that India is now focusing on
Technology, Talent and Territorial assets. Dr
Kapoor added that India is getting ready for a
much bigger push that will go way beyond the
Five Trillion Economy.
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Mr Vijayendra Sharma, Chairman, Multiverse LLP
called for major reforms to benefit the private
sector so that India can reach the Five trillion
economy as envisaged by P.M. Modi.

Mr Anupam Kulshreshtha, I.A.&A.S, Former Deputy
Comptroller &Auditor General ,Government of India
gave an inspiring address on how the P.M.Modi 's
government is giving importance to financial management of public resources, which is fundamental to a
strong economy.

Section of the delegates : Subhas Verma, Travel & Dr Parvez Hayat IPS, Former Director General Of
Tourism Expert, New Delhi, Miss George, Ms.
Police , Google Scholar and Disaster Management
Geeta George, spencers Group, Chennai and Ms
expert asking an question to the Panel on Five
Surabhi Kumar , International Management
Trillion Economy.
Consultant are seen.

Ms Geeta George, Director, Spencers Group,
Chennai presenting the Conclave Colors to Dr Ajit
Pai, Senior Adviser, NITI AAYOG, Government of
India for chairing the panel.

Ms Nisha Samuel , Delhi Bureau Chief ,The Global
Mr Arun Kumar, IFS former Consul General of
Eye presenting the Conclave Colors to Prof Dr P India at Chicago presenting the Conclave Colors to
Kanagasabapathy, Director, Shipping Corporation Dr Amit Kapoor, Chairman Institute of CompetitiveOf India.
ness.

India's Information Technology Secretary Ajay
Ms Riddhi Adalkha, Head Digital Marketing, Tata
Sawhney , IAS chairing the session on Digital India Consultancy Services, Mumbai highlighted Talent,
;Role of Technology and Future.Mr Sawhney IAS
Data and Technology as the top three factors that
eloquently outlined the efforts that are being done
drive the digital world. Ms Adalkha praised
and the plans for the future for Digital India.
P.M.Modi for bringing together the Government
and the private sector to build a strong Digital
India.

Film Director Rajasekhar, President of Chakra Vision
Inida Foundation, Chennai presenting the conclave
Colors to Mr Anupam Kulshreshtha, I.A.&A.S. , Former
Deputy Comptroller & Auditor General of India, while
Dr P Kanagasabapathi applauds.

Dr L Yuvaraj, Physician, Author and Motivational Speaker
from Mangalore gave an insightful address on the role of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and how AI is transforming our
day to day lives.Mr Ajay Sawhney IAS ,Secretary To
Government of India, Ministry of Information Technology
and Ms Adalkha of TCS attentively listen.
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Dr Vijay Prabhakar , Chairman The Global Eye
thanking Mr Ajay Sawhney IAS for Chairing the
Digital India session and the panelists, Ms Riddhi
Adalkha of TCS, Mumbai and Dr L Yuvaraj from
Mangalore.

Conclave Organizing Committee Co Chair Ma
Santosh Kumar presenting the Conclave Colors to
Mr. Ajay Sawhney IAS, Secretary to Government
of India, Ministry of Information Technology .

Conclave Organizing Committee Vice Chair Ajeet
Singh presenting the Conclave Colors to Ms Riddhi
Adalkha, Head Digital Marketing, Tata Consultancy
Service, Mumbai, while India's Information Technology
Secretary Ajay Sawhney looks on.

Ms. Vasavi Chakka,Lincoln Fellow & Director,
American Multi Ethnic Coalition, Naperville, USA
presenting the Conclave Colors to Dr L Yuvaraj ,
Mangalore while Mr Ajay Sawhney IAS , India's
Information Technology Secretary looks on.

Tamilnadu BJP Minority Wing Chief Kovai J
Johnson introducing plenary session speaker , Mr
Dushyant Kumar Gautam, National Vice President
of Bharathiya Janata Party .

Kovai J Johnson, Tamilnadu BJP Minority Wing
Chief presenting the conclave colors to Mr
Dushyant Kumar Gautam, National Vice President ,
BJP for delivering the Special address. Dr Vijay
Prabhakar , Chairman, The Global Eye looks on.

The Young & Dynamic Ms Arushi Nishank in a
sparkling 35 minute conversation spoke on her
progressive journey to realize P.M.Modi's vision of
Ganga Rejuvenation, Afforestation & Climate
Change.

Ms Arushi Nishank's Conversation held the delegates
attention in awe to see a young person do so much for
Ganga Rejuvenation and afforestation in rural
India.Section of the delegates attentively listening to
Ms Nishank.

Dr Vijay Prabhakar, Editor in Chief , The Global
Eye in conversation with Ms Arushi Nishank,
Sparsh Ganga Activist, International Kathak
Dancer, Author & Transgenerational Youth Leader
from Uttarkand.

Ms Vasavi Chakka, a woman activist from USA
inviting Ms Arushi Nishank to visit USA to address
the NRI population about PM Modiji's vision and
the Ganga Rejuvenation- Sparsh Ganga project.

12 year old Sardhak Singh of Srijan School,
Modeltown , Delhi was so inspired by the Conclave
proceedings that he asked Sparsh Ganga Activist
Arushi Nishank," If P.M. Modiji can use artificial
intelligence for Ganga Rejuvenation project ?

Conclave Organizing Chairman Dr Parvez Hayat, IPS and
Conclave Organizing Secretary Anil Kumar Pulla jointly
presented the Conclave Colors to Sparsh Ganga Activist
Ms Arushi Nishank.
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The Messenger of Gareeb Nawaz , Sufi Syed
Yasir H Gurdezi of Ajmer Dargah, Rajasthan
blessing Sparsh Ganga Activist Ms Arushi
Nishank with a Special Shawl . Dr Parvez
Hayat IPS,Conclave Chairman, Dr Prabhakar,
The Global Eye Editor and Conclave Co Chair
Ma Santosh Kumar looks on.
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Ma Santosh Kumar, Conclave Co Chair & Chair of
the 8th International Women Day Commission,
USA announces the nomination of Ms Arushi
Nishank as one of the TOP 20 Global Women Of
Excellence 2020 and Award to be presented to Ms
Nishank in Chicago, USA on March1,2020.

Prof Dr Ms Kamal Saxena , Senior Gynecologist, AIMS,
Delhi presenting Ms Arushi Nishank a jute bag and
products made by her NGO which specialises in
sustainability.

Conclave Chairman Dr Parvez Hayat IPS, Former India's Secretary of Housing & Urban Development
Director General Of Police introducing Mr D.S.
Mr D.S. Mishra IAS enthralled the delegates with
Mishra IAS, the Dedicated Secretary to Government his 40 minute talk on P.M.Modi's Vision peppered
of India, Ministry of Housing & Urban Development
with facts and figures on transformation taking
at the Session on Smart Cities& Affordable Housing
place in affordable housing in India.
.

Delegates Left to right paying rapt attention to Mr
Mishra IAS's talk delivered in Hindi, Ms Moti Chauhan,
Vice President, BJP Mahila Morcha , Ghaziabhad, Mr
Swachand, Lead Analyst, National skill Development
Corporation of India and Dr B.B.L. Madhukar, Director
General , BRICS CCI, New Delhi on the extreme right.

AD INFINITY CEO M.S. Arulvel presenting the Conclave
Colors to Mr D.S. Mishra IAS , Secretary, Ministry of
Housing & Urban Development, Government of India
while Conclave Chairman Dr Parvez Hayat IPS and Dr
Vijay Prabhakar, Editor The Global Eye look on.

Dr N. Parasuraman, Senior Scientist, Dr M.S.
Swaminathan Research Foundation, Chennai
introducing Dr J. B. Sharma , Joint Director,
Institute of Agriculture Research of India, Government of India, Pusa who chaired the session on
Farmers & Agriculture Economics.

India's Housing & Urban Development Secretary D.
S. Mishra IAS congratulating The Global Eye Editor
Dr Vijay Prabhakar on hosting the Conclave,
reiterated the need to host similar Conclaves for
the NRI population overseas too.

Seen at the Tea break left to right : Ms Nisha
Samuel, Delhi Bureau Chief,The Global Eye,
District Judge Rajendra Sharma, and Shree Shree
1008 Mahamandeleshwar Kaniyya Prabhunand
Giri Ji, Naharaj Shree Panchdashnaam Juna
Aakhada .

The Students from Music Institute of Chromatics, Delhi
presented P.N. Modi's vision of NEW INDIA through
music & song at the Conclave.

Left to right :Lt Gen V.K. Chatruvedi , PVSM, AVSM ( Retd )
, Former Director General, Human Manpower Planning,
Indian Army , Ma Santosh Kumar , Dr Parvez Hayat IPS,
Former Director General of Police and Dr B.B. L.
Madhukar , Director General BRICS CCI New Delhi.
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Dr J. P. Sharma, Joint Director ,Institute of Agriculture
Research India , Pusa underscored the importance of
the role of farmers in building the country's
economy.Farmers are smiling now after many years
due to P.M.Modi's new schemes and initiatives to
improve agrieconomy, he added. Dr Sharma said P.M.
Modi's goverment's focus on rural empowerment will
fuel Farmer's economy.P.M. Modi's vision for Farmers
will make them an integral part of India's lifeline.

Dr J. P. Sharma, Joint Director IARI, Pusa wanted
to collaborate with The Global Eye to organise a
Global Food Summit at Pusa to showcase the
successful programs of P.M. Modi in the Agriculture and higlight P.M.Modi's initiatives for the
farmers in India. Dr Vijay Prabhakar, Chairman ,
The Global Eye accepted Dr Sharma's invitation to
jointly host such meet in late 2020.

Ms Jyoti Chauhan, Vice President, BJP Mahila
Morcha, Ghazibhad presented the Conclave Colors
to Dr J.P. Sharma for his thought provoking address on the importance of farmers.Dr N
Parasuraman,Advocate Prem Parashar, and M.S.
Arulvel look on.

Mr Subhas Verma, Travel & Tourism Expert, Delhi
presented the Conclave Colors to Dr N Parasuraman,
Senior Scientist, Dr M.S. Swaminathan Research
Foundation, Chennai. Supreme Court Advocate Prem
Parashar and AD infinity CEO Arulvel look on.

Conclave Chairman Dr Parvez Hayat IPS presenting the Conclave Colors to Supreme Court Advocate Prem Parashar for Chairing the session on
farmers and AgriEconomy at the Conclave.

Section of Delegates Left to right : Ms Suchi Kulshreshtha,
Gaurav Kulshreshtha, Mr Swachand( standing ), Ms Meena
Verma, Conclave Vice Chair, Padma Shri Dr Prof Riyaz
Punjabi ,Former Vice Chancellor of University of Kashmir,and
Lt Gen V.K. Chatruvedi among others.

Conclave Reception Committee Secretary Ms Rajni
Chauhan presents a Floral Bouquet to Shree
Shree 1008 Mahamandeleshwar Kaniya
Prabhunand Giri Ji Maharaj Shree
Panchdashnaam Juna Aakhada at the Conclave
Closing ceremonies.

Panelists for the Session on Furthering the Social Sector ,
Left to right :Ms Rashmi Saxena Sahani IRS ,Principal
Director General , Income Tax Department_Human
Resources , Government of India, Prof Dr K Selvakumar,
Neurosurgeon & Chief of Telemedicine, Sri Ramachandra
University, Chennai ,Prof Dr Riyaz Punjabi, Former Vice
Chancellor, University of Kashmir and Dr Parvez Hayat IPS.

Ms Rashmi Saxena Sahani IRS , Principal Director
General Of Income Tax _Human Resources, Government of India spoke about the Women & Children
programs of Government of India . Ms Sahani IRS
who had earlier served as Additional Secretary , Ministry of Women & Children, Government of India highlighted P.M. Modi's programs for women and children.

Conclave Chair Dr Parvez Hayat IPS introducing
the panelists, Ms Surabhi Kumar, International
Management Consultant, Delhi , Ms Rashmi
Saxena Sahani IRS,Prof Dr K selvakumar, Prof Dr
Riyaz Punjabi and Mr Swachhand,National Skill
Development Council Of India.

Prof Dr K Selvakumar, Neurosurgeon & Chief of
Ms Surabhi Kumar, International Management
Telemedicine , Sri Ramachandra University,
Consultant , Delhi stressed the importance of
Chennai highlighted P.M.Modi's vision to
P.M.Modi's Swatch Bharat, Ayushman Bharat and
revolutionize
medical education and health
distant learning programs that will make India the
care
delivery
through Artificial Intelligence
Superpower by 2030.
and Telemedicine to propel India as the
Numero Uno Health Care Destination in the
world.
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Mr Swachhand,Member, SSC Governance, National Skill Development Corporation, Ministry of
Skill Development , Government of India spoke
about improving learning outcomes and initiatives
like Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana.
Swachhand further said that the skilling up of
people in India will further transform the economy
landscape and urged The Global Eye to promote
P.M. Modi's Study In India program abroad.

Dr Riyaz Punjabi, Former Vice Chancellor of
University of Kashmir & President, International
Center For Peace Studies, New Delhi said India is
progressing in the right direction under Prime
Minister Modi. He pointed out that the removal of
Articles 370 & Article 35 A _Special status of
Jammu &Kashmir was long overdue.

Lt Gen V.K. Chatruvedi , Former Director General ,
Human Manpower Planning, Indian army, Ministry of
Defence ,India presented the Conclave Colors to Ms
Rashmi Saxena Sahani IRS, Principal Director General
Of Income Tax, Delhi.

Conclave Co Chair Ma Santosh Kumar presented
the Conclave Colors to Professor Dr K.
Selvakumar, Neurosurgeon & Telemedicine Chief,
Sri Ramachandra University, Chennai.

Dr B.B.L. Madhukar , Director General ,BRICS Chamber of Commerce & Industry, Delhi presented the
Conclave Colors To Prof Dr Riyaz Punjabi, President,
International Center For Peace Studies, Delhi &
Former Vice Chancellor , University of Kashmir.

Mr Rajendra Sharma, District Judge, Uttar Pradesh
presenting the Conclave Colors to Ms Surabhi
Kumar, International Mangaement Consultant,
Delhi at The Global eye Conclave.

Conclave Organizing Committee Chairman Dr Parvez
Conclave Vice Chair Ms Meena Verma presenting
Hayat IPS, Former Director General of Police being
the Conclave Colors to Mr Swachhand, Member
congratulated
and honored with a shawl for the most
SSC Governance, National Skill Development
successful
conduct
of the Conclave on P.M. Modi's Vision
Council, Ministry of Skill Development, Governfor
Development
For
All by Subhas Verma From Delhi, Ad
ment of India.
Infinity CEO Arulvel and TN BJP Minority Chief Johnson.

Ms Nisha Samuel, Delhi Bureau Chief , The Global
The Global Eye Conclave saluted Dr B.B.L.
Eye presented The Conclave Colors to Dr
Madhukar for his yeoman service in promoting
B.B.L.Madhukar, Director General BRICS CCI,Delhi India's trade.Dr Madhukar held several responsible
at the valedictory session of the Conclave.
positions including CMD of MMTC, India's biggest
foreign trade company. Dr Madhukar is also
Chairman of FORE School of Management, Delhi
among other positions that he holds.

The Grand Finale of the day long The Global Eye Conclave was the harmonic performance by Music Institute of
Chromatics Children's Symphony.The performance was
conducted by Mohite Rathore, President & Director of Music
Institute of Chromatics, Delhi.

The Messenger of Gareeb Nawaz, Sufi Syed Yasir H
Gurdezi of Ajmer Dargah, Rajasthan honored Dr Vijay
Prabhakar, Chairman of The Global Eye for being the
Master Creative strategist responsible for this well
conceived and well planned historic conclave on P.M.
Modi's Vision of New India.
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EDUCATION

Yoga for Stress, Insomnia, Anxiety, Depression, and Chronic Pain
A R & D Pharmacologist’s Perspective.

By Naresh Chand, Ph.D.,
Courtesy of
ADRxSynergy,
nareshchand1@gmail.com
St r e s s ,
insomnia,
anxiety, depression, and
chronic pain affect the
lives of about a billion
people all over the world.
Yoga can be part of the
solution for managing
these conditions and
improving the quality of life
(1-15).
Yo g a i n v o l v e s m a n y
techniques such as
physical
postures
(asanas), controlled
deeper
breathing
(pranayama),
deep
relaxation, and meditation
(Dhyana).
These
practices are an integral
part of Patanjali’s Yoga
System. Yoga practices
(most commonly Asanas)
are utilized daily around
the world. When these
practices are performed
for 15-30 minutes,
preferably early in the
morning, reduce stress,
anxiety, chronic pain, and
u p l i ft
mood.
Yo g a
improves mental health
among the young in the
schools (1) and for adults
(2, 3) as well as seniors
at home, nursing homes
or in palliative care in the
hospitals (4). In adults
with mild-to-moderate
major depression, an 8week
hatha
yoga
intervention resulted in
clinically
significant
reductions in depression
severity (3). The mindbody therapies (MBTs)

are effective in treating
insomnia and improving
sleep quality for healthy
people and clinical
p a t i e n ts ( 5 ) . Yo g a ,
meditation,
and
mindfulness improve
communication skills,
teamwork, participatory
programs,
and
psychological intervention
among burnout physicians
(8).
Sivaramakrishnan et al.
(2019) shown robust
evidence for promoting
yoga in physical activity
guidelines for older adults
as a multimodal activity
that improves aspects of
fitness like strength,
balance, and flexibility, as
well as mental wellbeing
(6).
Yo g a
reduces
h e a d a c h e f r e q u e n c y,
headache duration, and
pain intensity in patients
suffering from tensiontype headaches (7).
G e n t l e Yo g a ( L i f e i n
Yo g a m o d e l s i n c l u d e
Pranayama breathing,
vibrational
sounds,
chakras,
mantras
recitations or chanting,
mudras, “Asanas” poses;
listening to healing music
while walking, and
dancing,
and
t r a n s c e n d e n t a l
meditation, etc. (9-12; Dr.
Narayanan, Personal
communication). These
approaches can serve as
an Add-on-Therapy for
many illnesses of the
mind, body, and soul.
Dr. Gupta’s Aquatic Yoga
for chronic pain, a simple

and affordable technique
reduces chronic pain
caused by aging, by
accidental or sportsrelated or overweight
lifting injuries, and
osteoarthritis and this
simple technique exerts
fast onset of action and
improve the resiliency of
the fascia, joints, and
brain (14,15).
Gentle Pranayama yoga
practices improve selfesteem, focus, learning,
m e m o r y,
and
concentration (1). In
addition, Asanas such as
Tree pose yoga and other
poses may improve the
b o d y ’s
r e s i l i e n c y,
flexibility, balance, and
core, and thus may
reduce the risk of falls,
fracturing, and long-term
disability. It remains to be
discovered if tree pose
yoga and other yoga
practices (stretching and
strength training- by low
weightlifting or using your
own body “Asanas”) could
reduce the risk of falls,
fracturing, and long termdisability, and may slow
the progression of mild
cognitive impairment to
Alzheimer’s disease (15,
16). These long-term
clinical studies are
warranted. Gentle yoga
and even machineassisted yoga in health
clubs or at homes etc.
may help in reducing
stress-induced craving for
tasty ultra-processed
foods (food addiction) as
well as in managing
stress,
a n x i e t y,
depression, chronic pain,
and other comorbidities.
The long-term adherence
and compliance to yoga
practice are essential in
achieving a desired

clinical outcome in people
living with food addiction
and
weight-gaining
tendencies.
In pregnant and young
moms facing post-partem
depression, and people
facing chronic pain,
gentle Yoga (9-15) as
Add-On-Therapy may
reduce depression, and
may reduce the need for
antidepressants,
anxiolytics
and
analgesics and other
medications. Could yoga
help in reducing opiate
epidemic in the USA, it
needs to be studied.
I n c o n c l u s i o n , Yo g a
(asanas, pranayama, Dhyana,
dancing) practice for 1530 minutes, preferably
early in the morning, as
Add-On- Therapy, can
reduce stress, insomnia,
anxiety, chronic pain, and
depression.
Yo g a
improves self-esteem,
focus, learning, memory,
and concentration among
the young in the schools.
The same may be
achievable
among
seniors.
Gentle
pranayama yoga can also
improve the quality of life
and sleep for adults
i n c l u d i n g the pregnant
moms and young moms
suffering from postpartum
depression, and seniors
living at home, nursing
homes or in palliative care
in the hospitals.
1. Ferreira-Vorkapic, C. et
al. (2015). Are There
Benefits from Teaching
Yoga at Schools? A
Systematic Review of
Randomized Control
Trials of Yoga-Based
Interventions. Evid Based
Complement
Alternat
M e d : h t t p s : / /
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/

articles/PMC4600929/pdf/
ECAM2015-345835.pdf
2 . G o t h e , N . P. e t a l .
(2019): Yoga Effects on
Brain
Health:
A
Systematic Review of
the
Current
Literature. Brain
Plasticity, https://
content.iospress.com/
download/brain-plasticity/
bpl190084?id=brainplasticity%2Fbpl190084
1.3. Prathikanti, S. et al.
(2017).Treating major
depression with yoga: A
p r o s p e c t i v e ,
randomized, controlled
pilot trial. PLoS ONE
12(3): e0173869. https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
p m c / a r t i c l e s /
PMC5354384/pdf/
pone.0173869.pdf
4. Deshpande,
A.
(2018):
Yo g a
for
palliative care. Integr
M e d R e s . 7 ( 3 ) : 2 11 –
2 1 3
h t t p s : / /
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
p m c / a r t i c l e s /
PMC6160500/pdf/
main.pdf
5. Wang, X. et al (2019):
The Effect of Mind-Body
Therapies on Insomnia:
A Systematic Review
and Meta-Analysis. Evid
Based
Complement
A l t e r n a t Med. https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
articles/PMC6393899/pdf/
ECAM2019-9359807.pdf
6. Sivaramakrishnan, D. et
al. (2019): The effects of
yoga compared to active
and inactive controls on
physical function and
health related quality of
life in older adults
systematic review and
meta-analysis
of
randomised controlled
trials. International Journal
of Behavioral Nutrition and
Physical Activity https://

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
p m c / a r t i c l e s /
PMC6451238/pdf/
12966_2019_Article_789.pdf
7 . A n h e y e r, D . e t a l
( 2 0 1 9 ) : Yo g a f o r
Treating Headaches: A
Systematic Review and
M e t a - a n a l y s i s. J G e n
Intern
Med. https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed/31667736
8. Aryankhesa,l A. et al
(2019). Interventions on
reducing burnout in
physicians and nurses:
A
systematic review. Med
J
Islam
Repub
Iran. 33:77 https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
p m c / a r t i c l e s /
PMC6825380/pdf/mjiri-3377.pdf
9 .
G e n t l e
KapalBhati https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=rF9O9VZ_1uk
1 0 .
U j j a y i
Praanayama https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=EP_7kExis7k
11. Bhastrikaa
Pranayama https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=FfG_CRITKHs
12. Mantra
based
Meditation https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=0SbI225_kfI
1 3 .
W a l k i n g
Meditation https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Sj3AXBLpfc4
14. Dr. Gupta’s Aquatic
Yoga
for
Chronic
P a i n . h t t p s : / /
www.amazon.com/GuptasAquatic-Yoga-Chronic-Painebook/dp/B01DGVO1S6
1 5 .
h t t p s : / /
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=43v3Z7MC3Qk
16.
http://
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=uXFfPzvU3fQ
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FACE TO FACE

Hon. Prime Minister, Guyana
Moses V. Nagamootoo
AS I disembarked early
yesterday morning from a
Caribbean Airline flight, my
son Moses Ernesto, quipped:
“Dad, you missed out again
from the celebration of First
Oil.” He hurriedly briefed me
about the splendid fireworks
on Friday night at the Kitty
seawall.
The night sky glowed in glory
over the arrival of a giant
tanker to load and lift a million
barrels of the first export of
crude oil from Guyana.
Those were the fireworks of
brightly contrasting colours
that I had imagined when
President
Granger
announced “first oil” and
designated December 20 as
our National Petroleum Day.
At the time I was in Florida
with my family, but I recorded
in My Turn that, “this will be
a day to remember, forever
perhaps, when Guyana’s
destiny was defined; when
the world would no longer find
us to be just a dot on the map
for mere curiosity.”
FIRST MILLION BARRELS
The export of the first million
barrels of Guyana’s crude
forms part of the discovery
from some 17 wells of an
estimated six billion barrels of
oil equivalent that ExxonMobil
and Hess had announced
e a r l i e r. B y 2 0 2 5 G u y a n a
potentially
would
be
producing 750,000 barrels
per day.
At the time of First Oil,
President Granger stressed
that petroleum production in
Guyana would spur the
“transformative process in
the country’s economic
development.” It will stimulate
jobs and expand quality
services for our people who

have hitherto been victims of
the ravages of colonialism
and neglect caused by
p e r s i s t e n t
underdevelopment.
With First Oil, Guyana has
broken the proverbial chains
of economic bondage, and
has asserted her freedom to
harvest our enormous
potential for prosperity and
greatness. This would be
achieved by injecting oil
revenues into universally free
education,
and
on
infrastructures for food
security.
G77 CHAIRMANSHIP
For over three days last week
I also experienced this
glowing glory as Guyana
assumed Chairmanship of
the Group of 77 and China,
comprising
some
135
member states of the United
Nations. Chairmanship of the
G77 is the third highest
ranking in designated UN
positions, after the post of
Secretary General and
P r e s i d e n t o f t he G eneral
Assembly.
Guyana accepted this
coveted leadership for 2020
from Palestine at a solemn
and dignified handover
ceremony on January 15 last
at the United Nations building
in Manhattan, New York.
It was an emotionally
charged moment when
Palestine’s Foreign Minister,
Dr. Riad Al-Malki, handed me
the symbolic gavel in the
distinguished presence of
Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres, Deputy SecretaryGeneral Amina Mohammed,
P r e s i d e n t o f t he G eneral
A s s e m b l y,
Ti j j a n i
Muhammad-Bande, and a full
hall of Ambassadors from

G77 member states.
Guyana
immediately
received the spontaneous
and enthusiastic support
from all the constituent
members of the Group of 77,
with China openly pledging
financial assistance to the
group under Guyana’s
chairmanship.
SOLE DISSENTING VOICE
The sole dissenting voice was
Venezuela, which launched
an
unsolicited
and
unprovoked attack against
Palestine for allegedly
breaching “procedures” for
promoting
Guyana’s
candidature. It claimed that
no consultations had taken
place with one of the United
Nations’ regional groups —
the Latin American and
Caribbean Group (GRULAC).
However, several members of
the GRULAC group took to
the floor and hailed Guyana’s
a s c e n d a n c e t o t h e c h a i r,
among which were Brazil,
Argentina, Colombia, Costa
Rica, Barbados and The
Bahamas.
No other state supported
Ve n e z u e l a ’s
spurious
allegations, and while the
outgoing chair, Palestine,
noted the statements,
Venezuela was otherwise
completely ignored, isolated
and repulsed with cold
silence.
It is therefore troubling, to
say the least, that the
Stabroek News has seen it fit
to repeat unsupported
allegations, previously made,
that a deal had been struck
with Venezuela to support
Guyana’s candidature. The
Stabroek inserted in what
appeared to be a factual
report, an editorial opinion

that stated inter alia: “The
government has been
criticised for agreeing not to
raise this country’s border
controversy with Venezuela
at the G-77 in return for
Caracas’
support
for
Guyana’s chairmanship.” (SN
January 18, 2020)
This newspaper did not say
by
whom
was
the
government criticised, nor
did it give any evidence of
the alleged ‘agreement’
b e t w e e n Ve n e z u e l a a n d
Guyana, or among some
other party or parties. This is
pure speculation, and an
editorial intrusion into factual
reporting. It breached all
professional ethics and
principles of good journalism.
It revealed bias and
unadulterated prejudice and
malice which, combined, is a
reckless abuse of freedom of
the press.
Guyana’s leadership has
been hailed as refreshing,
and several high officials of
the United Nations are
encouraging under our
tenure a “rebirth of the core
values” of this huge
negotiating bloc within the
United Nations (Deputy
Secretary- General Amina
Mohammed).
FAVOURABLE IMAGE
It is with deep pride that I
acknowledge the favourable
image of Guyana as a
country with committed
leadership, and a national
agenda that coincides with
and promotes the UN
development goals. In this
regard President Granger
enjoys credible ratings for his
advocacy of a ‘green’ state
strategy in the context of
reducing the impact of

climate change, commitment
to a pro-poor programme of
sustainable development,
and the good life for all.
Over a three-day period our
Foreign Minister Karen
Cummings, our Permanent
Representative Michael TenPow, his Mission staffers and
I maintained a tight and
almost “drop-dead” schedule
that included separate
bilateral meetings with the UN
Secretary-General,
the
Deputy Secretary-General,
Pr e sid e n t o f t h e G e n e r a l
A s s e m b l y,
UNDP
Administrator, the PerezG u e r r e r o Tr u s t F u n d f o r
South-South Cooperation,
the Representative of Norway
and Chairman of EcoSoc,
and others.
VOTE OF CONFIDENCE
There is no doubt that
Guyana enjoys a vote of
confidence by the G77
Grouping of United Nations
member states. Several high
officials have indicated open
interest in visiting Guyana
soonest. There is something
that is both appealing and
urgent about Guyana which
is recognised for its pristine
natural beauty, its ethnic and
cultural diversity, its peace
and
s ta b i l i t y.
The
representative of conflictweary
Lebanon,
in
celebrating
our
multiculturalism, poetically
summed it up in this way:
Guyana has as its motto ‘One
people, One nation, One
destiny.’ You should add to
your motto, ‘One World’.
It is time that Guyanese bask in
the glory of our country being a
state that is full of promise; and
hope, not only for us, but for the
rest of the world!
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SPOTLIGHT : COVID RELIEF EFFORTS

By Dr Naseem Sultana Sayeed, Consultant Gyaenacologist, Chennai, India
The Noble Profession.
The COVID-19 has put a screeching halt to routine everyday life. Social media is rife with all kinds of rumours and
weird and wacky if not absurd suggestions. But the best
suggestions and "jugaad" have come from the medical community itself. I belong to the generation of doctors who had
to buy "second-hand" medical books from the erstwhile
"Moore Market" which is now non-existent. The older the
edition the more costly it was.
That was a way of life..
Our knowledge was derived from reading in the library, or
from reading books borrowed from the library. All that is now
passe. Now, of course, you don't have to go searching for or
lug those kinds of heavy books anymore. Most of the information is available on the web, and what you need is just a
smartphone. But there is another kind of learning that was
learned from our teachers and that is still not available on
the web and that was "the clinics" conducted by our wonderful teachers. The idea of straining your ears to listen to
the Chief's (professor's) words of wisdom are so outdated
now and unnecessary too because of the free availability of
collar mikes and cell phone recorders.
In the seventies however we had to get up pretty early,
to catch the rumbling, rarely on time, Pallava transport buses
at 6 am at least, to be on time for the 7 am OP and Chief's
clinics
What we learned there was not written in any
medical book or journal. Those were "pearls of wisdom" which
we struggled and strained to hear, jotted down in the pocketbook, and fully understood and appreciated only years later

in the course of our own clinical experiences. There was no
ultrasound and no MRI
We diagnosed only from watching and observing, listening to and hearing, touching, and sounding the patient. Yes.,
that's what it was, though it was given hi-fi nomenclature like
"inspection" "palpation", "percussion" and "auscultation"But
there was something else also..and that was" history taking". In today's perspective how gratifying it is to note that
the diagnosis of COVID-19 is based mainly on history taking , .as also how relevant "hand washing" is today for "saving lives" as it was in the days of Semmelweiss Recently..lots
of people asked me this question as to why an anti-malarial
drug was being given as treatment for a viral infection. The
answer is that... The treatment of a viral infection with chloroquine is nothing new..
Our professors as far back as 40
years ago used to teach us that PUO (pyrexia of unknown
origin) would respond to chloroquine. We never questioned
their wisdom.. We learn't through our own experiences that
it worked wonderfully.
Now of course we do know that
chloroquine has had multifarious uses in Fungal infections,
Amoeba, in cancers, chronic skin problems rheumatology,
autoimmune diseases like lupus and others...the list is endless. This is the well educated and well informed "Jugaad"of
doctors and of course there are innumerable studies and
statistics to prove its efficacy and safety. "Doctoring" is not
learnt in a day, it is the sum total of your life's clinical experiences and that of your colleagues. The art of clinical experience and wisdom has been demolished by unnecessary
litigation against doctors. The younger generation was los-

ing touch with this art because free thinking was not encouraged and protocols have to be followed and they had become like robots in a corporate set up.
Though we prepared for exams from our western textbooks and followed those protocols., in actual practice our
teachers in Medical College never followed those protocols
strictly ..and each had their own line of treatment and each
was uniquely successful in his or her own way.
We had "spotters" ( diagnosing a patient on sight..by
look ,demeanour, sound and walk) Though the concept of "spotters" is still there, the clinical acumen has
largely disappeared, because only "objective" diagnosis as compared to the "subjective" diagnosis stands
up in a court of law.
By filing unnecessary cases against doctors only
"defensive" medicine is being practiced nowadays.
The doctor of course has added responsibility
when such implicit trust and faith is placed on them
and has to be like a successful cricketer in all the formats: test cricket ,one day match or 20/20. And by that
I mean if you have the facility, time and affordability..do go in
for all the exotic investigations (which may sometimes leave
even us totally confused) but at the end of the day use your
clinical acumen and rely on the experience and wisdom of
colleagues in making good decisions
The public has now re-found faith and respect for doctors. Capitalize on it, and restore this noble profession to its
original glory, and also India, and in particular Chennai as
the "Mecca of medicine".

MEATF & AMEC LEADER Dr SREENIVAS REDDY AND FAMILY DONATE FIFTY
LAKHS ($70,000USD ) TO ANDHRA PRADESH GOVT FOR COVID RELIEF.

Dr Sreenivas Reddy , his wife Dr
Lalitha Reddy , His elder brother
Ramana Reddy of Dr Cloud ,
Portland and his uncle Dr
Sadasiva Reddy from Michigan
together donated Fifty Lakhs to
Andhra Chief Minister Y.S. R.
Jagan Reddy for COVID Relief
work . The 50 Lakhs check was
handed over two days ago. photo
from left to right : Srisailam MLA
Silpa Chakrapani Reddy( Cousin
of Dr Reddy), Dr M. L. Narayan

Reddy ( Father of Dr Lalitha
Reddy ), Andhra C. M. Jagan
Mohan Reddy and Shri Narasimha
Reddy ( Father of Dr Reddy &
Ramana Reddy). Both Dr Reddy ‘s
father Narasimha Reddy Garu and
father in law , Dr Narayan Reddy
hail from Jammalamadugu of
Kadappa District. A big Salute to
Dr Sreenivas Reddy and his family for this generous gesture for
the people of Andhra Pradesh .
YOUNG NITIN REDDY &

DILAN REDDY, SONS OF Dr
SREENIVAS & LALITHA REDDY
RAISE OVER $12,000 FOR COOK
COUNTY HEALTH FOUNDATION.
The generous philanthropic spirit of
Action speaks louder than Words of
the Reddy family inspired the t w o
young school going sons of the
Reddys to raise over $12,000
from their family and friends for
the COVID affected people of
C o o k C o u n t y, w h i c h t o d a y ’ s i s
the county with the highest

number of COVID positive
c a s e s i n w h o l e o f U S A . AMERICAN MULTI ETHNIC COALITIONAMEC & U.S. CONGRESSIONAL
MULTI ETHNIC ADVISORY TASK
FORCE- MEATF CONGRATULATES
THE REDDYS
Leading by example , Dr Reddy
and his family are to be commended for their silent work without any fanfare. All Gods blessings
to this family and May their actions
be emulated by many.
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CHOH & THE GLOBAL EYE GIVES 55
MIGRANT FAMILIES RELIEF PACKAGES
The Old Students of Children’s Home of Hope , Maduravoyal and The Global Eye , Digital News Monthly
provide 55 Migrant families of Nelavoyal village in Gummipondi , Tamilnadu with Relief packages each
containing 5 Kgs Rice,1Kg Dhal, 1 Kg Salt , 1 Oil Packet , Masalas, bathing & Washing Soap .
May God bless those who prepared the packages,those who donated willingly , those receiving the relief
packages and those who organized the distribution.
To God Alone Be The Glory Now & Always. Amen

ORPHANAGE IN TAMILNADU SETS EXAMPLE BY SHARING THEIR PROVISIONS WITH THE NEEDY
Maduravoyal, TN Children’s Home of Hope in a cheerful and generous gesture provided relief to 50 migrant families during this pandemic. The remarkable
experience of an orphanage helping out during this time was applauded by all. A true sense of sharing and giving among the less fortunate ones set a resounding example for all to follow. Sanjay David , Project Director of the Orphanage said,” We thank God today CHOH was able to provide provisions for 50 migrant
families from West Bengal working in a scrap recycling unit...with No work & money they were very happy with the provisions they received... We thank the
support of the committee members& staff along with Mr Senthil Sir & Revenue dept for this Opportunity to share.” The children and Staffs efforts in this were
commendable because it’s not easy to make 50 bags of provisions ... God bless their little hands and their loving hearts.

Sparsh Ganga's Arushi Nishank hands over 10,000 khadi masks for Soldiers
*New Delhi: Concerned about the safety of
soldiers posted at borders, Sparsh Ganga's
national convenor, Aarushi Pokhriyal Nishank,
sent reusable masks made of Khadi cloth
for them. 10 thousand masks were handed
over at the Armed Force Clinic in Delhi today, which will be given to the doctors and
soldiers who are constantly protecting us.
Sparsh Ganga has been working in the coun-

try and the world since 2008, and more than
5.5 lakh people are connected all over the
world. Various teams of Sparsh Ganga have
made these washable and reusable face
masks at home with Khadi clothes. Ms
Nishank said, "We are all living in our homes
are fighting this global epidemic and following the lock down, while our brave soldiers
on the border on one hand are fighting en-

emies and on the other they are tackling with
this deadly virus. It would be the duty of all of
us that is, before Rakshabandhan we can
protect our brave soldiers from this deadly
virus. So the country-wide team of Sparsh
Ganga decided to send their brothers a face
shield. Raksha Bandhan is the most prominent festival of our country in which sisters
ties a thread of defense on her brother's wrist

and brother always vows to protect her sister. Then it is also the duty of the sisters that
they should protect the wrist which is always
there to protect them." This campaign has
been done by Sparsh Ganga in collaboration
with "AquaCraft", an organization, as a sustainable initiative so that we will be able to
help in monitoring and improving the environment along with enhancing the economy.
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CHAKRA FOUNDATION LED BY FILM DIRECTOR RAJASEKAR PROVIDES RELIEF TO 1,000 PERSONS
Chennai : In Mylapore area with support of Asst Commissioner and friends of police team, Chakra
Foundation provided provisions and sanitary products for 1000 persons.

CHAKRA FOUNDATION PROVIDES DAILY LUNCH IN RURAL VILLAGE
Erode, TN Chakra Vision India Foundation provides daily lunch in a rural village near Erode City according to its
President Film Director Rajasekar . Chakra Foundation President Rajasekar said that they do it on a daily basis.

CHAKRAFOUNDATION PROVIDES RELIEF TO TRANSGENDER COMMUNITY
Chennai : Chakra Vision India Foundation continued its Covid relief activities by providing provision packages to the transgender community residing in
Kannaginagar in OMR area in outskirts of Chennai. Foundation President Rajasekar said that The Chakra Foundation was doing its best to reach out to
the marginalized communities during this pandemic and providing provisions as far as possible.
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ANGEL OF GIVING
Dr Rani Yousefzai , The Iranian American (maternal) & PAkistani AMerican ( paternal) Angel of Giving has done it again during this COVID 19 Pandemic. This time the AMEC & MEATF
Angel of Giving launched a Succesful toy drive where 120 toys were packaged and donated to the needy children of Chicagoland during this stay at home lockdown. Earlier Dr Rani had
prepared & delivered hot food to over 100 Seniors of Chicagoland followed that gesture by making over 100 Easter baskets filled with goodies and essential toiletries for Chicagoland’s
homeless and now this generous gesture for Chicagoland’s needy children.
What a heart Especially when Dr Rani herself has a three year old son and a three month old baby to look after at this time.. God bless Dr Rani and her family abundantly. Yes Dr Rani
is living upto AMEC & MEATF’s motto of ACTION SPEAKS LOUDER THAN WORDS

CHENNAI FREEMASONS PROVIDE RELIEF
Freemasons showed the way by providing provision relief packages to the needy communities in and around Chennai . Freemason M. S. Arulvel Coordinated the relief efforts.
Asst Commissioner of Police Nelson and his team assisted the FREEMASONS in Mylapore area in Chennai city.

CHICAGO BEAUTICIAN VINITHA GULABANI SPEARHEADS COVID RELIEF EFFORTS
Congratulations to IACA Chairman Sohan P Joshi & IACA Founder Vinithaji Gulabani, FIA Chicago Founder Sunil Shah & FIA Chicago President Gurmeet Singh for their most
thoughtful and generous gesture in hosting a joint food drive for Township of Schaumburg. Mayor of Schaumburg appreciated the Induan AMerican leaders for their continued
actions to support Covid19 relief . Yes , Today all of you Together proved that you can make a difference . God bless all of you for your true spirit of service . God bless America
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CHOH JOINS MADURAVOYAL FRIENDS OF POLICE TO HELP MIGRANT FAMILIES
CHOH.. Children’s Home of Hope hand ed over to police 10pkts.Each packet contained 5kg rice,1kg Dhal,1 salt packet,1washing& bathing soap,1toothpaste&brush... These packets were
distributed to 10 migrant families...We thank God we were able to make a small contribution...We plan to do more in the coming days said Sanjay David , Project Director CHOH, Chennai, India

Dr. Rajasekhar's daughters donate Rs 2 lakh to Telangana relief fund
On April 22, the birthday of Shivathmika Rajasekhar, the younger daughter of 'Angry Star' Rajasekhar and 'Dorasaani' debutante. Marking the occasion, she has donated a
sum of Rs 1 lakh to the Telangana CM Relief Fund. Her elder sister Shivani donated another Rs 1 lakh. On Wednesday morning, the duo handed over cheques to Kalvakuntla
Taraka Rama Rao, Minister of IT. Cinematography Minister Talasani Srinivas Yadav was present on the occasion. Speaking on the occasion, the Shivathmika-Shivani duo said,
"The state and central governments are taking the right measures to contain the spread of COVID-19. We have come forward to do our bit in terms of monetary contribution.
We hope that the public will confine themselves to their homes and strictly adhere to instructions given by the government. Stay home. Stay safe."

70YEAR-OLD KAMALAMMA IWF PROVIDES RELIEF IN NEW JERSEY
GESTURE APPLAUDED .

New York :COVID 19 community help by India World Foundation USA team.
They have delivered foods to Morristown , New Jersey soup kitchen. Thank you
to the great team. God bless the world in this hard time.

Karnataka : Friends this is very heart
touching ..Today as we, the members of
Rotary Heritage Mysuru, were busy in
our Annadaana
preparations, a
seemingly poor,
over 70 year old
senior citizen,
Kamalamma
walked in to the
premise... Our
n a t u r a l
expectation was
that she might
ask us for some
food. Even as we
extended the
food packets to
her,
she
refused...a little
hesitatingly she
mustered up
some courage
and took out
something
hidden behind the clothes and said..." I
have been watching you guys supplying
food to my area for over 30 days now...so
i just felt i should give you Rs 500/- from
the Rs 600/- monthly pension i receive. It

is a small amount but please accept". We
were shocked , we were embarrassed
that we offered her food, we were taken
aback by her
gesture of parting
Rs 500 out Rs 600
pension
she
receives...and that
too in such difficult
times...In spite of
our several requests
to keep the money,
she insisted that
we
accept
it....which we did
out of sheer respect
for her.. Friends at
that moment we felt
she is no less than
the Tatas, Ambanis,
Azim
premji,
Narayan Murthy etc
as she was parting
with 90% of her
earnings..
We
could witness the magnanimity of a
mother's heart , however poor she might
be.. YES WE WERE TRULY HUMBLED..
Courtesy - Vishnu Vardhanv n Raghu
Raghavendra DN...
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FOOD DONATED IN GAREEB NAWAZ
DARGAH, AJMER SHARIF, RAJASTHAN

CHICAGO BUSINESS TYCOON AJEET SINGH FEEDS THE NEEDY IN DECATUR, ILLINOIS
Ajeet Singh , President, Midwest Business Brokers hosted a Community Aporeciation Luncheon for residents of Decatur , Illinois and 800 lunch boxes were distributed on Sunday
June 7,2020. Congratulations to Ajeet Singh and his team for the successful luncheon in spreading love and cheer during these challenging times.
Ajeet Singh who grew up in Meerut , U. P., India wanted to help the folks who stay in downstate rural areas of Illinois and so distributed luncheon boxes .

MAFS RENDERS ROUND THE CLOCK SERVICES TO HUNDREDS OF SENIOR CITIZENS IN ILLINOIS.
HISTORIC HOME DELIVERY OF HOT MEALS DAILY TO HUNDREDS OF SENIORS & DISABLED DURING LAST 3 MONTHS & CONTINUING.
TRIBUTE TO MA SANTOSH
KUMAR
Dear Mrs. Santosh Kumar,
I am Purushottam Thakur and I
go to Schaumburg location of
senior center. I just wanted to
thank you on behalf of each and
every senior member at
Schaumburg and all the other
locations for taking really good
care of us. The decision you
made to help and take care of
seniors is really fit to be saluted.
Here in United States, most of
the senior faces mental,
physical health, loneliness
which you already know, and the
decision you have made to
make that go away is really great
and respectable. For example,
you make our loneliness go
away by driving us and dropping
us back home, you organize tea
and snack, lunch in the
afternoon which is always
healthy and all the lovely and

helpful staff at senior center
takes really good care of us. With
their guidance, we start our day
with prayer and then do all the
activities such as singing,
dancing, saying jokes, all the
physical activities, yoga, and
meditation we do provides more
strength to us and all the other
activities you and your staff do
for us is really grateful of you.
Whenever there is a festival, you
guide us to celebrate and enjoy
in a particular way which brings
a lot of happiness is our life.
Last but not least, during this
tough situation of COVID-19 that
the world is facing, you and your
staff is always ready to help us.
The way your staff takes risk of
their life during this coronavirus
situation to bring us food home
to home which is kindly
appreciated. Plus the way your
staff calls all the seniors to ask
them about their health is really

appreciable. That brings smiles
on our faces. And specially in this
world changing situation, you
and your staff is really helpful to
us and we’re looking forward go
back to senior center as this
COVID-19 situation calms
down. Thank you for doing
everything you can to make us
happy. It means a lot to us. We
miss you everyday. God bless
you and your staff for doing the
best you do for everyone.

Sincerely,
Purushottam Thakur
Another Senior writes :
Ma Santosh Ji :
It was so much fun doing zoom
meeting today with all the
seniors. We enjoyed it so much
and it was a brilliant idea doing
this, so all the seniors got to see
each others and it brought
smiles on our faces. Thank you
again for doing this meeting .
Yet Another Senior writes .....,

Now at the end, I thank you Miss
Santosh Kumar from my heart
said who is like ‘maa’ to all of us
seniors at senior center and
takes care of all of us just like a
‘maa’. It doesn’t matter how old
we are, Maa Santosh Kumar
gives us the love that one maa
gives to her kids. She never
gives us a chance to miss our
maa. So let’s all wish her, happy
mother’s day. God Bless Ma
Santosh Kumar and her

dedicated MAFS & UMAS TEAM
for their continued selfless
service in taking care of
thousands of our Senior
Citizens with hot home delivered
meals and all other much
needed services including
health related and home maker
services. Big Salute to all of you
for your splendid dedication,
unconditional love , and
remarkable Committment to
care and share .
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INDIA NEWS FEATURE

A SALUTE TO INDIA’S PRIME MINISTER
MODI FROM A KARGIL WAR HERO
Our beloved leader Mr Modi seems to be
successful and invincible over his Pakistani
and Chinese counterparts. Here, Our Prime
Minister is far more ahead in terms of
acceptance and trustworthiness as a
politician thanJin Ping and Imran Khan. So,
we are lucky to have Prime Minister Modi
in this trying time and to test bad
situations. Jai Hind.
I would like to express my opinion on the
recent achievements of our great and proactive Prime Minister, Narendra Damodar
Modi.
It is, in fact, the Century’s biggest civilian
evacuation from the Corona hotspots that
is the States like Kerala, Maharashtra,
Tamilnadu, Telangana, Karnataka, Gujrat,
Punjab and Rajasthan, that approximately
159 million migratory labourers were
transported back by free train services to
their respective States of Bihar, U.P.
MadhyaPradesh, West Bengal. This was
peacefully and tactfully undertaken by the
Govt..of India with the active participation
of Ministry of Railways under the
Leadership of beloved Prime Minister Modi
JI. It was accomplished in spite of the
Cong-CPM-APP led lawless and frenzy
10,000 to 50,000 unruly mobs pelting
stones and looting and setting on fire the
Central Govt. Properties including Railway
Signalling apparatus, Route Relay Cabins,
expensive imported high-speed Rly. Airconditioned & dust conditioned Swiss
locomotives & numerous other costly
Rly.properties like Station Masters wireless

setups and electronic devices at 29 Rly.
Stations. Not a single bullet was shot at
the unruly politically motivated and socially
excited hundred thousands of labourers and
downstream
Anti-national
and
fundamentalist miscreants.
The news was censored off the sporadic
attack and rioting situations that prevailed
during the protests staged by CongressAPP-Communist backed fundamentalist
Muslims with the excited migrant workers.
The first eruption was in Bombay, Central
Station Bombay, Kurla, Church Gate,
Mahim, Kalyan. In Delhi- New Delhi Station,
Old Delhi station. Ghaziabad Station,
Ambala Hisar, Agra Lucknow Kanpur, all
stations, Jaipur. station. You’ve no idea.
Who will question about my reporting those
are bound to be Congress and Muslim
League supporters.
It’s in fact the country’s.....
Throng streets and staged crossroads and
square protests and brought the
administration to a crushing vault!! Just in
the design and style of Libya and Egypt,
ZIran like civil anarchy with the tacit support
of Pakistan. But, Our able Prime Minister
had the resilience and sustenance and
tackled the entire anarchical situation under
control. He along with the Railway ministry
corroboration operates 400 pairs of “Labour
Special” superfast trains to carry all the
stranded labourers at stages and
completed the 159 million stranded
labourers free of cost services provided to
them directly to their respective native

places.
I again repeat this was the Century’s
biggest evacuation of 1.59 Crores labourers
in the history of Mankind. Our great Prime
Minister once again has proved his
indomitable courage and resilience in the
most trying time under the direct threat of
a universal menace named aaa
Coronavirus. Now, despite all instigations
and opposition propaganda, the Central
Govt.has been successful in any such
situation and challenge to the Nation.
Moreover when the Opposition Parties tried
their level best to put the Union Government
in an awkward situation. This is the most
strong Prime Minister India has elected
after Indira Gandhi. Now, there is the
biggest threat of War looming over India in
the wake of International political and
economic pressure as exerted upon China
by World Powers including India. This is
the time again this dynamic Prime Minister
of India has shown his prudence in troubled
times and over and again his true leadership
to this country.
To this Country....
Country...... India now ready to take on any
military challenge From either if both
attack India then there will be no more a
Pakistan and there will be a China without
the little four STARS that is Tibet(India),
East Turkistan, Inner Mongolia and
Manchuria this is for sure Hongkong and
Macao along with 12 prefectures all will
fizzle our of Communist China.
Fizzle our of Communist China......

By Capt Dr Arun K Chakraborty
Kolkatta, India
Now there will be basically 5 fronts where
India-Pakistan-India China-US-PakistanUS-China-Japan/US Military imbroglio like
to be seen the total US and India and Japan
and Australia is 1O times bigger in total
Military might than China, Pakistan has in
all disciplines of modern Battle scenario.
Likely to be seen...now as we need to work
on China <ØèÝ<ØóÝ once for all and
decimating Pakistan <ØõÝ<ØðÝ once for
all so we have to be very focused and extra
cautious as China gets on kneel down
situation within a week’s time. As the US
India Israel Japan joint Forces initiate the
deadly and final blow to knock out China
within weeks time and if goes beyond two
weeks that time both military blocks will
surpass the psychology barrier and then
either China or US could have resorted to
the Nuclear option. Prime Minister Modi has
tight options as well first would be diplomatic
pressure by cutting off Pakistan’s old friends
like Turkey, Iran, UAE and Saudi Arabia and
then quarantining China from Russia, EU and
finally from African Nations and that could be
the last nail to strike in the Chinese coffin. At
this crucial and vital conjecture, INDIA needs
our Prime Minister, Narendra Damodar Das
Modi, as the only Captain to dissuade Chinese
Dragon from Indian frontiers and Indian
Oceanic frontiers. Asian Continent now has
one and only bold leader that is our Great &
Valiant Modiji. He has the blessings of
Almighty and protected by Almighty’s boon,
that will have the linear transformation for the
people & the country. I’m sure we will win and
our enemies will fall flat as the entire Country
is consolidated and standing united with our
revered and beloved Prime MinisterTriumphant - Narendraji Modi. A picture of
Competence.
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NOSTALGIA UPDATE

PRINCE
RODGER NELSON
The
The Artist
Artist Formerly
Formerly
Known
Known as
as Prince
Prince

By Dr Clarence Beals
FOREMOST
A
SOCIAL
CONSCIOUS BUSINESSMAN
What I admired about Prince, was
the principle and mettle of this
man. He wanted creative and
fiscal control of his Art, Warner
Brother said no! Prince stood up
to the Music Industry Engine,
when they thought they could
dictate to him, he let them know
he was not their “slave”. To a
system, they could not control
him and tell him how to project
their visions onto to him. His 1996
album Emancipation celebrated
the forthcoming end of his Warner
Brother contract, which enabled
him to release as much music as
he liked on his NPG (New Power
Generation) label. Later he
explored marketing his work on
the Internet and through private
arrangements with retail chains as
a means of circumventing the
control of large record companies.
In 1999 the formal termination of
his contract with Warner Brothers
he stopped using the symbol as
his name.
A TRUE LEGEND
Prince was the essence of a
Renaissance man. an artist with
vision and purpose, creating the
dynamics of his music with no

limits abounds, taking the risk
with his lyrics, telling his story with
“panache” that sense of being
fearless, and true to ones art.
When he performed, it was
creative genius, every detail from
the musicians syncopation (Prince
demanded that no one miss a
beat,movement, everything had to
be flawless), he loved competition,
while living and performing in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, there
was a performer Morris Day and
the group Time, founded and
managed by Prince.
that
constantly woluld try and e Prince
was a singer, writer, producer,
musician, promoter, “Prima
Assoluta.” this term typically
bestowed on ballet dancers, this
phrase embodied Prince. The
Greatest, complete Performer, you
held your breathe waiting to see,
hear and felt with anticipation what
was he going to do next.
The Artist, and symbol Love
Symbol #2 was born in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S. And
died in April 2016, Chanhassen,
Minnesota, he was a rare
composer who could perform at a
professional level on virtually all the
instruments he required and
considerable number of his
recording feature him in all the

performing roles.
A consummate Artist, An astute
businessman, Gone too soon!
Prince Rodger nelson was an
American singer, record producer,
dancer, actor, and filmmaker, most
successfully with 1984’s Purple
Rain. He was born to two musical
parent, his mother a singer and
his dad was a pianst and lead of a
jazz combo.
Prince’s recording career began
with funk and soul. His early
music also reflected the
contemporary musical impact of
disco.
His latter music
incorporated a vast array ofd
influences, jazz, punk, heavy
metal, the Beatles and hip-hop,
with an overall funky up-tempo,
soulful ballads and featured his
expressive falsetto singing.
He often managed to lead other
local musicians, most notably
Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis. In
additio to penning several hundred
songs for himself, Prince also
composed music for other artists.
Throughout most of his career,
Prince’s prolific creativeness as a
songwriter clashed with his record
company’s policy of releasing only
a single album each year. Prince
had a backlog of music that was

completed but unreleased. He
gave songs to other performers.
He even organized other
independent groups such as the
Time, to record his material.
He was an guitar virtuoso, known
for his guitar performances,
whether it was a small intimate
setting or the his unforgettable
dramatic, musical crescendos at
his half-time performance Super
Bowl 2007.
He was inducted into the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame in 2004.
Prince explored typographical
oddities in his songs and lyrics as
another ways of evading
convention. As a crossover artist
with his hit “Little Red Corvette”
(1983), gaining him airplay on
MTV at a time virtually no black

artists had appeared on this venue.
His song Purple Rain (1984)
remained his biggest selling
album, his movie hit number at the
box office and “When Doves Cry”
held the top spot for a single.
The loss of this great artist in 2016,
signaled an outcry aganist of the
abuse of drugs, whether they are
prescriptions, over the counter or
off the street. There is no justification,
answer or rationale. Are there
lessons or messages or anecdote.
Let’s look to his memoir, The
Beautiful Ones, maybe in these
photographs and original lyrics,
one messages that will continued
to be revealed that truly a genuis
and kind and gentle spirit was in
our presence and he shared his gifts
for all to see.
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USA NEWS FEATURE

MEATF Top 20 Global Women of Excellence
2020 Announced at a Glittering Curtain Raiser

Dr Vijay Prabhakar , MEATF Founder , Martino Tangkar , MEATF Chairman, Gerard Moorer , Deputy District Director, Congressman Danny DavisOffice, Ms Arushi Nishank , International
Kathak Component & Sparsh Ganga Activist, India, Ma Santosh Kumar, MEATF Women’s Chair, Dr Zenobia Sowell, MEATF Awards Jury Chair, Abhinav Pant, Dr Bhavya Kumar & SAHAVE
Founder Pradeep Kandimala at the Curtainraiser for the 8 Th Annual Congressional International Womens Day Celebrations at Waterford Banquets held on March 1

India’s young Sparsh Ganga Activist
Arushi Nishank was named one of
the Top 20 Global Women of
Excellence 2020 in a Congressional
awards ceremony held in Chicago
under the auspices of U. S.
Congressman Danny K Davis and
American Multi Ethnic Coalition.“The
U. S. Congressional Citation naming
Arushi Nishank as one of Top 20
Global Women of Excellence cites
Arushi ‘s pioneering work in Sparsh
Ganga , Water Consveration,
Climate Change Educator and
Green India for GirlChild promotion
initiatives . 33 year old Community
Activist from Uttarakhand State of
India , Arushi Nishank was
applauded for her environmental
initiatives among the young students
of India especially in rural areas.““U.
S. Congressman Danny Davis
congratulated Arushi Nishank ,the
visionary youth for undertaking such
a mission which is vital to preserve
Mother Earth.““Gerard Moorer ,
Award Jury Co Chair introduced
Arushi Nishank at the ceremony .
Martino Tangkar , Chairman ,
American Multi Ethnic Coalition

welcomed the gathering.“Dr Zenobia
Sowell , Awards Jury Chair said that
women from Phillipines, Kenya,
Indonesia, Thailand, China, India,
Poland, USA, Iran, Ethiopia, and
Hispanic heritage were among the
Top 20 Women selected for the
Honor.““ Ms Arushi Nishank
recieving the Award thanked
Prime Minister Modi for
empowering women and
introducing the most popular Beti
Bachao Beti Padao program in
India which empowers the Girl

Child. She appealed to all to join
the Prime Minister Modi’s effort
for the Ganga Rejuvenation
project in India and underscored
the importance of water
conservation, tree plantingafforestation and the need to
educate all on this. Arushi
thanked her teachers , parents
Ramesh Pokriyal Nishank ,
India’s Cabinet Minister for
Human Resource Development
and her fellow activists for nurturing
her quest for knowledge and

service.““Ma Santosh Kumar ,
Women’s Gala Chair said that this
is the eight consecutive year that
Congressman Davis is honoring the
Top 20 Global Women of Excellence
for their pioneering work .“ Presiding
over the awards ceremony ,Dr Vijay
Prabhakar, Founder Chair of the
Congressional Multi Ethnic Advisory
Task Force said Women & Girl Child
Empowerment are an integral part
of Prime Minister Modi ‘s vision of
New India.““Dr Clarence Beals,
Executive Director, American Multi

Ethnic Coalition proposed a vote of
thanks.““Several organizations
felecitated Ms Arushi Nishank on
the occassion including OFBJPUSA,American Association of
Physicians of Indian Origin , AAPIUSA, American Association of
Radiologists of Indian Origin, USA
Africa Chamber of Commerce ,
Uttarakhand Samaj of Greater
Chicago,Indian American Cultural
Association,Indian American
Business Coalition, Chicago, and
Refushe USA among others.
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Chennai: Of many diseases,
kidney affected patients
should be more careful
during the coronavirus
outbreak as they have
l e s s i m m u n i t y. T h e y
should take medicines
regularly and should not
skip them, says noted
nephrologist
Dr
Soundararajan.
Sp e a k i n g t o N e w s
Today, he said, ‘Dialysis
and transplant patients
are at more risk by
getting infected. Elderly
patients’ health should be
monitored. Self isolation
is best thing to be safe and
moreover it would be better for
patients not go out of house

during

I
n
Ta m i l n a d u , i t
would
be
somewhere 12,000
the present crisis.’ ‘In India
a l o n e , t h e r e a r e a r o u n d 1 . 5 0 and Chennai between 4,000 and
crore dailysis going on annually. 5 , 0 0 0 . T h e s e p a t i e n t s s h o u l d
not miss the dailysis at any cost
now. If they miss it would lead
to other complications,’ the
nephrologist,
husband
of
Te l a n g a n a G o v e r n o r Ta m i l i s a i
Soundararajan, said.O n being
healthy, he said, kidney affected
patients should eat nutrituos
food, green vegetables, fruits
and drink milk. Apart for it, they
should take medicines, he says.
Meawhile,
TA N K E R
Foundation which is into the
service of the underprivileged
with kidney ailments for the last
26 years, said its eight dailysis
units are working so that they
would continue to do life-saving
process for their 572 patients
who are dependent on dialysis
TANKER Foundation managing trustee Latha A
to stay alive. Asked about the
p a t i e n t s m o b i l i t y, TA N K E R
Kumaraswami at one of the dailysis unit run by them.

Nephrologist Dr Soundararajan
Foundation managing trustee
Latha A Kumaraswami said,
‘Most of them come in the own
or arranged vehicles and one or
two patients depend on the
government ambulance. We
have given ID cards to dialysis
patients stating that they are on
live saving treatment and to our
staff, so that they are not put to
harship
during
vehicle
restrictions.’
In
her
plea
to
the
governemnt, Latha said, ‘The
government should arrange
for more dailysis equipment
for patients and see that
the medicines are available
to
them.
One
of
the
transplant patients from an
outstation called me and
said he is finding it difficult
to come to Chennai and get
medicine due to Covid-19
restriction’.
It may be noted that almost
2.5 lakh people die of kidney
f a i l u r e i n I n d i a e v e r y y e a r. I t
is the third largest killer after
malignancy
and
heart
disease.
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BLACK LIVES MATTER

Statement of Rep Danny K Davis
on the murder of George Floyd
The callous brutality of
the murder of George
Floyd by Officer Derek
Chauvin and three fellow officers of the Minneapolis Police Department and the emotional
and determined responses of Mr. Floyd’s
fellow Minnesotans
have once again forced
our eyes as a nation,
and the eyes of the
world to the horrific pernicious stranglehold of
racism on people of
color in the United
States and the world,
African Americans in
the first place.With his
last breath Floyd protested, "I can't breathe.”
His death, follows an
unbroken chain of such
deaths dating back to
the earliest days of our
nation. Just recently, in
2015 following a domestic dispute, police
shot an African-American man named Jamar
Clark. Police claimed
that Clark had resisted
arrest and had attempted to grab an
officer’s gun but bystanders claimed that
he was handcuffed and
on the ground when the
shot was fired. In 2016,
as his girl friend looked
on, and filmed the entire
incident, Philando
Castile was fatally shot
in Falcon Heights, Minnesota, by a police officer who noticed that
Castile had a gun in his
car. In 2017, Justine
Damond was fatally
shot by a police officer
who was responding to
her own call about a
possible assault taking
place behind her Min-

neapolis home.In every
corner of our nation the
ground is stained by the
blood of African Americans whose lives did
not matter to their oppressors, their murderers. We here in Chicago have an equally
long history and even
under the leadership of
a new African American
mayor there is push
back in the Chicago
Police Department on
the consent decree
which followed the coldblooded execution of
Laquan McDonald by
CPD Officer Jason Van
Dyke. The recent shot
gun murder of Ahmaud
Arbery, a twenty-fiveyear-old African-American in Georgia when
two men attempted to
enact a citizen’s arrest
while a third recorded a
video of the incident is
consistent with the tradition that some white
civilians believe that
they also could take
Black Lives without consequences.
For
African
Americans there remain an everyday reality in the words of Chief
Justice Taney in the
1857 Supreme Court
Dred Scott decision
which continue to echo
down through the decades: African Americans have “No rights
which the white man
was bound to respect.”
But the truth is, and our
history documents, that
African Americans
have never, and will
never accept second
class citizenship. African Americans will

never accept anything
less than full equality
and we will demand action and reparations to
achieve that equality. In
my view nothing has
more underlined the
depth racist rhetoric
has fallen to, and appalled our nation and
the world more than the
abhorrent and venomous response of President Donald Trump who
chose to cold-bloodedly
incite violence by tweeting: “When the looting
starts, the shooting
starts,” a phrase which
was used by a Miami
police chief in the1960s
and roundly condemned by civil rights
groups at the time. I call
on President Trump to
withdraw his tweet and
to
apologize
to
America.I join with
those who are demanding that there be a comprehensive investigation of all of the circumstances leading up to
and including the murder of George Floyd.
Minnesota Attorney
General, and former
Congressman, Keith
Ellison would be an outstanding choice to lead
such an investigation. I
join in demanding the
arrest and indictment
for murder of all four of
the officers involved in
the killing George Floyd.
It is time and
past time for America to
come to grips with the
shameful American
tragedy of lynching. To
that end Representative
Bobby Rush and I have
introduced H.R.35 - the
Emmett Till Antilynching

Act. This bill establishes a new criminal
civil rights violation for
lynching.Specifically, a
person who conspires
to commit certain civil
rights offenses (e.g., a
hate crime act) is subject to criminal penalties. The bill passed the
House in February
2020. Senator Kamala
Harris introduced similar legislation, S.488 Justice for Victims of
Lynching Act of
2019,which passed the
Senate in February
2019.
This legislation takes
note of the fact that
“Lynching was a pernicious and pervasive tool
that was used to interfere
with multiple aspects of
life—including the exercise of Federally protected rights, as enumer-

ated in section 245 of title
18, United States Code,
housing rights, as enumerated in section 901 of
the Civil RightsAct of 1968
(42 U.S.C. 3631), and the
free exercise of religion,
as enumerated in section
247 of title 18, United
States Code.” “Interference with these rights was
often effectuated by multiple offenders and
groups, rather than isolated individuals.”
The bill also notes
that: “Nearly 200 antilynching bills were introduced in Congress during
the first half of the 20th
c e n t u r y. ” “ B e t w e e n
1890 and 1952, seven
Presidents petitioned
Congress to end lynching”
“Between 1920 and 1940,
the House of Representatives passed three strong
anti-lynching

measures.”"Protection
against lynching was the
minimum and most basic
of Federal responsibilities, and the Senate considered but failed to enact
anti-lynching legislation
despite repeated requests by civil rights
groups, Presidents, and
the House of Representatives to do so.”Therefore,
today I am renewing my
call for public hearings on
H.R.35 - the Emmett Till
Antilynching Act and
S.488 - Justice for Victims of Lynching Act to
be held in multiple
states around the country and be made available for viewing on the
Internet.
Ira Cohen
Director of Issues and
Communications
Representative Danny
K. Davis (IL07)
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BLACK LIVES MATTER

Last Word
The Minneapolis incident has sparked off a
nationwide outcry fueled by a President who said
stuff which he should not have.
The Black Lives Matter movement is a
grassroot level peaceful demonstration to try to
bring justice to the unfair treatment at the hands
of police over the years. This historic moment and
movement is being hijacked by the white
supremacists in looting, committing arson and
bringing dishonor to the black community.
What we are witnessing is worse than the
1968 riots, today organized crime with a scientific
approach has co mingled with peaceful protesters
to loot cities and suburbs for the first time . Black
peoples are being lured and paid to loot, and the
high end loot lands in the white man’s hands. White
men break the glasses and initiate the breaks in ,
then these hired black guys run away with the loot

which is all tele video by whites so the world will
see the black ransacking the stores amidst burning
buildings. All major cities across the USA are being
systematically targeted as the protesters want the
three other police officers who were bystanders
charged and arrested for watching Floyd George
being sniffed out of life by another cop . This may
take till end of the week.
All these major cities are governed by
democratic Mayors who support these peaceful
protests and do not want to carts blanc arrest all.
The White led gangs who have cleverly
camflouaged and mingled with the protesters can
play havoc till the protests go on. Once the protests
are called off after the three other officers are
arrested, then these white guys will be brought to
book. Some of the looters are being arrested. We
guess the COVID 19 Stay at Home Lock down for

the past 71 days may have added to the
frustrations of the people in general and the
protesters!! Last two days have been of great
concern for all us , Chicagoland suburbanites as
the protesters/ looters destroyed suburban
shopping arcades and were threatening to attack
homes. Inspite of local Mayors clamping curfews
from 8 pm to 6 am. Last nite in Naperville a major
south western suburb, a walgreen and other shops
were broken into at 10 pm and ransacked.
Only prayers can save America , as we are
witnessing historic unprecedented riots and law
and order problem where the peaceful protesters
have been infiltrated with White Supremacists who
are looting, arson to hijack the moment and this
black lives matter movement to distort history.
Dr Vijay Prabhakar
Editor in Chief
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TARU FOUNDATION
IN ACTION

Taru foundation, a structured set of
thoughts initiated in early 2018 by three
young, enthusiastic and amicable
personalities - Nitin Dewangan, Chetna
Mehta and Ananya Sachdeva. The
foundation has laid with the purpose to
create a problem solving environment and
matrix in the society and becoming the
social change maker. The Journey is
obviously started with Chhattisgarh being
the home town of the Founder Director and
being one of the most socially deprived
demography of the country. Taru

Foundation is dedicated with the
underlined vision and mission to nurture
and grow rural community & society in the
best possible and sustainable way. We
are devoted for the inclusive and holistic
development prospective of the mankind.
Our mission is to work for the Creation,
Protection And Nurturing of poverty free,
educated, skilled, women empowered,
prosperous and healthy society through
philanthropic thinking, high governance and
best practices across the globe. In a very
shorter span of time, Taru Foundation has

achieved bigger milestone with the
dedication, team efforts and sustainable
thinking approach to the adverse
situations.
Taru Foundation has been registered under
the Chhattisgarh Society Registration Act,
1973 under Section 44.
We are accredited by Niti Aayog (NGO
Darpan), Non Business member to UNGC
(United Nation Global Compact),
International Resource Partner to WYS
(World Youth Summit).
Taru Foundation is tagged with a highly
innovative, distinguished, illustrious and
elevated key advisory personalities.
The advisory is a renowned panel in the
history of Indian Social Development
journey, Policy framework, Law & order,
Disaster management, Education
Pedagogies, Healthcare Infrastructure,
Microfinance, Social and Business
Sustainability. We do carry a cumulative
experience of more than 300 years. The
Advisory Members of Taru Foundation has
been assigned distinct national and
international assignments with highly
prestigious and prominent organizations
like IIM Ahemdabad, USAID, FAO, Ford
Foundation, The World Bank, WHO,

UNICEF, Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation.
Some of the advisory members are the
senior consultants to the prestigious
Indian Government Organizations and
Navratna Companies.
Taru has started the change maker efforts
and journey from the district of Korba,
Chhattisgarh in the four core segments:
SIKSHA (Education),
SWASTHA & SWACHHATA (Health),
SANRAKSHAN (Environment Protection),
and Ajiveeka (Livelihood).
In the development journey the
organization is closely working for 200
villages, 8000 SHG members, 5000
Schools and the respective Block and Zila
Panchayat. The Ajiveeka program is
appreciated and very well accepted by the
District government.
Our efforts have started shaping the inputs
in the appropriate direction and reflecting
the outputs. As truly said that the journey
of thousand miles begins with a single
step. So the Journey has been started and
steps are recurring.
BY Ananya Sachdeva, Vice president
Taru Foundation,India
www.tarufoundation.com
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RENDEZVOUS

People! Place !! Events!!!

Congratulations to MEATF Chair Martino
Tangkar for receiving the Illinois State
Treasurer's Outstanding Service In
Leadership Award during the Asian Pacific
American Heritage Month,May 2020.

OFBJP led by its Chicago Convenor Acharya
Rohit Joshi , Vishwa Hindu Parishad National
President Nirav Patel and Community Leader
Dr Bharat Barai led a peaceful protest
against China in front of the Chinese
embassy in Chicago on June 25.

American Association of Physicians of Indian
Origin AAPI-USA led by its President Dr
Suresh Reddy met United States President
Donald Trump in Florida to invite President
Trump for AAPI’38 Th Annual Meeting in
Chicago in June 2020.

Congratulations to Indian American Business
Congressman Danny Davis honored over
Coalition Chairman S.V. Anchan, Chairman of 200 fathers from Chicago westside in a drive
Safesea Group, New Jersey for being a
thru salute in a parade of cars where each
Speaker at The Maritime Standard Webinar was presented a gift bag and certificate. DR
series on COVID19 ; A leadership
Willie Wilson, Community activist was also
Perspective- Digitalisation and Business
present alongside Congressman Davis at
Transformation held on 17 June 2020.
the historic event on 20 June.

Karnataka Chief Minister B.S. Yediyurappa
had breakfastat an MTR Outlet on Lalbagh
Road recently to show people eating out is
safe.He was accompanied by Revenue
Minister R. Asoka, Bengaluru South MP
Tejasvi Surya and CM's Political Secretary(
Minister Rank ) Shankargouda Patil.

The COVID 19 Pandemic management efforts
in Bengaluru and rest of the state were
coordinated under the watchful eye of
Karnataka Chief Minister B.S. Yediyurappa
by Karnataka Revenue Minister R Asoka and
C.M.'s Political Secretary Shankargouda
Patil .

Visionary Legend Congressman Danny K
Dr Manjulavahini of Hema Clinic, Chennai
Davis addressed a huge rally in the
presented 70 protective visors for Kasturba
Westside of Chicago to mark peace among
Gandhi Government Hospital for Women and
all communities of Chicagoland. All came
Children recently.Dr Kumar Manickavel and Dr
together to say #BLACKLIVESMATTER but it
RMylvaganan of Chennai arranged for the
was even greater for them to come together
purchase of the visors and both of them are
to say they will fight #together to get real
doing greats service by providing relief
outcomes at every level of government.
packages to the needy in and around Chennai.

Dr G .Sengottuvelu & Team at Apollo Hospitals, Chennai Perform Transcatheter MITRAL VALVE Replacement

Dr Sengottuvelu and team successfully performed Valve in valve TMVR - Transcatheter Mitral Valve Replacement as a LIVE
Transmission to India Live 2020, New Delhi with MYVAL for a 41 yrs old male who had 2 failed open heart surgeries. TMVR was
challenging with a thick interatrial septum and difficult crossing across mitral valve They successfully deployed the valve in mitral
position with final mean gradient of 3 mm Hg with no PVL and no LVOT gradient. Echo images and the team above.
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PERSON OF THE MONTH

Shri K. Doraiswamy
A Profile
Kind, mild, generous, majestic._ These are
some of the words that come to mind
when one meets with Sri. K. Doraiswamy.
He is indeed a gentleman with a pleasant
demeanor to all fellow human beings. He
welcomes everyone and puts him or her
at ease instantly. If one is in distress, he
will find solace & comfort from him. He
encourages suggests remedies to your
problems and invokes the Supreme
Being's blessing's for you, gently guides
you towards your future and prays for you.
Sri K. Doraiswarny is the foremost scientific palm analyst among others, well
versed in all scriptures with clear wisdom.
He has been able to achieve this because
of his constant meditation. He is highly
disciplined, friendly with everyone, fond of
the learned…. living an austere life, always
praying for the well being of other. He appreciates the good qualities of everyone
and is always eager to serve others. He is
explaining the greatness of GOD to all. He
is a Philosopher….He has, really mastered
all the senses and has also mastered anger, food habits and fatigue, These qualities reflect him as a good guide. Such
qualities also reflect the life of a good master. He is one of the most unusual of all
human beings - a Palmist, yes, a Scientific Palm Analyst, with a different outlook
of Life and a willingness to serve humanity
- Sri. K. Doraiswatii,
Sri. K. Doraiswarny's art, for one has to
call this special brand of palm analysis an
art, has been honed to perfection by more
than forty-five years of continuous practice & dedicated study right from his childhood. Even while working in the Railways
as an officer, he remained involved in helping friends and relatives in distress through
his analysis & remedies. After his retirement he dedicated himself to this unusual
profession wholeheartedly. His gentleness
& genuine concern for people in trouble
have brought him fame almost immediately. His accurate predictions and alternative solutions to nagging problems have
caught the attention of big businessmen,
corporates, politicians as well as ordinary
people.
Today, Sri. K. Doraiswairy is highly sought
after by people spread all over India and
abroad. But he has remained untouched
by all the attention and remains a simple
man with simple tastes simple living. Quite
naturally, the media has also been attracted by Sri. K. Doraiswamy's work. Almost all-regional publications have written
about him & his work,,, newspapers have

covered his novel method of "Scientific
Palm Analysis" (SPA) extensively. Television and Radio channels have also been
broadcasting his interviews and speeches.
Some media names that immediately
come to mind are SUN TV, SCV TV, JAYA
TV, RAJ TV, FM Radio, Daily Thanthi,
Mangai, Kalaimagal, Kalkandu, Dinamalar,
Dhinakaran, Nallakalam, Penmani, Idayam
Peshugirathu, Kumudam, Malaimalar,
Malaimurasu, Dinamani Kadir, Anna Nagar
Times, lrai Jothidam., The list goes on.
What is "Scientific Palm Analysis"? (SPA)
our deepest thoughts create and Change
the lines on our palms. The study of these
lines, their analysis, the identification of
the shapes & structures of the palm & fingers according to the various )Types and
categorising them-this is Scientific Palm
Analysis (SPA). Once identified, fit is then
possible to know a person's habits, character, his past, present future, his family
back ground, professional trends, critical
life situations et al. The palm, it would
seem, is the index of the person's life history. What is unique about Sri. K.
Doraiswamy's approach is that he does
not stop with telling one about his past &
future, he also guides him along the most
prosperous ways to chose according to
the alignments in his palm. This gives a
person an opportunity to change the
course of his life, to adjust his actions to
match his natural tendencies & thus be
more effective & successful All along, Sri.
K. Doraiswamy” or- "Apps" as he is affectionately called by many, guides the individual to identify his goal in tandem with
what his palms reveal. This helps the individual direct his energies towards the objectives he is most suited for, both indi-

vidually & socially. He also suggests specific remedies & Vasthu related adjustments that will augment one's journey in
life. He is also popular for his capabilities
in Vasthu Shastra and is often called for
advice in setting up homes, factories offices. One cannot but feel divinely blessed
after spending minutes with this kind
gentleman. His very presence heals and a

person bowed down with troubles feels
comforted & optimistic about life instantly.
Indeed it is his faith in the divine along with
his insight in palm analysis that makes
him so special and stand out among a
plethora of self-advertising palmists. Sri.
K. Doraiswamy is not out for making a
business cot of his talent, it is his life's
mission to be a Mend, philosopher and
guide to one and all.
He has written numerous (more than
1000) Research
Treatises about Scientific Palm Analysis. He has written
many Research
Treatises about
Gems. Indeed, Sri.
K. Doraiswamy is a
boon to man kind.

Dr. K. Doraiswamy and SPA®
The science of Astrology and Mathematical and Scientific Palm
Analysis (SPA()) is a vast ocean and is not easy for everyone to cross it. Dr. K.
Doraiswamy's treatises provide preventive and remedial measures for a safe boat.
Nature is an exciting arena and a "great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before
us". In spite of all scientific breakthroughs and technological marvels, we continue to
be small pebbles on the shores of the vast ocean 'of knowledge.
Man's ability to think is the motive power behind human progress. The desire to
discover, ability to create, dissatisfaction at the present and the persistence despite
failures are the wheels of developments. Chance, serendipity, accident, inspiration or
emotional experience are all Nature's Laws, but for sure it favours a prepared mind.
This is
achieved through SPA®. This is the first time in the world that SPA® has been
theorized in the field of developed palmistry.
Dr. K. Doraiswamy is all about friendship, loyalty and about believing in one another.
It is because of that friendship and the belief, that has let him set out his journey to
explore the SPA® in his life.
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Swacch Devalaya and Swacch Manasalaya
(Clean temples and clean mind)
It is the story of one person who embarked on a mission is to raise our consciousness
to civic sense and explain the essence of spirituality in a simple way. He had a dream &
he pursued the journey which is Swacch Devalaya & Swacch Manasalaya

Self-Introspection - Concept of Evolution & Enlightenment
1) Release me from the never-ending chain of desires So I may live in peace with Absolute contentment
2) Free my mind from the darkness of lust And fill my soul with the light of divine Love
3) Let me not live to eat & indulge in the unreal outer shelf Eat but to live, evolve & realize my Real Inner Self
4) Let me not use words as missiles that injure Use them but gentle sparingly for comfort & cure
5) Let me not forget my brittle dwelling of glass So throw not I stones wherever I glance
6) Enlighten my mind with the knowledge of thee And releasing the weight that scholarship brings
7) Detach my Self from the bondage of my ego So differentiated am I no more
8) Let good tidings of others forever bring joy unqualified And merge my soul with that of one & all
9) Inspire in me the sense of surrender at thy Lotus Feet So sorrow not I see, but your dance to stay on my feet
10) Let me not do any work for rewards & fame But let every act be dedicated to thy name
11) Help me eliminate the chatter in my mind So I stay connected with thy Name on my mind
12) Help me to enrich & protect my subjective mind To filter & deflect the objective mind
13) Help me to manage attractions and repulsion So I stay detached, balanced and never in agitation
14) When you finally grace me to thy shore Let me please come with my friends galore

The purpose of this article is to highlight
the unique journey of Nate Natesan who in
2006 set out to promote awareness to better civic sense among nonresident Indians
in Atlanta. His journey has been long, interesting and personally rewarding as Nate
decided to work at many temples in Atlanta
and to promote awareness to nonresident
Indians all over USA as well, using social
media. Nate has earned accolades from the
Indian community in Atlanta and from many
organizations in USA like the Vishwa Hindu
Parishad America. Nate has been a one
man army but is committed to the cause
driven by the love & respect of the people.
His views expressed in this article should
resonate with the readers and thus it is our
hope that the entire community gets involved
in the effort for swacchata promotion We
know Mahatma Gandhi made cleanliness
an integral part of the Gandhian way of living. The phrase cleanliness is next to godliness is well known. On Mahatma Gandhi's
birthday i.e. 2nd October 2014, Swacch
Bharat Abhiyan (L1) was launched by
India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi. The
cleanliness movement is a message not
only for the countrymen but is also a statement to the international non-resident Indian community. Prime Minister Narendra
Modi also announced the launch of the
'Swachhata Hi Seva Movement' (L2), or
“cleanliness is true service” from September 15, 2018 to honor Mahatma Gandhi and
celebrate his 150th birth anniversary which
falls on Oct. 2, 2019. Nate observed that
devotees carelessly leave footwear on the
floor of temples creating a mess even if
racks are provided. Many times it is all piled
up near the door to the sanctum. While
some temples provide good rack system,
many small and big temples do not. Some
temples maintain cleanliness in the rack
area by close supervision while most
temples find no volunteers to undertake this
task. The status and action taken so far
are
enumerated
in
www.Swacchdevalaya.org The photos in the
gallery section of the website tells the whole
story as also the video recording (in the
clean temples section ) by TV Asia which
was aired in their news segment in USA
and Canada in Dec. 2014. In the Success
Story there is a video of recognition of
Nate’s efforts by Hindu Temple of Atlanta

on the successful culmination of the divine
eleven day AtiRudram chanting in the august presence of all the temples priests,
ritwicks who participated in chanting, the
spiritual pundits who came from India for
the event and the dedicated management
and volunteers of the temple.
Nate is confident that solution to
the problem is in promoting awareness
through social media and people volunteering to maintain cleanliness at rack area.
People may come forward to manage remotely by using CCTV and walkie-talkie.
Nate says the problem is not insurmountable, “together we can lift the mountain of
apathy”. His vision is civic sense & cleanliness becoming a way of life among Indians
all over the world, not just in India. Priority
is a function of time & money, neither one
is a factor and hence the only hurdle is the
apathy of people. Why is it necessary to
address this issue? Civic sense is pretty

much a way of life in the western culture.
We do follow civic sense in the western
society and this double standard does hurt
our self-esteem even as Indian professionals & students are excelling in various fields.
Non-resident Indians are ambassadors of
India and we have to demonstrate our great
heritage and culture. It is to a large extent
lack of civic sense that creates filth in India, resulting in diseases that invariably affect the poor people. When people do not
have basic civic sense we cannot expect
the politicians and leaders to serve the
people with higher standard of integrity.
Yoga is a physical, mental and spiritual
practice originated in India. The great sage
Patanjali, considered an authority on yogic
sutra, prescribed eight fold steps to finding
peace. The first two being yama
(abstinences), niyama (observances) for
self-discipline. An international day for yoga
was declared unanimously by the United

Letter from Swami Shantananda of Chinmaya Mission who says “Your
inspired poem reads well. You have absorbed the teachings our Gurudev.
May His grace and blessing be upon you”

Nations General Assembly and is celebrated annually on 21 June since its inception in 2015. Thus we teach yoga to the
world but seem not to observe basic civic
sense while many other cultures do While
there are organizations & temples that practice discipline, some under supervision and
some based on the culture of the organization, what is needed is an organic change
in our approach to civic sense in public
places. The western society is good in this
respect and the Japanese culture is one of
the best. The Japanese concept of 5S (sort,
straighten, shine, standardize and sustain)
is widely practiced in multinationals corporations around the world to improve safety
and efficiency in operation. Most of us do
practice cleanliness & orderliness at our
homes but fail to do so in public particularly in Indian congregations & places of
worship.
We revere the values of Sanatana Dharma,
the heritage of our glorious culture and the
fact that we all can associate our roots to
many saints & rishis, Vedas, vedanta,
upanishads, puranas, Bhagavdam and epics like Ramayana & Mahabharata. We
have no dearth of spiritual leaders who have
led an exemplary life to inspire ourselves
to higher standards. We should revive the
inherent greatness in the Indian community. People look for cleanliness & order in
Indian gatherings & we deserve better.
People are looking for community leaders
to come together and solve the issue. We
do not need leaders together we can achieve
it, just like drops of water becoming an
ocean. We can create a tsunami of awareness Nate is seeing light at the end of the
tunnel. His article on Swacch Devalaya was
recently published in the Mandir vani published by Vishwa Hindu Parishad America
(VHPA) on the occasion of the 14th annual
Hindu Mandir Executive conference (HMEC
2019). Nate is very hopeful that VHPA will
communicate with all temples in USA about
the need for swacchata.
VHP based in India is an international organization and Nate believes slowly
but steadily the message of swacch
Devalaya will be a house-hold concept which
is already the case in many homes in Atlanta Nate has also been sharing his views
towards keeping spirituality simple. Nate
shares Self-Introspection with people of all
faith and strangers at public places, including airport & temples. During his recent
seven day cruise vacation to the Hawaii is-
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lands he shared the half-page note of SelfIntrospection with about 400 families. It is
extremely well received as a universal message and some call it a message of peace
as it underscores that the central theme of
all faith which is to find peace by purifying
the mind or clearing all the weeds and sins.
It is very simple and self-explanatory. The
concept is similar to the story in Bhagavdam
of Churning the ocean of milk and the theme
is captured in Sri Suktam where in the saint
invites Goddess Lakshmi to him home and
recalls the story of churning the consciousness, which is self-introspection. Nate
Natesan was inspired to write Self-Introspection in 2006 after hearing the prayer
song of Shakti Aarti – Om Jaya Jaya Shakti,
where in the devotee prays to God to “purge
all his needs”. His swacch Devalaya journey started inexplicably soon after writing
Self-Introspection. Self-Introspection that fits
in half a sheet of paper is laid out in
www.SwacchDevalaya.org/Spiritual
Root cause analysis reveals that weeds
accumulate in our mind due to:
a) Unmanaged desires and lust
b) Unmanaged attachment with love, attraction & repulsion
c) Illusion or maya of deriving happiness by
means of riches and success in the material world which is ever eluding like a mirage
d) Unmanaged expectations of success in
our ventures
Failure to achieve our expectations results
in frustrations, jealousy, attraction turns to
repulsion and anger. Forgiveness is a virtue that helps to shed the lingering burden
of ill feeling
Success has to be managed too with modesty and the goal is to maintain a balance
in all situations. In nature we see normal
distribution (normal bell curve) and not equal
distribution. One has to learn to accept &
surrender to the higher power and face life
bravely against all odds.
There is a beautiful hymn in Hinduism called
Shanti Mantra which is very appropriate
to wish for birthdays, wedding anniversaries, graduations, pregnancy, child birth and
all good & happy occasions as the essence
of this hymn is to evolve and find shanti or

peace.
Nate wishes people of all faith in social
media with the following hymn with its meaning and interpretation on their special days
and occasions. It is very much appreciated
& people feel truly blessed. This is the shanti
mantraAsato maa sud gamaya
Thamaso maa jyotir gamaya
Mrutyor maa amrutam gamaya
Om shanthi, shanthi, shanthi.
Essence of the Shanti mantra:
May the Lord bless you with Light and
Knowledge, which helps us to shed the
darkness or ignorance & we recognize this
unreal world for what it is. Knowledge removes the self-imposed veil of ignorance
or Maya (illusion), thus we will be able to
appreciate the real world of divinity That will
be the D day, a real D Day when we are
liberated from this cycle of birth and death
and attain moksha, real freedom or a state
of fearlessness and be one with Father,
Brahman, or Allah. Fearlessness sets in
when our needs are reduced to bare necessity or when we transcend & condition
the mind not to be dependent on anything
or anyone or develop a sense of total surrender. Fearlessness sets in when our
needs are reduced to bare necessity. Only
by the grace of God, does one get a human birth the sole purpose of which is to
evolve and find peace.
Thus Nate is working on three unique areas – clean temples & clean mind with SelfIntrospection and wishing people with

shanti mantra or hymn of peace. The probability of anyone doing any one of them is
about one in a million. Nate feels extremely
blessed. He considers himself very ordinary,
far from being a scholar or “successful” in
the material world. Circumstances and life
experiences led him to his journey.
In 1993 Nate had a vision to help the under
privileged by an army of volunteers each
providing about 50 to 100 hours in a year,
by providing help in education. This led him
to volunteerism in soup kitchen with devotees of Sathya Sai Baba which put him on
a spiritual path in the 1990s for a few years.
The challenges of working to make a living
and raising his two sons kept him busy and
away from spiritual pursuit or volunteerism.
Nate learnt to teach tennis as he found his
two sons very coordinated and wrote a tennis booklet in 12 half pages, which was
endorsed by leading tennis personalities
Nate is a one man army in his pursuits and
his efforts to motivate his community to
support “clean temples” has been a long
journey. Nate believes that we have only a

right to try but not for the rewards as said
in Bhagwad Gita. Nate is trying to evolve
and feels his goal post is clear dealing with
known variables & nothing unknown. The
unknowns may be revealed when the mind
is cleared of the weeds and thinking becomes clear & the full potential of intellect
& mind is utilized. Intellect is part of us not
to just to make a living but to manage the
mind and senses and faculties. Vedanta
takes on a logical and intellectual pursuit
of spirituality and stresses on “Viveka” or
analysis.

About Parasuram “Nate” Natesan, Atlanta, Georgia

Letter from guru Swamini Svatmavidyananda, disciple of Swami
Dayananda Saraswati. My guru’s words “A lot of doors open when one
commits to a life of spiritual pursuit”. The door opened immediately in
the form of a mission to undertake Swacch Devalaya which has been a
beautiful journey meeting so many people whose respect, love and blessings have made his journey of life blissful.

Email: natestennis@gmail.com Cell # (678) 372-8581
Short Biography
Nate Natesan is one man army of swaccha Devalaya or clean
temples.
Nate born and raised in Mumbai, India immigrated to USA in
1982. After graduating with MBA in Management with finance
as major, Nate worked in several multinational companies
working as senior business analyst and controller in manufacturing industries.
Nate retired in March 2019 and is devoting more time to follow his vision of Swacch
Devalaya and Swacch Manasalaya. In 2006 Nate started arranging footwear carelessly thrown at Bal-Vihar & other sathsangs held in public places. His vision is to
raise our consciousness to civic sense. He has retired from work and is pursuing
his dreams which is Swacch Devalaya & Swacch Manasalaya
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India needs better mental
health care systems
Address structural and financial gaps, change mindsets
Bollywood Sushant Singh Rajput died
by suicide in Mumbai on Sunday. His
tragic death has trigged a muchneeded conversation on mental health
in India. According to the World Health
Organization, over 90 million Indians,
or 7.5% of the population, suffer from
mental health issues. A study published
in The Lancet in December 2019, titled
The burden of mental disorders across
the states of India: the Global Burden
of Disease Study 1990–2017, also
highlights the scale of the challenge.
Mental health issues are among the

leading causes of non-fatal disease
burden in India; one of every seven
Indian was affected by mental health
issues in 2017; the proportional
contribution of mental health to the
total disease burden has almost
doubled since 1990; and suicide
was the leading cause of deaths
among young people — aged 15 to
39 — in 2016. India spends little on
mental health care. In financial year
(FY) 2019, the budget allocated to the
National Mental Health Programme
(NMHP) was brought down to ¹ 40 crore

from ¹ 50 crore in FY18. Budget 2020
has not increased the allocation for
NMHP. When it comes to mental health
care personnel, India has 9,000
psychiatrists, or one doctor for every
100,000 people, when WHO norms say
there should be three for every
100,000 people. While these structural
and financial lacunae need to be
addressed, it is important for society
to not stigmatise the victims, and
provide a community support structure
so that they don’t battle such problems
alone.

Madhuri Dixit says she is unaware of Khal
Nayak sequel confirmed by Subhash Ghai
(News Agencies) Filmmaker
Subhash Ghai may have
confirmed the sequel to his 1993
hit Khal Nayak, but the film’s
leading lady, Madhuri Dixit, is
unaware of the developments.
The original also starred actors
Sanjay Dutt and Jackie Shroff. In
an interview with IANS, when
Madhuri was asked about the
follow-up to Khal Nayak, she said,
“That’s news to me. I have no
idea. It is a surprise for me.”
Madhuri’s song Choli Ke
Peeche Kya Hai was one of the
highlights of Khal Nayak. When
asked if she would like to be a part
of its sequel, she said, “It
depends on the script, how they
are planning to do, where they
want to shoot. I think we will take

things as they come.” Khal Nayak
revolves around the attempt to
capture a gangster named Ballu
(Sanjay) after he escapes from
the custody of Inspector Ram
(Jackie). Ram’s girlfriend, subinspector Ganga, attempts to
salvage his reputation and goes
undercover as a dancer to
capture Ballu herself.Earlier this
year, Subhash Ghai confirmed to
Mumbai Mirror that a sequel to
Khal Nayak is on the cards.
“For the last six-seven months
we have only been creating
c o n t e n t a n d n o w, I ’ m r e a d y
with two bound scripts - a
sequel to Khal Nayak and a
remake of my first directorial,
Kalicharan,” he said. The
filmmaker said that Sanjay was

the one who encouraged him
to write a sequel, which will
t a k e o f f f r o m where the original
ended. “Part 2, which took us two
years to script, starts with Ballu
coming out of prison. It will also
feature a younger villain,” he
said. Meanwhile, Madhuri has
been keeping busy during the
lockdown. She often shares
pictures of her dance sessions at
home on Instagram. She also
released a new single, Candle,
which brings a message of hope
amid the coronavirus pandemic.
Once shoots resume, Madhuri will
be back on the sets of the show
Dance Deewane, which she
judges along with filmmaker
Shashank
Khaitan
and
choreographer Tushar Kalia.

At times, I don’t even realise
which day or date it is: Kriti Sanon
(News Agencies)India, which is going
t h r o u g h
lockdown 5.0,
has been on a
pause mode
since around
mid-March, with
nothing new
happening in
anyone’s life.
And like for
everyone else,
“things have
been the same”
for actor Kriti
Sanon
too.
“There hasn’t
been anything new as such but what
option do we have? It feels like time
is just passing by. At times, I don’t
even realise which day or date it is
(laughs),” says Sanon, who has
been “having great time” with family
-- parents and sister, Nupur Sanon
at her Andheri home. In fact, in her

recent Instagram video, Kriti is seen Laxman Utekar). “For the first month
or so, I was really
chilling.
But
honestly, I now miss
being on the sets
and going through
my ‘normal, daily’
routine,” says the
actor, whose debut
film,
Heropanti
completed six years
late last month.
Although Sanon has
been away from her
work, the actor
chooses to look at the
positives instead.
teaching “Punjabi hip-hop” moves to “Surely, lockdown brought along tonnes
her mother on the song, London of problems and difficulties for many
Thumakda (from Queen; 2014). people,” she says, adding: “But in
Before lockdown 1.0 (starting hindsight, I feel even a busy city like
towards the end of March) came into Mumbai has been much calmer. You
force, Sanon was busy with her next could see a clearer sky, and even hear
release, Mimi (it reunites the actor birds chirping. That way, it has been
with her Luka Chuppi director, great.”
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BUYING INVESTMENT PROPERTY DURING COVID-19 IS A GOOD OPPORTUNITY?

Nick Verma
CEO, SRS, Broker

When stocks drop and recession seems forthcoming, it causes a lot of people to
believe the same thing is taking place in the housing market. Every So Often,
investing in a recession can actually be the best time to buy real estate because it’s
less unpredictable than the stock market. The smartest real estate investing tactic
during these times is uncovering properties that cash flow today but also have a
great chance for growth over the long term. The KEY is to look for important
statistics of a strong real estate market and invest there. The question is, which
housing market values should we consider during the COVID-19 pandemic? Interest
rates are at a low level right now, it makes cash flow on leasing properties more
affordable and even stronger in most marketplaces. Some metro areas are
witnessing strong sales activity today while others have reduced down quite a bit.
This is why it’s so important to look carefully for areas that have strong resident
growth diverse with affordable housing especially during these unstable times.

A proud owner of Midway Realty Group who specializes in local community, I am also a License broker and member of Mainstreet Organization
and National Organization of Realtors. I also have thirst about researching and then sharing the most vital information about real estate market.
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